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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 30, 1909.

$1.90.
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

jational

Bank Protection

For Your

Savings.

NEW

means a great deal to you as a depositor. Our books are examined by
National ItaDk examiners under tbe supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WElfcK.

Exec notice —Est Samuel Dunbar.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Bargains.
Forrest B Snow—Application to State Board
of Bar Examiners for admission to bar.
Exec notice—Est John W Babson, Jr.
J A Thompson—Hammocks.

Bluehill, Me:
Homestead for sale.
Bucksport. Me:
Buckhport Nat’l Bank—Statement.
Stephen Bennet—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor. Me:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
NeW York:
National Dress Goods Co—Agents wanted.

Our next dividend quarter commences JULY l. Money deposited
ir SAVINGS DEPARTMENT goes on interest on that date at
in our

%
URRILL NATIONAL
ELLSWORTH,

IS/IAIIME:

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

BANK,

effect June 21, 1609.
MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—*6.56 a m; *12.08, 4.30 and6.22 pm.
From East—12.20, 5.42 and 11.07 p m.

r

MAIL CLOSES AT

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—11.50, am: *2. *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p m.
Daily, Suudays included.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east

UNION

TRUST

OF

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH,

THE CONSTANT GROWTH OF THIS
IS

STITUTION

EVIDENCE

OF

IN-

Boston,

Miss Alice Drummey has returned from
visit with her sister Mary in Old Town.
John H. Brimmer is making extensive
repairs and improvements on his house on
Pine street.
a

NEW ACCOUNT8 OPENED SINCE

JAN. 1, 1000.
ARK

stable, 30x36

Frank H. Jellison, wife and child, of
are visiting relatives in Ellsworth.

THE

HY THE PUBLIC.

YOU

a

There will be a dance at Gerry’s pavilion,
Ellsworth Falls, Saturday evening.

HIGH ESTEEM IN WHICH IT IS HELD

286

Sundays.

Henry Gould is.building
feet, on Grant street.

ME.

CORDIALLY

INVITED

There

TO

quorum at the
called for

was no

city government
nesday evening.

the

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.

meeting of
last Wed-

Mrs. L. M. Moore is spending a week
with her mother, Mrs. William H. Cheney,
at South Portland.

UNION TRUST COMPANY.

W. E. Clark, wife and baby, of West
j Ellsworth, are visiting Mr. Clark’s pa-

|

DO BUSINESS WITH A BUSY BANK
and well managed, and
popular are bound to be busy. We ‘‘plead
guilty” to this charge; have deposits totaling
over $3,500,000.00 and a long list of patrons
in alf parts of central, eastern and northern
Maine including hundreds of the largest,
most conservative, most successful business
YOU ought to
men and firms in the State.
want to “bank” in such good company.
We pay interest on deposits subject to c heck.
Bank- that

are

sale,

Eastern Trust &

Banking Co.

MAINE.
BANGOR,
Branches at 01(1 Town and Macliias, Me.

rents, W. J. Clark.
Miss Margaret Dresser has returned
from Boston, where she has been studying music the past winter.

B. Day, who sold his automobile
recently, has ordered a new one—a Buick
eighteen-horse-power runabout.
Clarence

Several girls of the junior clas9 of the
high school will give a musicale and dance
at Society ball to-morrow evening.
Mrs. Julia A. Henderson,
of Rowley,
Moss., arrived in this city Tuesday for a
visit to her niece, Mrs. H. W. Dunn.

examination of candidates for State
teachers’ certificates will be held at Ellsworth Friday, Aug. 27, beginning at S
An

was

Porto Rican features were introduced
the party, confetti and serpentines
being much in evidence. Mr. Reyes
expects to return in the fall to resume his studies at the high school, and
probably will be accompanied by other
Porto Rican students.

Arthur B. Mitchell is home from Cher-

ryfield where
spring. He will

he

work

Monday on
their way to Waltham from Brewer, where
Mrs. Haslam has been visiting her daugh-

devoured every word of it—even the editorials. Thank you very much.
We had a wonderfully pleasant passage,
and a wonderful week in Ireland—being
taken both at Cork and Dublin into Irish
society and clubs.
In Dublin we were the guests of the
lord chief baron who lives in great style,
as he can afford to do on his salary of $25,000 per year.
His hospitality was royal.
He gave three dinner parties and.one
luncheon for us, at which we met the legal
luminaries and their wives and daughters.
I did the Irish courts thorougnly, and
was immensely interested in their peculiarities.
We shall stay here and about here for
some three weeks and then for the continent. We are both well; we get tired, but

and since then

September

22 and

23, because of

hammocks,

in all the latest colors.
and prices.

quality, style

J« A. Thompson Ellsworth^Mebuttons made to order.
buttons
?i®bro1deJed
inwnnde,

ol nil kinds;
plain and hard-

*rom on®’* own cloth.
"(■P®®*
“t
the
ol

Made

dressmaking rooms

Alice m. HOOPER,
1
•*» mannihs hock.
Telephone:

G- T.

eilsworth.

67-13.

BOWDEN,
i>balkb

in

INDIAN
STKEET^ELLSWOItTH,

Tbe Homestead of the late H. M. Gray,
37 acres, situated about two miles west of
Bluehill village. Alto half Interest lu Steam
Mill and Machinery, consisting of Engine
and Boiler, Botary. Heading machine, Stave
machine, Plainer, Shafting, Pulleys, etc.
One wood lot 7#acres, well wooded; one lot
22 acres; 2 lots 20 acres each. One two horse
t two-horse Sled, Plow, Furniture,
Jigger,
left-handed Saw, Drilling Machine, Emery
Wheel, Ox Bows, etc.
Adobe ss

Motor-Cycles.

SlATE

FOR 8ALEI

MAINE

FRANK P.

ORBINI, Admr.,
Bluahill, MW.

where

they

were

Rev,

well

Jnly 4-Morning {service at
Sunday school
many friends both here and at her late at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
home; the abundance of beautiful floral
CONGREGATIONAL.
offerings testifying to the high esteem in
which she was held. Her age was thirtyRev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
two years. She leaves besides her husband,
Sunday, July 4
Morning service at
her parents, Charles Lynch and wife; one 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
brother, James Lynch, and a sister, Mrs. at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Warren Jordan, of Brewer, who was with
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.
her and cared for her during her illness;
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
also an aged grandmother, Mrs. Aphia
liev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Lord. The relatives have the heartfelt
Sunday, July 4
Morning service at
of
their
sympathy
many friends. Funeral 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
ceased

a pleasant home. The defavorably knowm, and had

was

10.30.

—

ser.

ices

held

w-ere

at

the home

of the

service at

parents Sunday at 1 o’clock, Rev. P. A. A.
Killam officiating. The burial was at
Juniper cemetery.

Grand Trunk

been

visiting

her

mother,

Mrs. G. P. Smith, in Ellsworth the past
two weeks, has returned to her home in
Carmel. Her mother accompanied her
for a short visit.
Clerk-of-Courts J. F. Knowlton and
arrived home Saturday from their
trip of several weeks, during wrhich they
visited Boston, Washington, London,
Ont., and other points of interest. Mr.
Knowlton’s health is improved.
wife

The standing of those having over 10,the close of the contest was as

000 votes at
follows:

Mrs Clara Johnson. Hancock.
Mrs Geo Davis, Ellsworth.
Miss Goldie Raymond, Ellsworth.
Mrs J B Holmes, Ellsworth.
Mrs W F Emery, Ellsworth.
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock.
Mrs R B Evans, Ellsworth.
Mrs H H Hooper, Ellswoith.

96,243
87,593
77 382
67,681
33,262
22,261
21,561
10,965

at 7.30.

COMING EVENTS.
"S
ELM WORTH.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

to 14.
the

7.30.

Prayer meeting Friday evening

Thursday evening, July; 1,*

j

and after

visiting

Society

Wednesday

and

Thurday, Sept.

22

and

23—North Ellsworth fair.

j

COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting

Thursday,
Americanjln-

and
of

Btitute of Instruction at Castine.

Miss Lura P. Carter closed her school at

Isle Friday,
] Presque

at

hall—Musicale and dance by girls of junior
class, E. ti. S.

Northeast Harbor.

over

Sermon by pastor.

—

As

The route will be

>. A. A. Killam, pastor.

Sunday,

located and had

L. A. E.

con-

Mrs. E. S. Andrews, who with her infant son, has

as to

BAPTIST.

they have lived at West

Somerville, Mass.,

keep happy.

WHITING BROTHERS.

woven

here

—

Paper,

Palmer

were

ter.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 7, 8 and 9—Bluehill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9

her

father and brothers at Ludlow, expects to
be|home Wednesday afternoon.

—Eden fair.

The funeral of George M. Barron took
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
place last Thursday morning at the Methodist Episcopal church, Ellsworth. Rev. —Amherst fair.
W. F. Emery officiated, assisted by Rev.
“I have to work like a slave,” said a
Gideon Mayo. The choir sang “Nearer
woman, weary with her worries,
My God to Thee”, “Abide With Me” and good
but the answer came from a more way“Jesus, Lover of My Soul”. The floral of- wise comrade: “Oh, but, my dear, you
ferings were numerous and beautiful. The can work like a queen.—Frances Willard
bearers were four cousins—J. G. and A.
R. Barron, J. L. Floyd and Wr. A. Bonsey.
Interment was at Woodbine cemetery,
Ellsworth. Relatives from out-of-town
present were Mrs. Belle Eldridge, son
Merritt and daughter Alice, of Franklin;
Mrs. Agnes A. Salley and daughter, Mrs.
Hattie Reed, of New York; Nathaniel
Bodge, wife and son Wallace, Miss Georgia Hamor, of Bangor; B. J. Franklin and

—

Can suit you

Duffyfivill

Mrs. Alden K. Haslam and daughter, Mrs

Rev. Mr. Klock, of Bucksport, preached
Wesley. Capt. Haskell is spending a few here Sunday morning and evening, in ex*
days in tlie vicinity, cruising and enjoying change with the pastor. Rev. J. D. Prig- and is very popular. They have the conhis launch, which he constructed during more, who, with his family, went to Bucks- gratulations of their many friends.
the past winter. It is a fine boat, well port Saturday, returning home Tuesday
evening.
fitted for cruising.
CHURCH NOTES.
The news was received here with deep
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL.
Chief-Justice Emery In Ireland.
regret of the death of Mrs. Lewis M.
liev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Welch
which
occurred
Thursday
morning
(From a personal letter to the editor.)
Sunday, July 4
Morning service at
of last week at West Somerville, Mass.
Sunday school
London, S. W., June 16,1909.
Mrs. Welch had been ill for some time, 10.30. Sermon by pastor.
but had been critically ill only about three at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening service at 7.30.
It was a pleasant greeting to be met weeks. Mrs. Welch was
born and lived
with the old familiar Ellsworth Ameri- here most of the time
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
to
about
four
up
evening at 7.30.
can on our arrival here last night. We
years ago, when she married Mr. Welch,

Fruits;

Cod Bed Hammock with mattress and
Patterson and
adjustable chain hangers.

in about ten days.

George S. Stanley,

We Invite You

Cape

resume

Warren Jordan returned to Brewer
Monday, after having been here over Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Jordan’s
sister, Mrs. Lewis M. Welch.

Capt. Edwin L. Haskell and wife and
Miss Elizabeth Dow came from Deer Isle
to Ellsworth Saturday in Capt. Haskell’s
new cruising launch
(Jncas. They remained over Sunday as guests of B. T.
Bowie and wife, and went to Bar Harbor
Monday of this week on the launch,
accompanied by Mr. Howie, wife and son

railway from Portland and Lewiston to
Montreal, Toronto, Port Huron and
fiicticn with other dates.
Chicago; thence over the Chicago, MilThe board of registration completed its waukee & St. Paul railway to
Omaha;
work of revising the voting lists last week. thence over the Rock Island railroad to
Eighty-one names were stricken off the Colorado Springs and over the Colorado
lists, because of death or removal.
Midland railway to Salt Lake City. ReSarah Louise, daughter of Carleton S. turning the route will be over the Denver
to come in ami inspect the new arrangement of our Donnell and wife, entertained nineteen of & Rio Grande railroad from Salt Lake
her little friends last Thursday afternoon, City to Colorado Springs; thence over the
store.
We have closed out entirely our stock of dry in
Rock Island railroad to Kansas City, St.
celebration of her seventh birthday.
goods, and with the additional space afforded, have Mrs. J. \Y. Tatley, of Montreal, with Louis and Chicago; thence Grand Trunk
railway to Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
David, little {laughter and maid, ar- Montreal and to Lewiston and Portland.
opportunity to enlarge and display to better advantage son
rived to-day to Aipend the summer with
The party will leave Portland Wednesour
complete line of groceries. We have the most up- her parents, Col. C. C. Burrill and wife.
day evening, August 4. A train will als
leave Lewiston that will accommodate
most
the
to-date grocery store in Ellsworth to-day,
The balvation Army will hold special ser- people living in Lewiston, Auburn and on
j
Thursday evening, led by Capt. Helen the back road, so called, and save expense
complete lines of staple and fancy groceries. We carry |I vice
of going into Portland. A complete itinRice, of Bath, also Saturday evening at 8
trip will be mailed upon apalso a full line of Meats, Green Vegetables, and Fresh o’clock. Sunday services at 3 and 8 p. m. erary of the
to Jas. L. Merrick, Waterville,
plication
I
Maine.
Flour, Feed and Grain. We have not closed «T. W. Holmes and wife, of New York,
a few days during the past week in
Haines Prize Contest.
out our very complete and up-to-date line of Wall spent
The prize contest at the store of Roy C.
Ellsworth, the guests of Mr. Holmes’
Holmes. They left yes- Haines closed last Saturday. The result
Carpetings, Rugs and Linoleums, Curtains and brother,forRoscoe
at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
a short visit in Belfast.
terday
| was announced
Paints.
Mixed
to
continue
carry
Draperies. We also
Mrs. Clara Johnson, of Hancock, won the
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Methoexfirst prize, a sewing machine, but
Come in and see us.
dist church, will spend his vacation at
changed with Mrs. George E. Davis, of
Brooklin, preaching there every Sunday of Ellsworth
Falls, who won the second
his stay. He will be in his own pulpit
prize, a sideboard. Miss Goldie Raynext Sunday, leaving on his vacation the
mond, of Ellsworth, won the third prize,
second week in July.
a couch.

1 Wl

there to

G. A. R. Excursion.
Mias May A. Smith is home from Portpreviously announced, Past Depart- land.
ment Commander James L. Merrick, of |
Miss Ella M. Jude baa been the guest
Waterville, has made arrangements to take since Wednesday of her
Monday.
grandparents, G.
Miss Maagaret Drummey left to-day for a party from Maine to Salt Lake City to B. Floyd and wife.
Winter Harbor where she has accepted a the national encampment of the Grand
Miss Martha J. Barron left Monday
of the Republic and the national
position as telegraph operator at Grind- Army
morning to care for Mrs. D. B. Smith at
convention
of
the
W.
R.
9
C.,
August
stone inn.

Lillian G. Mo wry, of Searsport,
the guest of Miss Evelyn M.
Bonsey the past week, returned home

16 to

*10!

early

been since

Miss

who has been

have

HAMMOCKS *11 to
Lowest Prices Ever, from

has

return

HUBLBY-DUFFY.

The wedding of Mias Abigail Frances
Harley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Harley, and John J. Daffy, both of
Ellsworth, took place this afternoon. The
ceremony was performed at St. Joseph’s
Catholic church at 3 o’clock, Rev. J. D~
O’Brien officiating. The Mendelssohn
wedding march was played by Miss Nancy
M. Dutton. Six young lady friends of the
bride acted as ushers and ribbon-bearers.
The bride’s gown was of ivory white
batiste. She carried a bouquet of bride
roses.
Miss Catherine A. Hurley, sister pf
the bride, was bridesmaid.
Herjpdra wm
o! pink muslin. Charles
Hurley,
brother of the bride, was besf man.
I After the ceremony, a recension was held
at the new home of the briMs and groom
on upper Main street, whrfe a large number of friends and relatives extended congratulations. Six youvi' ladies served refreshments.
J
Mr. and Mrs.
leave this evena
for
trie).
On their return
ing
wedding
they will begin housekeeping in their new
home.
The bride has been one of Ellsworth’s
successful
school teachers
for several
years. The groom has been engaged in
the tailoring business here many years

carpentry.

given at So-

a. m.

The dates of the North Ellsworth fair
been changed from September 15 and

■

A very pretty party

WEDDING BELLS.

1

The gang at Whitcomb, Haynes St Co.'s
ciety ball last evening, by Boy C. Haines,
in honor of Ernesto Reyes, who left this mill is shut down on account of the breakafternoon for New York, to spend the ing of a shaft, which will take some time
summer with his sister.
Some novel to repair.
at

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

ELLS WORTH FALLS.
price on any horse sold when he bought
Bingen’s First, a bay mare with a mark of
Miss
Laura
McCarthy is the guest of A.
2.19%' for 9610.
W. Ellis and wife.
Misses Bertha Hopkins and Mae Studor,
Misa Sadie Farish, of York, is the guest
of Ellsworth, and Winslow B. Stephens,
of William E. Joy and mother.
of New Bedford, Mass., who were with a
Arthur W. Sals bury is building a barn
party at the Woodruff cottage, were
among the successful fishermen last week at the Moore place which he recently pureach getting a salmon, the smallest weigh- chased.
Leon H. Brown has gone to Northeast
ing three pounds and the largest five
pounds.
Harbor, where he has employment at

wife

|

Irving Wilbur, of Lakewood;
Wilbur, of Ellsworth Falls; Mrs.

SUrijnrtisrnwitB.

THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST

Bugs, Worms, Blight,

and

F. M.

Annie

Remick

i

Melvin and
Homer Wilbur, of Marlboro, and Mrs. H.
B. Jordan, of Bar Harbor.
GREEN
Col.

the

will soon be open.
the munitions of

We have all
such as

war

and sons,

LAKE.

Fred Parkhurst is at bis cottage for

season.

Bordeaux

Mixture,

Hellebore,
Sulphate Copper, Blue Vitriol,
Paris Green, Insect Powder,
Arsenate of Lead.

The hatchery launch made her first trip

Monday

and

runs

well.

Frances Lord, of East Holden, who
has been attending the Boston high school,
spent Monday with Mrs. Horace F. Lord.
Miss

Parcher’s Drugstore

An excursion to and from the hatchery
will be made on the Fourth, by Capt.
Horace F. Lord, in a capable launch that
will hold twenty-five or thirty people.

Fishing has never been any better than
during the past week. Not a day has
Bar Harbor to Northeast Harbor. From passed but several fish have been landed.
July 1,1909, end at Otter Creek during the Sunday was a record-breaker. Over thirty
from July 1 to Sept. 30, each year, boats were on the lake, and not one came
Postals and letters received from the period
7.62 miles.
in without one or more fish.
Ellsworth boys en route tor Wyoming, decreasing
Mountainville, Hancock Co., postofflce
indicate that they are enjoying the trip.
restablished. Isaiah
Pickering, postThey missed their train out of Chicago by
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
master.
fifteen minutes, and had twenty-four
Mrs. Robert B. Carter and Mrs. CorStar service established. Asticou to
hours in which to see the sights of the
Northeast Harbor, one mile and back, delia Remick are in very poor health.
“windy city”.
from July 1 to Sept. 30, each year. Ernest
Mr. Edwards, of Bangor, was the guest
The Ellsworth loan and building assoM. Higgins, Asticou, flOO, for the period, of hiB sister-in-law, Mrs. John Ray, Sunciation has declared its thirty-fourth semieach year.
day.
annual dividend, at the rate of 6 per cent.
Mrs. Fred Sadler and daughter Gladys
A financial statement of the condition at
Fire at Gouldsboro.
for a few days with
the close of the six months shows the
Sid- have gone to Bangor
Gouldsbobo, June 28 (special)
association to be in good condition, with a
Capt. Sadler on board his schooner, the
ney Ashe’s house burned to the ground
Portland Packet.
large surplus fund.
this afternoon. It is thought that the Are
The auction sale of E. H. Greely’s horses started from the kitchen chimney, as the
uWhat are they moving the church
at Maplewood park, Bangor, resulted in flames were breaking out through the roof
for?” “Well, stranger, I’m mayor of these
the change of owrnership of twenty-six of the ell when the fire was discovered.
fine bred Maine horses Wednesday afterBy the timely aid of the neighbors and diggin’s, and I’m for law enforcement:
The twenty-six horses sold for mill crew, the stable was saved, and also We’ve got and ordinance what says no
noon.
|6,410, or an average price of |246.50. John all the furniture on the first floor and the saloon shall be nearer than 900 feet from a
I R. Graham, president of the Bangor Rail- bed from one room on the second floor. church. I’ve give ’em three days to move
the church.”
way & Electric Co., paid the highest There was some insurance.
Changes in Postal Service.

_

—

BEDDING PLANTS
ALL KINDS FOR

Flower and Vegetable Garden.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 43

^

f

MDITKD BT “AUNT

Prmymr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning July 4, 1909.

It* Motto:

Br REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Patriotism that counts.—Neh. It,

(

haTe o^_e of the
■HMt Inspiring patriots In ancient history. He was one of the number of
flie Jews who remained In Babylon
after the return of many In the reign
Of Cyrus. He held a high position unwe

dence of the king of Persia.
While
thus situated visitors from Jerusalem
told him the story of the sad condition of the people and pity of Jerusa-

all communications

lem. He became sail and sorrowful In
appearance, which led the king to ask

his

task,

ne'ruied

,»1ir twelvt*H|Keurs.

featuring tlie temple
and the ant Wtlaw, which was found
the temple, and dealIn the ruins
equity to nil. Nothing out
except what Is
ing Is known
contained in his kok. which should

justice^kd

Thk American,
Ellsworth, Me.

Skies with an azure light:
Zephyrs that scatter their sweets as they pass.
And violets dotting the springing grass,
i
And a world all lair and bright.

Harvest, and birds awing;
Orchard and vineyard with rich fruitage
crowned.
And a golden sheen on the sheaves well-

a

DATES*.

Thursday, Aug. 19-Field day meeting
Hancock

Pomona grange at Bluehill min-

spring.
GREEN MOUNTAIN

taken up and interestingly discussed, and
strong ami well decided in the affirmative.
A recess for dinner was then declared,

1 woman, and I shall recommend it as
! long 58 1 live
Mrs. May TUT,
—

TRIED TO RE JOCOSE,

1

Lindley, 1m}.

1

this question ha,
and-cents meaning.

Qoeer

_

j

I

■■

.■».

hi..

inw!*004

an

import.™?Be»
^°^>n

nay, and contrary lo *k
people, there are manvinn ‘*li'f

less than a cord,
^
and „
ditions when it is more.
HcWi
met ics say that a cord of
wood i,
feet, or the contents of a pip, '~ool>i<
cord is

a

l"'1*1'

Mr. Snicker Is well known In his
home town as the most facet Ions man
In seventeen counties. His method of
expressing; what Ideas he has Is *n
tlrely along Hues of pure Jocosity, but
now and then his wit falls upon unap-

fiV* J*de

»»d four
this basis

^objTTmarked on

pile whose
length,'breadth.'ina
multiplied together give this
A

On a recent visit tc
New York Mr. Snicker arrived ratbei
early In the morning, and the pangs of
hunger would brook so little delnj
that he went Immediately upon lib
ears.

h.

.nun,?*4

feet fill, this
requirement,
whether the stick, are

cubic

straight.
there is

crooked,

r

an

long

round

n^',,0

or

or

understanding to the

4^'*

.V-vertheiess, a cord, though
to legal
measurements, is an
quantity, even when the seller i,
prominent hotel In the and the buyer satisfied.

"

1

bo^

w

A lumberman
may have a tract of
wood which be sell, to .
cord, for as many cords as it
wi„
It is in I he contract that be
shall
**
stack it.
He cuts it la
tw
lengths, and when the job i.
complete ,

vicinity of the station for his breakfast.
"Good morning, Ilenrl.'’ he Chortled
In his usual salubrious manner to the
tvnlter ss the latter hung his hat on a
hook oTer Ills table. "Has the butcher

measures

200

cords,

and he

r

for it. Would he have made
or low\
cutting four-foot lengths
inst,.,d
twelve!
Hi would have tout, in the first
piste
from the additional labor
required locut
lour-toot wood, but his
principal lot,
w ould have resulted from a
greatly di.
uiinished number of cubic feet, due to
the
lact that short slicks lie closer

—

j

'**

cord?

to

of most

One

J

*

country^
manufaotIZ?**

to Ordet
Hi* Breakfast th* Glow of Gonial
Good Humor Ho Triad to Shoe
Around Him Had Turned to Gloom.

a

*

QnanUty*^

not

laying

By th* Tim* H* Managed

to

cord

large fireplace of hi,
°M1»
home; to the paper
pulpwsood and to the proprietor
of?"*
°N
dinary city woortyard, toaUof
„

BUT HE SPOILED HIS MEAL

arrival

a

To the farmer
harvesting
lot and to the man

Snicker Was In a Jovial Mood
and Hungry as Well.

preciative

General" Iwi|M

to

Variable
When is

after which the fifth degree was conferred.
of the greatest trinmphs of Bro. Grieve, Master of Hancock Pomona, come yet?"
“?e what, sir?" asked the waiter
Lydia E. Pfnkham’s Vegetable Com- being present, he was invited to the chair
;
from beginning to i$d and gives ns a
bound—
nouiyj is the conquering of woman’s j to exemplify the unwritten work of the .with a puzzled look on his face, for he
in
Fulfilment
have
tumor.
If
everything.
I dread enemy
you
degree to the clafS, which he did in a was not used to Snickers.
complete picture of the patriotism of
mysterious pains.inflammation, ulcera- { raiseworthy manner. Next in order was
“The hutclier." said Snicker, w ith a
Leaves that Hotter and fall,
a man. whi b counted.
tion
or displacement, don't wait for
; the exemplification of the first degree by merry wink In his left eye. "You know
<]L Patriotism that counts is an in- And skies that mourn ueath a mystic veil
to confirm your fears ami go
time
For the fading beauty of hill and vale;
—the chap who brings the food. I
True love
born, inherent patriotism.
through the horrorsof a hospital oitera- Lairoine grange*
And a sweet peace over all.
»
.The topic, “In what lines can the East- ^thought perhaps”—
tion, but try Lydia E. I’inkham's Vegeof country cannot be manufactured.
“tTalt one moment, sir,” said the
Life has its spring and fall;
table Compound at once.
ern farmer compete with the Western?”
It cannot be made to order. It must
Its nesting birds and its birds awing:
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkhsm's was discussed, and indefinitely postponed.
waiter, his perplexity growing eleeper.
be born into the man and be a natural Its fair seed-time ami its harvesting.
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
During the business session it was voted “I will bring ze head waiter, sir."
And the dear Lord over all.
andnerhs. has beenthestaudard remedy to hold Held day the last Thursday in
part of his being. The patriot is born,
“Oh. never mind." Snicker began
for female ills, and such unquestion- |
It was so with Nehemiah.
not made.
but the waiter had departed to return
Life has its falling leaf—
at Jordan's Drive, Winter Har: able testimony as the above proves the September
No sooner did Nehemiah hear that his When the Reaper gathers tbe ripened grain,
In about three minutes with the head
bor.
value oi this famous remedy, and
it securely with love’s strong
There were about 160 present at the
country was in distress than he "sat A^d. biftd?
should give confidence and hope to
ehaifi.
"What Is It. sir?" asked the latter,
Lamoine
regular evening session of
down und wept and mourned certain
every sick woman.
Ih l* shining golden sheaf.
like special advice grange. Tne lecturer’s program consisted with n great show of elvtl Interest.
If
would
yon
before
the
and
fasted
and
prayed
days
about your case write a confiden- of readings, recitations and songs, alter
“Oh.
nothing.” returned Snicker
No such results Dear M. B. Friends:
God of heaven."
tial letter to Mrs. Pinkbam, at which there were remarks
rather sheepishly. "I Just asked Henri
visiting
by
a
have
been
could
produced by
preThe poem is copied from A little collecLynn, Mass. Her advice is free, members.
here If the butcher had arrived yet,
tense of patriotism.
Nothing but an tion called, “For the Quiet Hour,” written ; and always belpfuL
fearing that possibly”—
Inborn love of country could have proARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
| by Edith Virginia Bradt and given me by
“The butcher, sir?” repeated the
His sincerity could not au M. £. niece. 1 was reading some of j
duced them.
At the meeting of Arbutus grange, FriGet a transfer.
head waiter, like his subordinate, very
be doubted, because his feelings were the gems it contained when 1 had a leisThe cheerful cars are passing through
day evening, June 25, it was decided to much mystified.
True ure minute, and 1 wanted to share this
And there is lots of room for you;
manifested in his appearance.
postpone Children's night to July 16, on
"Yes.” said Snicker, with a faint
Get a transfer.
of the picnic and demonstration
patriotism Is always of sm-h a char- oue with you; 1 don't know just why
smile, which he hoped the head waiter
j account
acter, and we may thank God that no Sometimes it setms to me these bits of
If you are on the grouchy track.
July 1. Ice-crcam and cake will be served would find contagious. ”1 was only
nation exceeds our own in this kind of poems are just the message some one
Get a transfer.
instead of supper.
j
Jok”—
Just take a happy special back.
! needs, and 1 have an intuition as l glance
patriots.
"Walt till I find r.e superintendent,"
a
trausfer.
Get
2. Patriotism that counts must be ; over my generous supply of dippings (for
GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
“I
said the head waiter courteously.
Jump on the train and pull the rope
The man who says ! which 1 thank you all) that 1 shall tind
self sacrificing.
Good Will grange met June 26. The athave no doubt we can accommodate
That lands you at the station Hope.
‘‘I love my country” and then when
the one best adapted to the need of that
was small,
but all enjoyed a
tendance
Get a transfer.
monsieur If we can only find out what
It Is in distress refuses to deny himtime.
Does this week's poem suggest to
good time. Editors of the grange paper it Is that he wants. I will send for
-S. J.Y.
self for it belies his words. N'ebemlah I us that we are a part of the great world?
are Agnes Kitchie and
Bernice Clark.
him.”
THOUGHTS OF A HOUSEKEEPER.
Once he left a !
was no such a patriot.
L. E. T. writes me a card—a pretty card
There was no program.
Snicker again started In to explain
Now that the heated term is here, the
position of ease and luxury, returned i with June roses on it and the words
! housekeeper should save herself as much as
the mere facetious Itearlng of his Into his native land and. amid great
GREENWOOD, 363, EASTBROOK.
“k-wry Good Wish" (think how much possible; do a little planning, make your head
quiry, but the head waiter, too. had
A regular meeting waa held June 26.
privations and dangers, gave all his i that means) in the lower lett-hand corner save your feet. If at all possible, cook enough
sped away In search of a superior offiwas ladies’ night, the chairs were
As
it
powers for the restoration of his peo- I —ana she &aj s:
meal
to
serve
for
tea.
food
for
the
midday
|
cer who might lie expected to be equal
ple. The patriotism that counts must Dear Aunt Madge:
j served in a different form, of course. For tilled as follows: Master, Liz/ie Wil- to this new and unexpected emer1
It does not weigh
not consider self.
Will you please tell the sister who inquired instance, if boiled beef or roast was served liams; overseer, Millie Wilbur; lecturer,
personal pleasure and ease against pri- what remedy to use to get rid of red of black for dinner, then make it serve as the “piece Jennie Merchant; chaplain, Goldie Clark; gency.
Several omnibus boys and Snicker's
de resistance" forjtea, sliced and garnished
Tatlon. sacrifice and danger.
ants. 1 would au\i*e her to sprinkle sulphur
secretary, June Williams; treasurer, Eda
8. Patriotism that counts must be freely in the places that they trouble.
j with sprigs of parsley; if potatoes remain. : Piper; ate ward, Eva Piper; gate-keeper, waiter as well were dispatched to the
mince and prepare a salad of them as follows:
kitchen and elsewhere to find him, but
"Your niece.
L. E. T.
exercised in peace as well as war.
Addie Lawrie; assistant ate ward, MarlaTo six potatoes, take a half teaspoonfql of
without success. Five, ten,
apparently
Thanks for the suggestion.
1 am sure j
Nehemiah’s sacrifice was not that of 1
lene
Bessie
Wilbur;
Ashe; Flora,
Ceres,
ground mnstardjsalt and pepper to taste, add
fifteen minutes elapsed, and Snicker
his life, tbongh it may at times have | the “new H.” will realize how helpful the | a
Cora
Effie
Kingman; Pomona,
Dinsmore;
J gill of best vinegar, add two onions, sliced,
began to feel that It did not really pay
been In danger. Ilis patriotism con- M. B.’s are.
j mix well; this shonld be prepared an hour L. A. 8., Vivian Lawrie. The first and
sisted in living, though at great sacri- j In last week s number M. A. B. asked j before serving; fresh lettuce leaves may be ! second degrees were conferred on one can- to be as funny as he could under all
circumstances.
fice, for his country. Times of peace J fora remedy for canker. Try alum; that forked in lightly just before serving. With didate.
Candy, peanuts and bananas
Finally, however, the head waiter
often require higher standards of pa- will help it sometimes; and by this re- j the addition of fruit, cake, fresh bread and were served at recess.
inemForty-seven
triotism than times of war.
Nations
quest 1 am reminded of a sure cure of butter, this should be satisfying enough for I bera and seven visitors were present. The returned and courteously explained
that the superintendent had not yet
have other enemies that destroy becanker which w as recommended by a lady the wants of an ordinary mortal.
for next meeting ia as follows:
Don't, we beg, befrill and beruffle your chil- program
arrived at his post of duty, but that he
sides alien armies. Indeed, most great in Dedham, Mass. If she reads this colJennie Merchant and
Barker
dren’s clothes, as roany'mothers do, and sac- Song,
had telephoned up to the office for the
nations die as a result of inward in- umn 1 am sure she will be glad to send us
rifice yourselves on that Moloch, as you will French; reading, Archie Piper; reading,
of the hotel, who, he assured
iquity rather than by conquering ar- the name of the remedy.
Elsie Jellison; manager
be sure to do on ironing |days. Clothes so Lyman Wilbnr; music,
To crush out evil, to uphold
mies.
him. would be down In a very few moNow, Dell, you have not come “a bit too made require muchjtime and strength in reading, Etta Googins.
We are interested in the Chil- laundrying at a time when strength is at its
righteousness, is a patriotism that soon”.
counts. But many who would shoulder dren's home, and some children from there minimum. A plain hem is quite as tasteful as
“He la rather busy at thia time of
HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
the morning, air," he vouchsafed, “but
a gun at the approach of on enemy
lace, embroidery, etc., on undergarments.
have found homes in our community.
Penobscot grange entertained Hancock
he said be would be dowD right
calmly sit by and allow nutional, social Dear Aunt Madge:
"There's too much worriment goes to a bon- Pomona
Friday, Jane 25. There was a
net,
and personal sins to eat out the vital
away.”
Shall 1 come again so soon? I have been a
There’s too much ironing goes to a shirt.
very large attendance, and the day was
life of the nation. Our own country is
it while it is fresh.
There is nothing that pays for the time spent
"Well, I’m sorry,” said Snicker ruetrip and want to te!
spent very profitably. The meeting was
on it,
IH
faet approaching the point where we 1 went to Augusta and placed two little girls,
fully. "You'd better head him off If
There’s nothing that’s ‘lasting but trouble called to order at 10.30 a. m., and after tht
shall need more living patriots than aged six and two years, in the Children’s
can.
You see, when I asked If the
and dirt.”
opening exercises the address of welcome you
butcher bad come yet, It waa only
dying ones. The presence of social home. Wish I could make you all see it.
Train your children to form correct tastes; was
Grace Condon.
given
by
There
are
children
the
there,
twenty-five
a Joke”—
luxury, which breeds Idleness and sin
teach them that quiet colors are preferable to
Next came the report of the granges. meant as
and arouses the anger of the toiling youngest three months old, the oldest ten gaudy, showy ones. Teach them to admire
“Ah, here la the manager,” InterThis report showed the usual interest
is done for their comfort
years.
Everything
the beautiful in nature, whether in plant or
masses, and the undeniable corruption and
the head waiter as a tall. Imwhich ia being manifested.
they are placed in homes where kind insect life.
The usual rupted
that exists in our commercial and po- hearts are
Explain the forms of different
pressive gentleman with a majestic
open to them.
leaves,
etc.,
trace
the
petals,
classify them;
litical life are signs of the times that
front loomed up in the dining room
From there I went on to West Pownal to the
The question, “Which is the most imneed to arouse the attention of every School for Feeble-Minded. Yes, they will yeining of the butterfly’s wing which flashed
door and made his way across to
in the sunlight but late, and was dasned portant officer in your grange, master,
by
trne patriot in onr land and lead him take me there, as there were both men and
Snicker’s table.
"This Is the gentleto the ground in the sudden summer storm;
lecturer
or
overseer,
was
secretary?”
to stand firmly against these things, women older than 1 there and, yes, more feeble, teach
man, Mr. Flngleton,” the bead waiter
tbem that the Hand that formed both
John
H.
by
and
disopened
minded.
Just
old
men
Littlefield,
think,
■which are as deadly to a nation’s life
sitting on the leaf and insect is divine.
added when the manager had reached
cussed by many of the members.
ground at play with little boys! Childreu of
The Snicker's side.
as booming cannons, scattering shells
six are admitted, and there is no limit as to
was laid
over
until
question
the
next
and belching guns. "Righteousness (and
"Good morning, sir,” said the manK1TTEKY TO CARIBOU.
age, and from what 1 saw I think none are so
meeting, when it will be taken up and
righteousness alone) exalteth a nation" idiotic but
"I hope there Is no
ager breezily.
are admitted and the State
they
of.
disposed
and preserves it.
relieves towns of all the expense. Therefore
Dr. E. H. Vote, of Calais, one of the oldtrouble, sir. 1 am sorry to have kept
Recess was then declared, and a
banquet
BIBLE REAPINGS.
towns can place all such unfortunates there,
but this Is the busy end
est practicing physicians in Maine, died was served
to all.
After recess the grange you waiting,
of the day with me getting things
Ezra vi. 8-10; Neh. ii, 1-5; Ps. xxxill. where so much better care will be given them Sunday, aged seventy years.
convened
in the fifth degree, and that destarted along, and our dining room su12; cxlvii. 20; Prov. xiv. 23: Jer. xxlx. 7: than can possibly be given at almshouses.
Gustavus 8. Bean, a former resident of gree was conferred on a class of
twenty- perintendent, I regret to say, is off
Matt, xvii, 24-27: xxii. 15-21; xxUh 37; But it is truly a sad sight. iuere were about
died
in
San
Cal.
nine.
Bangor,
recently
Jose,
ninety inmates and moie buildings being
Heb. xi. 10.13-10.
duty this morning. What can we do
He was a former deputy sheriff of PenobBro. Norris Heath read a very able
paper for you, sir?”
It was a beautiful ride through the towns in scot county, and for eight years was warden on “The Sunny and the
Shady Side of
“1—1—want a hard boiled egg and
Mads by Its Atmosphere.
June, and when our State gets the 1,200 acres of the State prison at Thomaston.
Farm Life,” after which the grange closed
some Lyonnalse potatoes,” said SnickNo one claims that Christian En- they have purchased from the towns of Powfor
the
The
three-masted British schooner
day.
er.—John Kendrick Bangs In Lipplndeavor has already atalned or Is near- nal and Gray in order, it will be a beautiful,
A good many of the visitors decided to
Phoenix, bound from Windsor, N. 8.,
cott's Magazine.
It Is a living, grow- quiet place. Well. I cannot express all I feel
ing perfection.
over
to
the
meeting of Penobscot
about it, andjwill only say as a tax-payer in for New York with 400,000 feet of lumber, stay
ing. developing movement, not a dead
grange in the evening. This meeting was
the State. I am thankful to help support such went ashore on Libby island off Machias,
method or stereotyped form of words,
Cats Disguised as 8nak*sin the fog Thursday. Capt. Bentley, his opened at 8 o’clock. Deputy E. W. Buran institution.
Dell.
and it can be adapted to the needs of
"Do you know why a cat hisses
I had the pleasure of seeing Aunt Jana son and daughter, and the crew of four, rill made remarks for the good of the orLike all other departany church.
reached the island safely.
der, as did Past Deputy Joanna Durgain, when In rage or danger?" said a naments of church life, it depends for its not long ago, also just a glimpse and brief
Sister Burrill, Rev.
Milton Beckwith, ture student. “Well, sir, she hisses as
Miss
Sarah
Orne
word
of
to
G.
Not
author
of
that
greeting
Jewett,
success very largely upon the atmos“ships
a flying criminal puts on blue goggles
Bros. Snow, Heath and Howard.
books
the
and
in
in
as
one
but
the
of
the
many
regarded
passed
night”
day.
phere that surrounds it. If that atThe program which the lecturer had and a false beard. With that hiss she
foremost
women
of
We
will
all
read
8.
writers
J.
Y.’s
died
contribution
America,
mosphere is worldly, indifferent, selfbad to be materially shortened, tries Instinctively to disguise herself
ish or critical the society will probably given below, and when we feel out of Thursday, at her old home at South Ber- prepared
as a snake.
owing to the illness of the pianist, Nina
where
for
will
she
sorts
we
had
wick,
many
years
weak
and
be
inefficient.
Whenever
“Did you ever notice the markings
but there was a song by Sister
Varnum,
been
accustomed
to
her
summers.
pass
hear
the
GET
A
TRaNSPEB.
question asked, “What
you
F. Leach; pictures on a cat's tall? They are transverse,
Peterson;
reading,
Roy
She
was
a
sufferer
from
and
If
are
on
the
the
matter
with
line,
the Christian Engloomy
apoplexy
Is
you
illustrating famous songs; singing by all; like a snake's markings. The primiGet a transfer.
paralysis.
deavor society?” you will usually find
tive cat In the wild state lived In rathIf you’re inclined to fret and pine.
readings, Jennie Bridges, Lizzie Staples.
reason
for
Charles S. Fobes, a banker and member
asking, “What is the
equal
When danger approachAt this session there were about 160 er tall grass.
Get a transfer.
matter with the church, the Sunday
of Burgess, Fobes A Co., wholesale paint
Get off the track of doubt and gloom,
and visitors from all the sur- ed he hissed and at the same time put
present,
Some reschool and the minister?”
dealers and mauufai turers, of Portland,
Get on the sunshine train, there’s room;
up bis tall and waved It slowly. The
cent critics of Christian Endeavor
died Saturday at the age of sixty-nine. rounding granges.
oncomer beard that serpentine hiss.
Get|a transfer.
seem to hold the little company of
He was treasurer of the Portland board of
He saw the tall, and only the tail,
If you are on the worry train,
we could read the future as we can
If
to
who
are
stem
trade for many years. Mr. Fobes was vicetrying
young people
which waved In an ominous, serpenGet a transfer.
it
would
the
be
as
past,
unprobably
just
the tide of worldliness that Is sweeppresident of the Merchants’ national bank
tine manner.
He said ‘snake In tfbe
You must not stay there and complain,
and
of
the
Portland
satisfactory.
and
a
so
savings
from
their
exbank,
many
moorings
ing
grass' and withdrew.
director of several large corporations.
for
the
success
■luslvely responsible
"The cat of today, hissing horribly
MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANOKK.
Three girls—Cel i ns, Gagnon, aged eighSly’s Cream Balm has been tried and not and
of the church prayer meeting and the
Men past middle life have found comfort
waving to and fro his erected tall,
found
in
and
relief
in
thousands
of
Clara
teen
wanting
homes
all
Charette,
and
soover
service.
the
Foley’s
Kidney
years,
If
Remedy, especfourteen,
Sunday evening
follows ancestral precedent. It helps
ially for enlarged prostrate gland, which is Isabelle
the country. It has won a place in the
twelve—were
drowned
Is
to
attract
family
Peprey,
enterprising enough
ciety
him not at all; nevertheless he always
very common among elderly men. L. E. ;
medicine closet among the reliable household
a company of young people to its meet- Morris, Dexter, Ky., writes: “Up to a year [ in Fish river near Fort Kent last Wedremedies, where It is kept at hand for use in does It, thinking It the right thing. Is
ago my father suffered from kidney and
About
atnot
to
twenty
young people
strong enough
compel bladder trouble and several physicians pro- nesday.
ing; hut
treating cold in the head just as soon as some not man sometimes like the cat In this
it enlargement of tne prostrate tending the fair of St. Louis parish were
them all to go to the second service, nounced
member of the household begins the prelimirespect?”
gland and advised an operaticd. On acconnt crossing the river in a ferryboat when the
of
It
for of his age we wef<- afrr td he could not stand
commending
then. Instead
boat struck some submerged obstruction nary sneering or snuffing. It gives immediate
it
and
I
lecom
mended
's
and
a
the
advice
Foley
Kidney
relief,
or
Remedy,
two treatment will put a
what It has accomplished,
day
A laugh costs too much If it Is
to leak badly. Within a
.»> xuv
an 1 the
relieved him, and after and at once began
Is given, “Disband it," “Dynamite it." taking the h«.c< no bottle he was no longer few minutes the boat turned over on one stop to a cold which might, if not checked, bought at the expense of propriety.—
and all the occupants were thrown become chronic and run into a bad case of
troubled
with
this
side,
G.
A.
ParWilliam
complaint.”
Shaw.
j
—General Secretary
tjulntlllian.
I into the river. All but three were saved. catakrh.
W'c hv every Eube read at this
It is tu wisely interesting
deavorer,

Contrary

reason.

j

|

|

Removed by Lydia E. Pink*

eral

good

—

Orchards all blossom-crowned;
Tbe old earth wrapped in a mantle of spring.
And a brooding promise in everything,
And a happiness new found.
j

I

TUMOR OF
FOURYEARS
GROWTH

POMONA, 26.
Green Mountain Pomona met with LaLind ley, Ind.
“Lydia E. Pink- moine grange Tuesday, June 22. In the
ham's Vegetable Compound removed
! absence of Worthy Master A. I. Foss,
a cyst tumor of
Overseer I>. G. Hall took the chair. The
nun *e«rs glU" lit,
which three of the address of welcome was given by \V. M.
best physicians de- Newell Hodgkins, of Lainoine grange,
clared I had. They and responded to by George Scammons, of
said that only an Schoodic
The report
grange, Franklin.
operation could of granges showed that nearly all the
help me. 1 am verv
in the county were represented.
triad that 1 followed granges
a friend's advice There were about 150 visitors present.
The topic, *• Resolved, that it pays the
and took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vege- farmer of this Pomona to raise small fruit
table Compound, in connection with his other crops,” was

Seed-time and Desting birds:
The air is oil heavy with perfumes rare:
The hope of tbe summer is everywhere,
And a joy too full for words.

I

3mong tt)t Grangers.
This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

hanTsVegetableCompound

to

SEKD-TIMK AND HARVEST.

him the cause of bis trouble, and when
It was explained the king allowed him
to return to Jerusalem. On doing so

finished

“Helpful and Hopeful

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this re*i»ect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

der Artaxerxes, being a cupbearer of
the king In Shuslmn. the winter resi-

he aroused the people from their
lethargy and. overcoming various diffi-

MADOi”.

Tbe purpose* of this column ire succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alias to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

14-18.

In Nehemiah

sworn isnunu**

ftlutual Brntiit (Solnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

together

large.

than

Mceeurements and experimental
tests
have bicn made to ascertain
exactly how
much actual wood is in cords of
difiereut
lengths, sizes, shapi s and species.
Had the ^00 cords of twelve-loot .red
[
been cut in four-foot lengths, there
would
have been only 176 cords, and the o*n,r
would have received for it ftvM) instead
cf
|1,000. It was. therefore, clearly to his
advantage to cut twelve-loot lengths, but
1 it would have been to
the beytn advantage to have it cut in four-loot lengths.
He would have received the same actual
quantity of wood for fl20 less.
It also make* considerable difference to
tbe seller whether wood is
chopped or
sawed. If chopped, the ch'ps are lost.
Where the logs are large this loss amount!
to no small total, in a cord of four-foot
wood, with sticks six inches in diameter,
the chip loss is from six to eight per
cent.;
and of course the shorter the sticks are
cut the greater the loss. If the wood is
sawed, the sawdust loss is scarcely the
half of one per cent.
The difference due to apace* between the

j

sticks of

course

depends

very

muca on

the

shape and size ol the sticks.,
smooth sticks lie close

contains

cord

more

fctraigbt,
together, and a

wood and less air. For

given lengths, sticks of softwoods are usually straighter and smoother, sudwhea
slacked lie closer together.
But whatever the kind, cords of long
sticks are pretty sure to contain more
empty space than cords, made o short
pieces. Likewise, cords of split wood contain less than cords of round sticks. The
finer the wood is split, the more it makes.
Hence w ood dealers are often w illing to
sell kindlings, all sawed and split, for the

price per cord as unsplit wood. Thy
get back the coat of labor in tbe in reused
bulk.
A cord (128 cubic feat) of four-foot hardwood usually contains about eighty-three
cubic feet of solid wood; a cord ol threefoot wood averages eighty-three ana onehalf cubic feet; of two-foot wood, eightyfour feet, and of one-foot wood tightyflve feet. The conifers, softwoods, consame

tain

ninety

to

ninety-six cubic

feet.

Thus

purchaser receives on an average about
two-thirds of a cord of real wood and onethird of a cord of spaces.
In some countries wood is bought by
weight, and the buyer comes more nearly
the

getting what be bargains for; but even
then he may miss it if he receives green
wood when he wants dry. According to
timber testing engineers of United States
forest service, wood may lose half or more
its green weight in seasoning. Cedar for
lead pencils is bought by weight in this
are so small and of
country. The

pieces

such irregular size that they cannot conveniently be stacked and measured a9
cord wood.

Tbe bulk of nearly all woods decreases
seasoning goes on. A hundred cords

as

green

will

ninety-three
factor of

no

make from eighty-nine to
cords when dry. This is a
small importance to dealers

who handle large quantities.
Wood lot owners and farmers who have
■mall forest tracts from which they expect to sell cordwood, are no less interested than contractors who ouy and sell
large quantities. It will stand them init
hand to know how much difference
makes whether wood is cut long or short,
chopped or sawed, whether the sticks are
round or split, whether large or small*
and whether the measurements are to w
made while tbe wood is green or after iv

is seasoned.

Stocrtunnnttft.
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ELIXIR
The Bast
Worm Modlelno

For children and
adults. Purely
vegetable. In use
since 1861. Reliable stomach

remedy

and

laxative.

V J5 cf*., 50 cfo., J1.Ofr—ht til dultrs w

most of the propeller stcAmers, fast in her
day, and followed by the most surprising
ro.». »«w Tur- good fortune. Other boats were wrecked
M1I1-hlP
in storms
romdenanrt finest steara- the least that she went through without
the
trouble, and other boats would
|W0 of
the strike on rocks along the
dangerous coast
ul»n*te«*st superseded on of
Maine that the Katahdin
always
„.00den side-wheelers

*«"«’9ro fi>k

line'
Zn Dsns'"-history

markin*

service

mel
homely
few
route for
In wss thiswithdrawn
tem,a>- but
difficulty in hand^untof
the small landings, and

Boston and

1895,

when the

new

until the
steamer

gor come on the route.
The Cambridge, which

a

on

Bangor

«as

summer

The Surprise That Was In Store
For Two Designing Women.

of

City of Bun-

was

the

By ANNE HEILMAN.
[Copyrighted, 1909. by Associated Literary

fastest

and most

elegantly finished steamer that
ever came to
Bangor, was lost on Old Man
,,,,,,,,1
route last year, Ledge, on February 10, 1886. She was a
Jaaton-St. John
accommodation at popular boat, but had more than her share
ta lor,her
and this of bad luck, having been ashore several
Wve been made,
Belfast, she times, and once when she was brand new,
Vt sister ship, the run.
narrowly escaped loss, with all handH.
1'the Boston-Bangor
In the summe
of 1901 the Boston and
between Bangor and
,i»st line
of eontin- Bangor Steamship Co., which, formed in
oldest, in point
the
first 1875, had succeeded the San fords, sold the
America,
in
in the year line to the Eastern Steamship Co., a cor"ring been put on
after the first practi- poration organized by Charles \V. Morse,
|K„ years
to the propulsion of New York, and which also acquired
tion of steam
in 1823, a queer the Kennebec, Portland and International
y yisr e arlier,

1

Although the face when
itt rest was somewhat sad, yet It was
one of those beaming faces that seem
full of love for the whole world—that
ls, for all whom she admitted Into' her
world. For those outside of Its bounds
she had no use. Just now her thoughts
were busy with her neighbor. In whose
direction she sent her glances.
"Peter's getting his supper early,”
she mused. "It's pretty lonely for him,
but I hope he won’t bo Inveigled Into
taking Serena I.amb for a housekeeper.
I never was one to promote gossip, but
all Clifton knows that her reputation
for dressing far outdoes her skill In
housekeeping. If I thought”— Just
then she turned her head and caught
sight of Mrs. Lamb walking up the

TELEPHONE IMPROVEMENTS.

Important Changes

In the SysHarbor.

Made

tem at Har

Jj

Press.]
Mrs. Platt gat on her front porch,
busy In braiding a mat. She was one
of those women one likes to hare
about. There was a certain comfortlng presence In her large figure and

comely face.

lines.

Patent, ran between
and her first arj Portland,
cxMaine port caused great
at Medshe was built in 1821,
and seventeen hours was contime for her to make be-

jslied the

orunnu.

[ From the Bar Harbor Record.]
the Legislator and the
Bar Harbor should benefit greatly by
!
after
the
soon
along
Ij
to va- the improvements which have just been
■king trips from Boston
and in 1824 Mie Con- made in its telephone facilities. A coraine port*,
I plete switchboard equipment has been inwas built in New York
and New ! stalled by the Western Electric Co. which
i,an between that city
path.
She was of manufactures all the apparatus used by
“Too bad to see that nice home going
IOO to Bangor.
the
entire
Bell
in
the
local
exand
with masts
system,
to rack and ruin,” Mrs. Lamb began
lions, rigged
of
the
New
change
&
j
of the Fulton
England Telephone
i had an engine
after settling herself In the rocker. “I
Co. The new board represents *
aitti balanee wneel and couplings Telegraph
bear it's fairly swarming with mice.
the
finest
and
latest
in
the
development of Peter only uses two rooms. Isn't It a
the engine could be thrown out
and
makes Bar Hartelephone apparatus,
ation with the paddles,
wonder he ain't picked out a housebor’s equipment second to none of its size
baacellor Livingston, in which
keeper afore this?”
in
the
country.
Vanderbilt had an Interest,
"I've an idea.” said Mrs. Platt, enis
so
essential to a town of the
.Nothin*
next steamer of any importance
to
deavoring
speak unconcernedly,
of
Bar
Harbor as adequate and
■red on the Boston and Bangor importance
"that he’ll probably ask you”—
service. The fame
psat built in New York in 1816, up-td^date telephone
"Me!” Interrupted Mrs. Lamb In an
considered to be the masterpiece of Bar Harbor as a recreation spot reaches astonished tone. "Me! And with such
every part of the country, and the local
on. She had three smokestacks,
a famous cook as you next door! Trust
residents are making no mistake in keepnits, a bowsprit and jibboom, and
a man to get a cook when he's free to
dtmge square-sail on tbu foremast ing abreast of the march of improvements. pick and choose. Sarah wasn't much
R-and-aft sails on the main. The Prosperity follows in the wake of adon the cooking, and 1 guess he'll want
glon

ana

Iiioe,

Railroads, highways, telegraphs and telephones all furnish good
examples of this. The most striking object-lesson in the utility of scientific imis the ’phone, because of its
also among the early boats, provement
brief existence.
built in New York, wan comparatively

ton lost money

because sbe

vancement.

was

a

ihols boat for the amount of busithe Poe.
Victory. the McDonough and the
d were

Bangor,

Inew Mat, as well as the fastest
uttime. that came to Maine. Hhe

ibont 400 tons, well fitted for her
n profltable business, gentarrying about one hundred and
passengers on a trip, at the rate of
.between Bangor and Boston.
id did

Bangor ran on tne rout© until trie
lMlaud iu 1842 she was taken to
iditerranean, where for some time
■

engaged

ienndria

carrying

in

pilgrims

their way to Mecca,
purchased by the Sultan

on

ifor was
»y and added

1
:

to his navy. An•earner, the Bangor, a propeller,
few trips between Boston and
and was then purchased by the
States government and sent out to
art in the attack on Vera Cruz,
•he won

lasting

fame.

She

was

the

built in America.
1835 to 1845 numerous steamers
the line between Boston and Baneluding the Charter Oak, Huntress,
iky, Express, Portland and AdThe Charter Oak w*as a tine boat,
Uy intended for the New York and
,Ten line, where her
ow-ners, Capt.
Muon Sanford and a Mr.
Cunniugfoand the competition of Cominotnderbilt so sharp that they sent
uEast. Vanderbilt followed them
mteamer
1

1

opted by Capt.
and

his
line, and

Sanford

Philadelphia

cocmu*C into general
fteea years

for

use.

Civil
harvest time lor steamboats
enubscofc. There "as no railroad
part of lhe Slate to Ban“
n
and so the steamboats had
Some famous boats ran
D Bo9t°n
and Bangor in those

preceding

a

7ti8tern
uJir,e*s-

the

days,

the

Senator, the Daniel Weband handsome
steamer, afterrUU °n tbe
Lawrence and
w°
the
Saguenay; the Governor, T.
J. Pease and Kennebec.
v'as formed the
company which
°Perated what was known
r s
Independent line. Its origi-

before

to Mrs. Platt.
To be sure. Emellne was an umpire
her
ou nil the arts of housekeeping:
cookery was town talk, while she had
never become proficient in the art. but
there were other ways of reaching a
Serena knew, because
man's heart.
she had proved It twice.
In fact, neither lady had deceived the
Each knew the other, from
other.
widely different motives, stood ready
at a moment's notice to respond to
Peter Judd’s call for a housekeeper.
Each knew that Clifton was wouderIng which of the two widows who
lived on either side of I’cter would be
called eventually to fill the departed
Sarah's place, for the custom prevailed
in Clifton when a man was. in the wisdom of Providence, bereaved to hunt
out some widow, respected by the community, to undertake the duties of
housekeeper, and generally, after a decent period of mourning, the twain be-

millions of homes, shops, offices, factories,
country and abroad?

stores in this
Of

course

share in the
of

all

telephone was bound to
development and prosperity

the

American

industries.

If

it had

kept pace with the march of this nation’s
population it would have been hailed as a
successful invention—merely that.
But
its growrth so far outstrips the increase
tants

this occasion, also, that time
*were lir*t
used, the method being

home, “I

—

r

1 on

herself that the blow had struck
must be getting on.”
Serena fared forth slowly along the
"Emellne don't care
grassy lane.
shucks for Peter Judd," she shrewdly
conjectured. “David Platt’s money Is
But
more to her than any living man.
ihe'd take the place for no other reason
than to keep me out of It. As If any
one would look at her twice when I'm
around." and she glowed with it One
satisfaction as she compared herself
assure

three years ago was gre ted with scoffs
called a fanciful toy—should to-day be in

In the

rbetween the two lines that the fare
in Bangor and Bost
jn, which had
• high as
$7, was reduced to fl.
^5 Capt. Sanford
put the steamer
•cot on the
Boston and Bangor
and that boat, on the
night of June
5. made the first
trip to Bangor by
• known as
“the outside rou e", godirectly from Cape Ann to
Island, instead of following
the coast as had
formerly been done.

through

place.” protested Mrs. Lamb. "And
the garden doing so nicely too. You'd
oughter see my strawberries. Emellne.
Peter says they are the finest he ever
saw.
I'd bring you over a saucerful,
but as Peter was going on so about
your getting so stout I thought I
wouldn't encourage your appetite any.
Well,” looking keenly at her friend to

they
finally won recognition. It has been the
lot of all startling innovations to be received with incredulity.
Such was the
case with the
steamboat, the telegraph
and almost every other invention that is
no*r in common ultility. But doesn’t it
seem strange that a thing that thirty-

ioe,

with the steamer
Telegraph,
several years there was such brisk

had to go

of the nation’s inhabito make it unique and remark-

number

as

able.

New York city may be
quoted. In 1900 Greater New York had
56,000 telephone subscribers. The population of the metropolis was then in the
neighborhood of 3,200,000. In 1905 the
population reached the four-million
mark, while the number of subscribers
had jumped to 190,000. Last year the telephone subscribers numbered 310,000, an
The

case

increase of

of

approximately 63 per cent, over
previous. The population of

three years
the city last

year is estimated at 4,000,000.
conditions obtain in other big
cities. Chicago last year had 156,000 subscribers, Philadelphia 101,500 and Boston
101,000. Yet it is in the smaller towns and
the rural districts that the development is
The

came

same

“If

much to

Perhaps

miles away. Or
market in town.

Serena

make9

up

ner

rnina

to

have Peter lie'll have to give in.” phi“She's already
married two that didn't in the least
She's comfortably off. too,
want her.
and don’t need to leave her home. 1
wouldn’t be so set against It If I
didn't know ’twas her that interfered
Floretta Young
him and
between
Peter up
more'n twenty years ago.
and married Sarah out of pure spite,
and Floretta took that good for nothIf ever two people
ing Cy Blake.v.
Peter
were out out for one another.
and Floretta were. Well, as he’s held
out again Serena for over a year he
may escape for good. I’ll not worry

People in the city find
telephones handy things to have around,
means

one.

losophized Mrs. Platt.

the most marked.

but it
dents.

change.”

"David and I spent twenty-five happy years In this bouse,” sighed Mrs.
Platt. “It'd come hard for me to leave
lt. "

Those who are accustomed to the use of
the telephone in their every-day life do not
always realize that it was but a generation
ago when as a new invention the ’phone
was sneered at—called an impracticable
dream of an inventor. It was in 1876 that
Alexander Graham Bell and bis new instrument made their bow* before an incredulous public. The people stared at
the thing—some laughed and others wondered, when it was put on exhibition at
the Centennial exposition in Philadelphia.
It was a tough experience Bell and his
invention

looking place! And it must t>e all rid
up by the middle of September. I just
ran In to ask If your paint and whitewash brushes were In good order.
Peter said aa how you mentioned having a supply of 'em when you offered
to keep bouse for him months ago.
My, how red your face Is, Emellnel
You hadn’t ought to wear pink. Now,
If I do say It, Pve a complexion that'll
»tnnd any color.”
"I didn’t exactly offer”— stammered
Mrs. Platt, tears of mortification smarting her eyes,
“Oh, well. It Is all past and done
“I
with," Interrupted Serena airily.
Just had to give In. He wouldn’t take
a ‘no.’
Well, If you’ll lend the brushes
I’ll be goln'.”
Armed with the brushes. Serena departed, every movement of the organdie proclaiming victory.
In the days that followed Mrs. Platt
gave much time to sitting on the front
porch watching her friend's progress
in the hooseclcaning line. Serena called
seldom now, and the time passed slow■

dodged. She never lost a passenger or
any. freight, and, in short, such was her
“luck” that people,
especially sailor men,
came to regard her as
bearing a charmed
existence. She continued to run between

Hn-

of
in the
These new
<rl, a century.
and the BeiCamden
t'|,a
built
turbines 336 feet long,
fitted and furnished
a

1

the country resi-

his nearest neighbor is
maybe he deals with a
The ’phone keeps him

constantly informed as to fluctuations in
prices, supply, demand, etc., and he is able
to sell his produce or stock to the best ad-

11?'***

j

at? °ud

rh^'w®’

UTr
wiftr,y

KLLSWORTH

Country Produce.

(Washington Cor. New York Herald.)

Butter.

“I Just ran In to ask your opinion
of these samples,” began Serena one
day In September. “We’re going to
have new carpets for the double parlors. Don’t you prefer the green?"
Serena wore her best dress. “I shall
need a new one soon,” she said complacently, smoothing down Its silken
folds.
“I suppose the affair ’ll come off
soon," ventured Mrs Platt after the
merits of greens and reds In carpets
bad been duly canvassed, but Serena
only smiled consciously as she gathered up the samples and departed.
"I suppose it'll come off after harvest,” mused Mrs. Platt despondently,
meaning Peter’s wedding.
One afternoon ns Mrs. Platt was setting her table for tea she was surprised by a call from Peter Judd.
“Coming to invite me to the wedding,” she surmised as he sauntered
“Well, if It’s foreorup the path.
dained he should marry Serena I'll not
Sit down and
be spiteful about It
have a cup of tea, Peter.” she urged,
cutting a great, fat. shaking, four
storied Jelly cake Into generous slices.
Peter Judd, a large man with a
pleasant, florid face, seated himself
and absorbed tea and cake with much
satisfaction.
“You always were a master hand at
cake, Emellne," he commented affably.
It's some“1 never saw your beat.
thing In that line that I called to see
you about"
Was It possible that he was going to
ask her to Initiate Serena In the diffiMrs. Platt's face clouded.
cult art?
“Well?” she asked In a strained voice.
“I want that you should do a little
baking for me. Could you?”
“Do some baking for you?” she
gasped. “For the land's sakes! When?”
Peter reached for another piece of
cake. “For the next Tuesday and the
You'll know
balance of the week.
what's needed.”
The wedding was to take place Tuesday. then. Emellne's world was a tem“Serena wouldn't like
porary blank.
It," she faltered.
“What If she don't?” exploded Mr.
Judd. “She can't cook. And I want
something decent In the house when
I get back from Mlnooka.”
Emellne
“Back
from
Mlnooka?”
“Are you
asked In n dazed fashion.

failure of
in Porto Rico; another related to the success of self-government in Cuba.
There have been no prosecutions instituted against corporations with a brass
band, but that doesn’t mean that no prosecutions will be b?gun later with dignity
and sobriety. There have been no altercations with nature fakers, rifle manufacturers or photographers. There has been
but one inspired statement as to what the
President wanted Congress to do, and the
Nebraskan who put it forth w'as placed
under the “lid” and the lid was sat upon.
Oh, lots of things have not been done
since March 4. The patriot who wanted
commissions for this, that and the other,

Going to Mlnooka
get married. Don’t you know that
Floretta lives there?"
“Floretta! Are you—Is she”—
“Her man's dead. If that's what
you’re trying to get at. Drank himself
I thought you
to death, I reckon.
knew all along.”
Mrs. Platt poured more tea with a
shaking hand. A sudden burst of sun“Does
shine illuminated her world.
Mis’ Lamb know?"
“Not she." returned Peter, beginning
another attack on the cake. “’Taln't
I got
none of her business, anyway.
her to clean up before Floretta comes.
That's all I wanted of her. Will you
do them things. Emellne—the cakes
and such?”
“Yes, yes!” cried Mrs. Platt. .Her
voice was Joyful, her face aglow. All
the gloom of the past few weeks vanished as if by magic. “I’ll do moren
I’m so tickled to have
that. Feter.
Floretta for a neighbor again that I’ll
Invite a lot of her old friends here for
Tuesday. And I’ll have the best dinner spread out that you ever sat down
to.”
to

Sure Enough Tale.
In a certain private school there Is n
small boy who is always cheerfully
He is
miles behind everybody else.
not a dull boy. but learning does not
appeal to him as being a thing espeRecently the
cially to be desired.
teacher told the class in composition
that on the next day she would expect
each of them to be able to write a
She explained with
short anecdote.
great care the meaning of the word
anecdote, and next day when she called
the class up to write all but the laggard went at once to work.
“Why don’t you write an anecdote,
Rob?” asked the teacher.
“I forgot what an anecdote is,” said

in

Chickens..

•.

Straw.
Loose.

2r> Onions, ft
02 Parsnips, lb
10 Carrots, lb
10 Cabbage, ib
15 Squash, lb
12 Bunch carrots,
05 Cucumbers, each
08 Asparagus, bunch
12

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, lb

Bunco beets,
Lettuce, head

Spinach, pk
Tomatoes, lb
Radishes, -unch
Rhubarb, lb
String beaus,

qt

25 a 50 Lemons dos
18 a 15 Strawberries
10 ±15 Watermelon,
Groceries.

Pineapples,

Coflee—per ft

10
08
25

Bloe, per ft
.06*.08
Vinegar, gal
80*25
.05
wheat,
ft
.20
Oatmeal, per
.04
Buckwheat, pkg
.0*
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,* 02>4
Oil—per gal05*70
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

.16*.25
Rio,
35
Mocha,
Sfi
Java,
Tea—per ft—
.45*.65
Japan,
.30* 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
Granulate 1,
5@96
06 30654
Tel low, O
Powdered,
08*lo
Molasses—per gal
.35
Havana,

Cracked

.60
Porto Rico.
Meats and Provisions.
ft:
Beef,
Pork, 1b.
18185
Steak,
Chop,
12 ± 25
Roasts.
Ham, per ft
10 4i5
Cornea,
Shoulder,

Tongues,

17*18

Roasts,

33*23
lug. >5

Veal:
S'Mlifc,
Lamb

opposition

to Congress, ha9 gone home
for better and brighter times. The
muckraker has departed to roost at the
health resort and the breakfast-food-factory. The idealist, who desired congressional laws overridden, has turned his attention to architecture and landscape gardening. The cabinet minister who would
spend f1,000,000 on a government building
without complying with the law has had
his ambitious wiug» clipped.
Comparisons are odious. It will be
more to the point to show what Mr. Taft
has initiated and how he has done it.
What are the signs and finger boards he
placed along bis course, during the three

15*18

15*18

l«g It
16*25

SaU

10® 13
12 g 5

12*30
L»mb,
Tongues, each

to wait

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt
06 Scallop) qt
12*18 Mackerel, each

Salmon, lb

80@S5

Lobsters. !b

25
40

30^35

Floor, Groin and Food.
7t'
Oats, bu
Flour—per tool—
6 50 *7 50 Shorts—bag—155® 160
1 70
Mix. feed, oag 17d5jl75
Corn, 100ftbag
170 M1dallngs,bagl60*l75
Cornmeal,bag
Cracked corn,
1 70

WEIGHTS AND KKASDRRS.
bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 00
a
pounds, and bush'd of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and dt for shipping. Is 00 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la
good order and dt for shipping, Is 60 pounds:
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 00
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions 5JL
of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips, rye ana
□dtan meal, SO pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buofcvvneat, IS pounds; of oats
32 pjuods, or even measure as ov agreement.
LAW RBOARDING

A

muntasr

Well, for one thing, Senator Hale and
Representative Tawney, chairman of the
House committee on appropriations, are
quite convinced that the government of
tue United States is now a law-abiding

rounds;

The government itself is setting an example, according to these men,
that the laws of the United States must
Bridget—Oi’ve just been readin’ how
be obeyed by the officials, as well as by wan kin git th’ best av mosquitoes! Pat—
the corporations, and the labor unions. Shure who wants mosquitoes, good or bad.
Hard as the pill has been to swallow, the
atmcrttsonau#.
navy department has yielded its contention that the commander-in-chief is supreme, and in obedience to a law of Congress, marines have gone back on board
concern.

the

Health Demands

battleships.

that the bowels be kept regular. Neglect means sickness.

The department of justice, the depaitment of commerce and labor and the interstate

commerce

commission have flown

practice, and no longer is the
corporations used as a collector
of evidence in criminal
prosecution,
Hardship though it may be, retired naval
hale
and
have
been reofficers,
hearty,
lieved from assignments to active duty
and have gone into retirement, because
the attorney-general said the practice was
illegal. The secret service has been restored to its statutory operations.
Very long steps have been taken in the
direction of the reign of law. A great believer ^n terminating the law’s delay and
insuring even-handed justice to all classes,
Mr. Taft has been the mainspring in this
from

an

old

bureau of

;

Sluggish bowels
regulated by

are

quickly

Beecham’s
Pills

;

Sold Everywhere,

A Reliable

\

la boxes 10c. and 25c.

Remedy

FOR

revolution.
But he has gone farther than this. Hand
in hand with the restoration of the law
has

com? a

fixed and serious policy

on

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Goes Relief at Once.

the

part of the President to take the federal It cleanses, soothes,
judiciary out of politics. It is also his heals and protects
the diseased memeffort to raise the standard of federal
judges as high as intelligent selection can brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
-:u. ..!y.
Restores
elevate it.
Mr Taft is deeply interested ! away a Cold iu the Head
the Senses of 'la^te uud smell. Full size
in this, and his friends regard it as one of
at
or
50
cts.
mail.
the great moves of his career as President. |
Liquid
Druggists
He has shown it in almost every appoint- ! Crearu Balm for use in ai unizers 75 cts.
1
v wy^.
ment.
Ely Brothers 6<: War«'u

j

CLARION

EXCELLENCE

(

has made CLARIONS famous.
For 35 years CLARIONS
have given the best of service,
because they are made with
care that overcomes defects and assures right results.

fthe

CLARIONS
lighten the
labor of housekeeping so that
you have more leisure for
other things.

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
ESTABusneo

If you cannot see the CLARION agent, write us.

W0OD O BISHOP CO..
Sold

by

J. P.

KINEIO

Bangor.

Me.

ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.

RANGES
will

They

are, in

«»>?2 vta

02jf

50

but

__

02
05

25*35
J2yl5

sume

YOUR 8H0E8

08
05

Fruit.
Oranges, do*

iiit^t?Uteamer

f«L'"TO

18

Vegetables.

inm:?

^WHy?HPeCt8’

8*11

Baled.

satisfy the most
They are
bakers
and conquick

ijL-<Vmer
r,bV

.38 830

Fowl.20&2S
Hay.
Beat loose,per ton........
16*18
Baled...18® 20

related to the

related to the

25380

Freeh laid, per doe.
Poultry.

tariff; another Cantaloupe,
self-government

340

going away?"
“Why. of course!

Creamery per*.85*40
25*80
Dairy.

Three months of Mr. Taft in the White
House! What is the state of the country?
Here in Washington, where the course
that Mr. Taft is pursuing is being constantly viewed with reference to its relation to domestic business
conditions, the
impression is strong that a modern
worker of magic has been busy to bring
about a business boom during the revision
of the tariff, undertaking low level
depression following a panic. Administrations
are held responsible
for panics.
Why
should they not be given credit for
prosperity? That is the argument.
Tumult has been transferred from the
White House to the Senate. When men
are called
liars it happens now under
the dome of the capitol. Mr. Taft has
been in the office ninety-four days. There
have been but three messages to Congress, making recommendations. One, of

words,

MARKETS

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

—

ly-

Little wonder, then, that despite appardisadvantages in the way of extending
.f
lines, securing exchange facilities, etc., j
any more.”
Memnetnon Sanford, died in the rural telephone movement has spread j But she did. The chance and appary J‘a?1'
over
the
entire
There
is
a
councountry.
in the
following year, and the
ently careless remarks that Serena let
in Georgia where plans are being made 1
continued by other members try
fall, as If an understanding existed befor practically
to provide a telephone
the war
tween herself and Peter Judd, fretted
During
v
The
rural
resident.
of
merchants
the “down
east” steamboats every
Emelinc’s spirit In the depths of her
the
town
of
the
advanSparta, realizing
art^red by the
honest soul she believed that Peter
government for
from
the
universal
imto
themselves
tage
and 801116 of
a
L
was
regular caller at the Lamb Rob, undisturbed.
them, inare
the
Hancock
the
“staking''
Memnemon Sanford, a fine provements
“I explained to you yesterday, Rob.
She waited for the announcehome.
^
farmers
to
the
extensions.
county
Came back to Maine.
ment of Serena’s engagement as for a and you ought to remember,” said the
Blao
Another remarkable instance comes
"An
b,8torV of the Boston line
that was sure to fall.
teacher, a bit out of patience.
q
In eastern Tennessee blow
from the South.
he
com*n£ on the route, in
Still, when it aame she was not pre- anecdote Is a tale. Now write.”
ofth
the farmers have banded together for
Rob bent over his slate and. with
for It. One afternoon she had
Katah<Jin, which was mutual comfort and
<1 in
profit, forming a pared
tbe
taken her accustomed seat on tho much twisting of brow and writhing
C-ambridge aud in
bv tt
Just
The
first
and
fruit
association.
Peaob9cot. The Katahdin berry
when the gate opensd, and Mrs. j of lip. ground out his task. When the
noted after the organization was porch
th® m°St remark- necessity
Lamb
swept up the path with an un- I slates were collected his was at the
was
launched
the telephone. Accordingly
ever Produ^d in
air of Importance.
I *ery top of the heap. The teacher
usual
on
the
soon
found
out
all hands w'ere
_tateHi a,»d her fame spread far
“Land, ain’t it hot!" she exclaimed. picked it up. and this is what she read:
’idp 8be
and
stringing
was aa good a sea boat as pikes putting up poles
—’
“Such a muss a9 I’ve got into,” care“Yesterday we had soup made from
wires, so that the service in that locality
the folds of her new
anecdote of an ox.”—London Mall.
the
arranging
fully
is now almost universal.
skirt before sitting down.
organdie
facilities
this
treWithout exchange
It Oarea painful,
Mrs.
Her tone rang with triumph.
1—
of the telephone inHelped Some.
Balk, and In- mendous expansion have been
tof corn* ud fcnnioaa.
would not
possible. Platt felt the change in the atmos“He got a check to his career.”
It’a
dustry
la.
Bim
.mi*”OT«r7 ot tHa age. Allea’a The development of the switchboard was
"Indeedl Too bad!”
phere, and all her world darkened.
r*** «**7- «»
* car®
necessary for the growth of the telephone.
foe
“There’s all that house of Peter’s to
“Not at all.”
iw n^SSf?* c^k>o*\ ,wolk*n» tired, The newly installed equipment in Bar
Harbor shows how marvelous a creation be gone over this hot weather. Not a
“Why not?”
of inventive genius the up-to-date switchmite of cleaning since Sarah died. Such
“It was for $10,000."
is.
board really
ent

THRKK MONTHS OF TAFT.
Some Things Which Have Been Done
Some Which Have Not.
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salmon

sea

has been

for the

completed

Penobscot river.
visit of two moose to Bar Harbor
Monday caused more excitement than
would a dozen of Uncle Sam’s warships,
The moose,
or as many titled foreigners.
A

Average for the year of 190S,

2,-V>

a

WEDNESDAY

JUNE 30.

1909.

referendum on the

two

Point—but when tirst discovered by
a fisherman in his motor boat, they were
swimming across Frenchman’s bay, near
Bald rock, headed for Bar Harbor. They
landed about 7a.m. near Duck brook, beiirwB BlIPl GOVt and Bar Harbor.’and
wandered inland to Eagle lake. Incidentally they visited several of the cottagers,
got snarled up in a tennis net at one place

place in the same class as
intoxicating liquors under the mean*
ing of the statutes all liquors for the
act would

which a federal license is re*
and would prohibit the sale of

and

jumped into a
Many people

another.

**Uno” beer, so called, under a penalty
of a tine and possibly imprisonment in
contained

about

apparently

cock

per cent, beer bill, so-called,
passed at the last session of the logislature, were received at the office of
the secretary of state Saturday. This

petitions

bull and cow,

years old, established a swimming record,
unis
from
too. Where they came
certain—either from Gouldsboro or Han-

one

The

of

hatchery

ago. The last of October, the salmon will
be stripped of spawn and liberated in the

American is 2,400 copies.

jail.

Brook

edition of The

This week’s

greenhouse in
them. They

saw

evidently soon satisfied themselves that
they were not cut out for society, and at

11,640 110o’clock

left the island for another

long

names, which is 1,640 more than is I swim to Hancock Point. A party
and
necessary. Sufficient names for a i tors on a steam yacht followed them up
referendum on the so-called Portland I got many snap-shots of them in the water.
bridge bill have also been received.
An unana co-respondent writes: Along
The time for the reception of petitions
under the referendum will expire July the river road and in pastures and uncultivated lands, up and down the east bank
S at midnight.
of the Penobscot, for ten or more miles,
in the towns of Bucksport and Orland, are
EXCESSIVE DEFORESTATION?
growing many wild crab apple trees.
During the past few days their beautiful
Supply of Timber Not Keeping Pace and profuse white blossoms have delighted
With the Demand.
everyone. Next fall they will be loaded
“What has been the effect of the tre- w ith apples, varying in size from a pea to
mendous consumption of timber upon our a walnut, and in color from green to yelforests?” This question is often asked by 1 low and bright red. New spring hocks of
people in various sections of the country, robins and other birds w'ill feast on the
and often the information of the average frozen and softened fruit. In the spring
of 1906 the late Felker L. Temple, a botman on the subject is not definite enough
to enable him to make a clear and satis- anist and landscape gardener of repute,
factory answer. R. S. Kellogg, assistant then living in Bucksport, called attention
of visi-

to these trees, and said he was preparing a
paper on the subject, that he intended to

forester, engaged upon statistics iu the
United States forest service, in giving a
concise answer to the important question

before a botanical society and to have
published. He claimed the following
facts regarding these crabs: “These trees
are undoubtedly indigenous to this locality, and I think the only wild crab trees in
Maine. They have never been reported or
described in any work of the botany of
Maine. They are separate and distinct
read

■ays:

“Now

requirements exceed
40,000,000,000 feet of timber, 100,000,000
cross-ties, 4,000.000 cords of pulp wood,
our

annual

besides great quantities of other forms of I
1
products, such as firewood, posts.
poles, mine timbers, etc. The per capita
consumption of lumber in the United from any other of the three or four varieMates was 215 board feet in 1850; now it is ties of wild crab trees growing in the
United States. They are entirely different
470 board feet.
“One forest region after another has from the variety growing on the Pacific
been attacked. With the exception of coast, but, he claimed, are identical with
Maine, the New England states are cut- the wild crab of Japan." Mr. Temple
forest

ting mostly second or third-growth timber. The box factories there take w hite
pine saplings down to six inches in diameter. The so-called ‘inexhaustible’ white
pine forests of Michigan are gone, and
millions of
over

acres

died

soon after this conversation, and it is
probable that the paper was never com-

pleted.
The automobile owners have troubles
enough of their own, and are blamed for
so many things, mat it ia
too bad to
blame them for accidents which they are
not responsible for. Twice recently The
American* has unintentionally done this

of cut-over and burned-

laud have gone upon the

delinquent

list.

Michigan supplied twenty-three
per cent, of the lumber production of the
United States in 1880, and less than five
per cent, of it in 1907.

tax

unjustice to the automobile. In reporting the accident a few weeks ago in
production in
Michigan since 1S49 has been 50 per cent which Mrs. W. L. Remick was thrown
from a carriage and injured, we said the
greater than the output of gold in Calihorse was frightened at an automobile.
fornia, and it has all taken place without
a thought for the future.
The cream of As a matter of fact, Mr. Remick, who was
driving on Franklin street, saw an autoour hardwoods is gone, and it is becoming
mobile coming and turned in alongside
more and more difficult to get in sufficient
the engine house to avoid it. The horse
quantity the high grades of oak, yellow
was frightened by the
sprinkling cart
poplar, ash and hickory that our great
which stood beside the engine house, and
manufacturing industries require.
in
driving through the narrow passage,
“The South’s once great supply of yellow |
two w’heels of the carriage went over an
ptne is rapidly giving way before axe and !
saw, tire and tornado. Half a generation embankment. Last week we attributed
the killing of Edgar Jordan's horse which
more will, in most places, see little but
remnants left of the southern forests, and reared and came down on a hitching post,
in that time the Pacific coast supplies will | to fright by an automobile. As a matter
be heavily drawn upon.
| of fact, no automobile was near. The
“Ours is primarily a wood-using civili- horse was bitched to a post in Cipt.
sation. Despite the introduction of substi- J.M. Higgins yard, seventy-five feet or
tutes for wood in the form of stone, i more from the road. What caused the
cement, concrete, and steel, our consump- animal to jump is unknown- it may have
tion of timber has constantly increased been flies—but at all events it was not an
automobile. To “give the devil his due'',
from the earliest days up to the
present
time. The prices of forest products have we believe there have been fewer runain Ellsworth since the autos came
risen more rapidly than
those of other ways
J ne value oi tne lumber

|

j

commodities.

than

According

to the reports of
labor, the quoted prices of
the leading kinds of lumber on the New
"York market have risen twice as much.in
the

bureau

before,

drivers

of

hitched

the

very

reason

careful, and
practice of leaving

on

formerly.

the last ten years as the average increase
in all commodities. This indicates that
the supply of timber is not keeping pace
with the demand.”

for

are more

careless

the street is

not so

the

that

always

horses

un-

common

as

_

WEST STONINGTON.

Greely F. Small, of Sunset, who ties
been ill, is improving.
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
j William Gott and family are occupy*
For the week of July 5 at Keith’s ing Eben Gott’s house.
Mrs.

theatre there will be au all-round vaudeville such as has never been given before
this

season, with one big spectacular
feature, “The Boys in Blue,” by one of the
best and largest companies that has ever

attempted
stage.

military

One of the

battle in which

ships

forts

manoeuvres

on

leading features
are

battered and

the

several weeks.

Bessie Hanford, with two children,
of Boston, is visiting her parents, J. A.
Hamblen and wife.

a

war-

of local interest will be the reappearance of Vinie Daly, comedienne,
who will introduce some new songs and
dances. Haines and Vidocq, the acrobatic
humorists, will have a whirlw ind act, and
An event

appear in

a

new

Mrs. Bessie Holton has returned from
Rockland, where, she has been employed

is

sunk.

Lillian Shaw will

Ervin Thurston and Elmer Stinson aie
in Frank Greenlaw’s stable at
Deer Isle.

employed

|

spec-

Mrs.

Charles Phillips, a former teacher here,
spent a few days in town last week.

June 28.
_

ialty.
Another act, which is in

burlesque on “The Boys in Blue”, will be
given by George B. Reno and company. It
is one of the funniest and most incongruous of acts. Other features will be
John P. Wade and company in a sketch;
Silbon’8 Cat Circus, the Musical Johnstons, Brown and Ayer; Sid Baxter and
company.

a

nature

Malice drinks one-half of its
Qu.—Svntca, t

own

pois-

Mum.

MARLBORO.

a

•

Sweetser and family have
Bluehiil for the summer.

Mrs. W. a.
gone to

On

Saturday, July 31,
examination
held at North
Hancock, for the
position of fourth-class postmaster at
Marlboro. The compensation of the
postmaster at this office was
|71 for the last
fiscal year. Applicants must reside within
the territory supplied by the post office
named above.
Application forms and
full information concerning the requirean

will be

of the examination
from Marlboro postoffice.
ments

Senator Hale Plugging Away on the
Tariff Schedule.
|
Washington, D. C., June 28 (special)—
Senator Hale has been putting in some
hard licks

during

the

last ten

days.

He

can

be secured

SPOILING II ROMANCE
By

M.

QUAD.

{Copyright. 1809. by T. C. McClure.]
Miss Hattie Cow per. daughter of a
former, had arrived at the nge of
who
| was one of the republican senators,
cooperated with President Taft in getting thirty-five, and no one. not even her
the corporation tax amendment whipped
mother, had suspeoted her of romance,
i into shape, and with other republican i She bad cooked and waahed and baked
senators was a dinner guest at the White
and put up pickles aud made her own
Kven
House two evenings when the amendment
dresses and seemed content.
j when Zed Green, hired man to her fa
j was under discussion,
i He also took charge of the Senate pro- I ther, had fallen In love with her and
visions for raising the duties on boots and
ashed her to t>e hls’n she had successj shoes to 20 per cent. While the tariff bill I fully concealed any evidence that It
was thus focussing the activities of those
was other than the humdrum program
at the capitol, Senator Hale was also pusta- ; of existence and had replied that she
guessed she would have him. and that
i ing the census bill to a finality and grindZed
ing out an appropriation of fl0,000,000 to settled the matter for awhile.
I keep the big bureau at the foot of Capitol didn't want to marry for a year or
hill at work after July 1.
| two. and Hattie was content. At least
He was one of the conferees who finally no one suspected her of discontent,
lixed up the long-delayed legislation for and yet romance was fairly bubbling
taking the next census, and not only has- In her soul. She wanted to t>e abduct! tened the preparation of the appropriation ed; she wanted to elo|ie; she wanted
bill, but passed it through the Senate so to lie lost In the sugar bush and found
j1 that it could become lawjbefore July 1. In by a cavalier.
She kept hoping and expecting and
this effort he had a meeting of the appropriations committee, of which the senator sewing carpet rags and helping her
mother make pickled Illy, and time ran
! is now chairman, during one of the hoton. and one evening Zed announced
test afternoons of the week, and shaped up
that he was ready to marry. Then an
the bill for the Senate's consideration.
Idea came to her like a flash of lightSenator Hale took very positive ground
about the duty on boots and shoes which ning. and after turning It orer In her
mind for five minutes she answe.ed:
are manufactured in great quantities in
"Zed. I will Dever. never marry you
Maine factories. He felt unwilling to sup! port the item for free hides in the tariff unless we have some romance about
!
bill, because it meant a reduction of the
“Do you moan coins to the circus or
duties on boots and shoes. It is the sen* ator’s
judgment that the duties on boots something of that kind?’ he naked.
"No, I don't. I menn that I don't
and shoes should not in any event be reI propose to stand up in the parlor and
“Toe last stage of the
manufacture : be married by a Justice of the peace.”
“Well, what do you want?’
which puts the article upon the market,
“I want to run away to get maras it is worn by the consumers, the men, :
rled.”
women and children whose feet are shod,”
“Shoo! I don't see the need of that
said the senator during the debate in explaining his position, “has to deal not i when everybody's willing.”
“But I do. I want folks to have
only with the duty upon hides, but with
the duty we put upon sole leather that en- ! something to talk about, and I want
!
something to think of afterward.”
ters into the product. 1 think if it were
”l'm willing to do all 1 can. Hattie.
not for my general course of fealty to the
Seems kinder foolish to me. but If you
finance committee and my acquiescence in
look nt It 'tot her way It's all right
its conclusions, 1 should more to make the
duty upon boots and shoes 25 per cent in It's to be what they call an elopemeut
I lieu of 20 per cent. 1 do not think that eh?”
"Tea.”
under our system of recognizing the adj
!
“All right. I never eloped, but 1
vanced product that that would be an unreasonable duty, considering the duty we guess we can manage It somehow,
i This Is Thursday.
Shall we bring It
put upon hides and sole leather, and that :
off next Tuesday night?”
the advanced product has to bear whatThe date suited the young woman.
ever burden comes from that.”
This idea was strongly emphasized by ! and next morning both got up to act
They were absentSenator Hale, who had a long debate over ! rather queerly.
it with some of the southerners, espec- minded and preoccupied and had so
ially with Senator Bacon, of Georgia, and little to say to each other that before
with some of the low tariff republicans the day was over Mrs. Cowper said to
her husband:
from the Northwest, like Senator Clapp,
“Henry, I'm afraid Hattie Is coming
offMinnesota. He not only proposes to
down with some sickness or other, or
make the duties on boots* and shoes as
else she's got some awful thing on bar
high as the finance committee will consent
mind. I have never seen her so quiet.
to make them, but as one of the conferees
Once she put her arms around me and
on the tariffjbiil, Mr. Hale intends to do
asked me to forgive her, and when I
all he can in conference to make those
asked for what she ran away. What
duties relatively high as compared with
d'ye 'spose alls her?”
the duties on hides. It is his judgment
'■Can’t tell, but Zeke has also been
that the boot and shoe industry in New
acting up and astonishing me. This
be
will
better
favored
such
a
England
by
afternoon as we was hoeing corn side
course than by taking the duty off hideT.
and side he suddenly stopped and lookof
small
fcThe exemption
corporations ed at me and almost shouted:
'No; I
from the excise tax. as provided in the
will not give her up! I will defy you
Taft amendment now before the Senate, is
to the endr When 1 asked him what
the work of Senator Hale. He advocated
be meant by such dunied nonseuso he
it at the White House conferences,' beactually chunked his teeth.”
cause he believed the retention of the tax
It was that romance was bubbling,
upon small corporations, whose neHn*
and by the following Tuesday Zed had
come is fo.000 a year or under, would inmade himself believe that a stern favite a big raid upon the the Senate and an
ther had atepped between blui and the
aggressive effort to defeat toe entire proobject of his love and would brutally
vision. President Taft at first thought
blast his future, and Hattie composed
the tax should apply to all corporations,
a note to be left beblnd for her mothbut yielded as Senator Hale pleaded the er
asking forgiveness and saying that
political exigencies of the situation.
It almost broke her heart to do the
The President's two closest confidants
thins contemplated.
on the finance committee during the conThe farmer's bedtime was 9 o’clock.
sideration of the tariff bill have been SenHr 10 he and bis good wife were shorator Aldrich, of Rhode Island, the chairing. Even the cat slept. Not so with
man, and the senior senator from Maine.
Hattie and Zed. however. The young
have
been
to
the
offices
White
Honse
woman sat In her room, dressed for
They
repeatedly since the Senate began to con- the elopement and feeling thrills of rosider the tariff bill, and have been guided
mance. and Zed had made a sneak for
by the President’s wishes in much that the barn to hitch up a horse aud
has been done in the framing of the
wagon.
schedules. The new tariff bill, as a’matter
At 11 o'clock the rig was driven to
of fact, could^well be“called |the Taftthe front gate, and Zed jumped down
Aidrich-Payne bill. Probably it will be and hid beside the rosebush. Three
minutes later flattie was with him.
popularly known as the Payne bill, follow
were
hand
ing a custom of naming a tariff law after There
whispers and
the chairman of the ways and means comsqueezes, and the elopement had startj
mittee of the House of Representatives, ed. It had progressed Just forty rods
where the bill originates.
I when there came a flash of lightning.
At fifty rods the thunder bellowed.
The Maine contingent at the"capitol are At a hundred the rain began to fall.
a
having
sultry time, closing outlithe Zed had been crafty, but he hadn't nomonth of June. The senators, of course, ticed the gathering storm. Romance
are having the worst of
it, for they put in | and a soaking shower do not go w«ll
| long days every twenty-fourjhours, ex- ; together, but there must be no turning
The
; cePt Sunday.
day had Jbeen| begin- back. There was an old open shed In
I ning at 10 o’clock in the foreroon and end- ! a field a mile away, and as the rain
at
7
o’clock
at
night, but this week it began to fall Zed put on the gad to
| ismgto
begin at 10 o’clock in the morning reach Its shelter. The old horse fell
I1
and end about 10 o'clock at
Inight, for the down three times and had to be helped
Senate is having night sessions.
up again each time before the shed
I
few
Every
days Senator Frye; gets a : was reached, but they drove under It
whack
with
the
Senate gavel, while Vice- at last. Just as they did so a flash of
j
j President Sherman goes out to play golf lightning showed an old bull at the
with
President Taft, and somehow or rear end. He had also got In out of
!
other he manages to boost the tariff bill
the wet, and, being the first comer, ha
along several spaces. That is because he naturally resented any Intrusion. He
knows how to hustle the Senate along to a
got up and began to paw and paw and
vote, and how to discourage wrangling bellow, and when the brave lover got
and debating.
down to shoo him forth be charged
There is little prospect that the Maine the wagon and broke one wheel off
members will be back in their homes be- and scattered the horse around. This
fore the end of July. Senators Hale and brought about a pretty plain conversa!
Frye think it will take the best part of tlon between Hattie and Zed.
“Zed Green, I’m going home,” finally
| another month to reach a final vote on the
declared the girl. You are the biggest
tariff bill, to adjust the differences befool on earth, and nothing could In| tween the Senate and the House over the
1
schedules and then to debate the confer- duce me to marry you!"
And the romance seeking girl as she
ence report in the Senate and House and
Into the still pouring
get the bill to the President for his signa- stepped forth
to
slosh her way homeward
1 ture.
; rain
1 through the
puddles couldn't help bnt
All in all Maine has been faring pretty
1 hear the retort:
well in the measure, and Maine industries
know
“I
of another fool Just as big,
will get about as much as those of any
and I'm glad I've found her out!”
other manufacturing state of the Union.
There was no marriage till six
Senators Hale and Frye have been standmonths later, and then Zed and Hattie
ing together in practically all the votes
clasped bands and stood up before a
taken in the Senate on the tariff.
justice of the peace and were married
for a dollar.
Zed didn’t even walk
“Be amusing. Never tell unkind storaround the yard for a wedding tour.
i iea; above all, never tell long ones.”
part in gathering up the
the tariff schedules. He

I

September.

for the seasou. The total number delivered this year is 40S, the smallest number ever delivered in any one season since
the hatchery was established thirty years

#o.
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The family reunion season i9 here. Soon
will follow county fairs and the Christmas
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The south pnl«r region, unlike the
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plateau 10,000 feet above sea
After passing the south magnetic

pole at a latitude of 72 degrees 25 minutes,
long. 154 degrees, a party of four turned

long and approximately forty miles wide,
running in a southwesterly direction.
Beyond the glacier they came upon a
great plateau 9,000 feet above sea level,
which rose gradually in long ridges to

„*%
srn,,,," M

nonherly

a

aside to ascend the great antarctic volcano
Mt. Erebus, 13,120 feet high, the southernmost volcano in the world.
This tbsy
ascended for the first time, snd found its
crater to be half a mile in diameter and 800
feet deep.
It was throwing up grest
volumes of steem and sulphurous gas to a
height of2,000 feet.
Prom a detailed story of this expedition
in World'§ Work, it appears that assembling st tbs base station st Camp Koyd, a
second party, including Usui. Sbackleton
^iraself, with four Manchurian ponies,
started on Oct. 29,1908, for a final dash for
the pole. They were stocked with provisions for ninety-one days. The winter
being mild, the lowest temperature they
encountered was 40 degrees below *ero,
Fahrenheit. At irregular intervals they
made depots of food for their return.
At a latitude of 85 degrees, the party
discovered an enormous glacier 120 miles

J

o( land

°* *«»lw tkSSI
Tlll.®Sj\“ow
»»>d Ttltock laud

Lieut. C. H. 8hsckleton. This officer
of the British navy left London on July
30, 1907, in search of the south pole, and
he has returned after breaking previous
records of 352 miles and reaching a point
111 miles from the pole itself. The |>arty
sailed in the ship Nimrod 2,000 miles due
south of New Zealand, and were left
ashore in the frozen wilderness at Me*
Murdo sound, whore they erected the
wooden house they had brought in sections from London.
Prom this point they traveled 1708 miles
inland, giving 128 days to the expedition.
reached
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known as the New
discovered. The flrot
ship that ever approached the Antarctic
circle was one of a fleet which started
from Rotterdam in June, l.W. 8he discovered high land in &4 degrees 8. This
appears to have been the land afterward
named the Soulh Shetland*
Oapt. Cook
and many others subsequently sailed in
this region, and during the la«t 200 years
numerous islands, now well known, were
visited, but they were many mile# from
nent.
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early

navigators of modern Kurope, although a
theory prevailed among geographers that
a great continent existed round the south
pole, the terra Australis Incognita. The
governor of Peru sent out an exploring expedition as early as 1567. Another left
Callao in 1606.
These were the first regular expeditions
in search of the
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at

M.j

in the
Backaport.
at the close of

**tate of
buRioets,
Juo# IS. !»*RESOURCE*.
Ix>ans and discounts
Overdrafts. wcurnl and unsecured,
V- it. Bond* to secure circulation
Pmulami on V ft Bond*..
Bonds, trcuriliet. etc.
Hanking house. furniture nod fix-

§1

...

j

Due from Mint* and Private Banka
and Hankers, Trust * ompaniet.
and Ravings Banka
Due from approved
Check* and other caab Item*
Notes of other National Bank*
Fractional paper currency, tdckr.a
and cents-.
Lawful money reserve In hank, vu
lll»«
Specie
CC 69
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with l\ S rrtaaurer .3 per cent, of circulation
—

10,500 feet.
They had left all the mountains behind,
and bad entered upou a
great plateau
which apparently stretched unbroken to
Total.
the pole, when, on Jan. 9 of this year, in
LIABILITIES
the midst of a violent blizzard, the whole ;
Capital stock paid Infund.
hurp.ua
weakened
from
the
effects
of
a
party,
Undivided profits, leas esp
shortage of food, fell ill and were forced
and isms pa
back. This, the most southerly
point ever reached, was in a latitude of 3*
degrees, 23 minutes, longitude 162 E. The
violent blizzards raging on the plateau
appear to disprove the supposition that an
area of atmospheric calm surrounds the
pole.
to turn

WEST OOULDHBOHO.

Alpheus Kingsley, who ban been at work
in Bar Harbor, is at borne.
Fred A. Noyes and wife, of 8ulli%*an,
spent Sunday with Mrs. A. H. Taft.
Mrs. C. A. Hill and Mrs. A. ft. Taft
in Bar Harbor one day last week.

National Bank notes oatntan.
Due to other national hank*
I ndlv> lua
deposit* vu
Demand certificates >f det <•«
Cashier's checks outatand.ug
Total.
STATE OF MAINE
Cocwtt or Hancock a* -I. W*1
Moor, cashier of the above
It s----swear that |be shove *uwi
solemnly
true to the heat of my know ledge sad b«
EDWARD b MOOR,
Subscribed snd sworn > before me Ikl

arwaasH

v , A*
Correct—Attest
Notary Psl
PASCAL P ClILMORR.
Wrtcu.
I'AHKKK SPOFFORD.
EDWARD L BRAZLEY.1

were

Atorrtiftnnniift

Mrs. Helen Stevens and Miss Bernice
are visiting relatives in Castine.

Stevens

Dr. Saulsbury and Miss Bernice Dunn,
of Franklin, were guests of Carroll J.
Dunn and wife Sunday.
Harold Sbaw, who is attending college
in Connecticut, is with bis grandparents,
J. A. Sbaw and wife, for tbe summer.
June 28.
L.
• lOO It* ward, SIOO.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learu that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stage-, and that is Catarrh. HalJ's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cu*-e is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving th** patient strength by building up
the «t' sriuiio
au>i ;is> stitig nature i.
oing
its w< .<. T;.e pr premia haw »•* mui
faith
in it- cu*-:itive powers that they
rf«
One
Hunt. »*d Doi-ar* for any case that it la.Is to
cure. Sc id f
list of t* »tiiuc»uia;S.
F. J CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Addr.
8ol< by all Druggist, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

ifar £unt.
house
W.

HOUSE—Parody
quire of John

Ellsworth.

Beal

on

ave.

In-

Coughlin, barber,

IMS- 190M.
23m

as*cal

MAMAOBlUltm ACCIliK'T tC
161

DBVONSUI8B ST.. SOSTO*- *

Synopsis of Statement
surauce

as

furm-:-*’' t®th<

Department of the

*t*te

of

ASSETS DEC. 31, IS*
Stocks and bonds.
Cash In office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Bills recelvab e.
Interests and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

#il»J

Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES DEC. *1. I**.
| 1M

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

far Sait.

surplus.

G.

LtUNAKU

A.

E.

M’JiEILL,

DENISON, Trt».

Mare,
years old, weighs 1,000 lbs.:
afraid of nothing. Also
BLACK
surrey and
bran-new
harness.
11

new

Apply to John

snrrey
Loan, Ellsworth.

A.

of 16 acres, about
mile from Ellaworth postoffice; two-story house and
stable in good condition. Terms reasonable.
Address W. W. McCartney, Ellsworth.

]?ABM

two-story house
Terms very reasonable.
HOUSE—My
Crabtree, Ellsworth.

Elm St.
Harry L.

ou

CHantrt.
aronnd 50

to

in unoccupied
MAN
ducement,

territory.
C.

R.

Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.

our

If APE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Lgeut of the Union Safe Deposit A Tru*l
Portland. Me., for furnishing Pro

business

or.

Special inBurr & Co.,

AGENTS to introduce our attractive Dress Goods, Silks and fine Cotton
Fabrics in every town
handsome goods—
popular prices exclusive patterns. Large
sample outfit FREE. Libera! credit to responsible agents.
Write for liberal commission
offer and secure territory now.
National
Dress Goods Company. 260 West Broadway
(Dept. 81) New York city.

LADY

H. SCOTT,
ALICESPECIALTY
®

and ourety Bonds

look after

permanent.

ttuBtntM (Tain.

JEORGE

—

»

Main and Water Sts. (over M«*
Store), ELswoith. Maine

E.

ln*

GCKK.lN*

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

—

ar

Harbor,
Telephone

Main*
No. 212.

NTV NEWh,

if HER EIGHT
Jy BEATRICE TUCKER.
l*ht, 1504. by Amertcan Press Association./
ng the Spaiiista-Amerlcan war
glmcnt of United States infantupled a single position In Cuba
We were not very
lie nubile.
n enemy ami kept out no vedettes
kets, tbe colonel being satisfied
the usual chain of sentinels,
was one seutry bent overlooking
.y from which every man posted
evening relief disappeared. No
sound of any kind, was heard
it No. 8. but the sentry placed
■ras not found when tbe corporal
guard took a man to relieve him.
as he ever beard of afterward,
concluded that an enemy crawled
in below, stabbed him and took
dy a way. Some concluded that
«t was haunted and tbe sentry
irried uway by a ghost
n the first man disappeared the
of the guard reported tbe matthe colonel, who, thinking that
ild be better that the next man
nd [>ost on No. 8 should not
of the occurrence, ordered the
to keep the matter a secret and
e were Inquiries about the missin among his comrades to give
it he had been ordered away on
lal service. So the second man
>t know of tbe mystery of the
tor tbe third of the second, nor
The fourth
urtb of the third.
-as the last to vanish, for after
gone tbe regiment was order*.'

il

OftWKtfr <V#-’

tthf.r jMgM

ma

*

HALL QUARRY.

Master George McLennan is boarding
father at Mrs. Ekstrora's.
Miss Addie Leslie and brother James, of

with bis

are

here for the

County Xewn,

other

tee

payee

Earl is his chauffeur.
June

NORTH CA8TINE.

Fred Donnell bos gone to Franklin to
spend the Fourth with his family.

Frankfort,

day for a few days. Eugene Staples, ol
Portland, came with him. They came
from Portland in Mr. Staples’ automobile.

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional

summer.

Miss Grace McLeunan and Miss Minnie
Rainey, of Frankfort, are guests of Stella
Cookson.
C. F. Coolidge and wife, who have been
here several weeks, left Saturday for their
home at Hardwick, Vt.

Harry Soper

of

*28.__Rae.

Denver, Col„ is visiting

SURRY.

here.
C.

Perkins and Porter Webster are ill
mumps.
Miss Leah Perkins is working for Mrs.
Lucy Mixer.
Carl

of

Dana Hall has gone
Brockton, Mass.

on a

trip

business

Miss Estelle Perry is home from
schoolwork in Chicago.

a

A fine new cottage
Swett’s shore.

to

about to take me out to
the girl who had nr
for my rapture stood In tbe
nd jabbered Spanish at them
instantly growing Irritation. I
know tbeu what she said, but
afterward that, having given
farce victims, she wished the
to be spared.
Finally sbe prepartly by threats to expose
o our troops abova and partly
Influence over them. 1 was reand, accompanied by tbe girl.
up to camp. I bad plenty of
> get
there, but was dallying
-*r, abe showing plainly enough
e had gone daft on me.
1 tried
myself away from her, but
t.
I knew sbe bad betrayed
-tlier men, but ber preference
caught me. aud While 1 was
to get away from her I beard
e? visit my post Then I kuew
oo late, for If I went to camp 1
M shot for being absent on uiy
were

v

me

I
;

1

[I
I
f

:

|

|
i

I

wben

threw the whole matter Into
ds of the gtrL It was the same
mg sold my soul to the devil.
[ ted. and we went sway togetb
! e deserted, too. for she Uevel
-a- k
home.
Uer people were
ds, and the ineu who had been
<

shooting

me

were

Spaniards

ved about thers with their turn
J had the girl told on them, as
aliened lo do. our colouet would
rrested aud shot them.
They
ly consented to let me go on
til lee that sbe would keep me
ettlug back to the command
we. not

understanding Spanish,

know this at tbe time or I
hare been forewarned.’’
•rson bad married tbe
girt and
ad aeTeral children.
In that
women fade early, and up hi
•ductlon 1 found the wife home
gh to use for a scarecrow
I
membered tbe luckiest since a*
lag to all men not to be led
rum their duty by a pretty face
son waa living in terror, con
>t being a deserter and all be
a bad listened to a siren

t

stable.

is

being built

at

Edmund Jarvis and bride, of New York,
Alpheus Blaisdell, of Penobscot, is em- are visiting in town. Heartiest congratulations are extended.
ployed at A. K. Dodge’s mill.
Mrs. Harriet Fitzsimmons, with the
Miss Hallie Young, saleslady in ScamCapt. Bennett Dunbar, of Castine, is at
Misses Fitzsimmons, arrived Saturday his home
mon’s store, Franklin, was here last week
here for a brief visit.
from Roxbury, Mass., and opened their
her parents, Capt. H. C. Young
Augustus Grey and son are doing car- visiting
cottage.
and wife, also attending the graduating
penter work for Wilbert Ordway.
tBMji
The Consumers
exercises of the B.-Q. S.
Consolidated Co. shut
its quarries down last week, and business prospects for the summer here are
^
very dull.
Leon

Harriman

went to Boston last
engineer on schooner Martinic.
From Boston he will go to Rome, N. Y.,
week

as

where he will be

June 28.

employed.

_Pebble.
HANCOCK POINT.

Mabel Wilson is home from
Brewer, where she has been teaching.
Miss Sylvia Einerton, of Castine, recently visited her sister, Mrs. Percy Wardwell.

school, taught by Mr. Blaisdell, closed June 25, also the primary
taught by Miss Ella Jarvis, after successful terms. Both schools joined in a fine
Grammar

program for parents and friends the last
afternoon.
June 28.
Spec.

Mrs. Fred Googins, of
Bucksport, was a
recent guest of her
brother, Fred F. Ward-

Ice-cream and cake will be for sale.
This society will send a delegate to the
summer school, and the proceeds are for
the expenses.
Rev. Mr. Stacey, of the anti-saloon
league, gave an address in the West Eden
29.

chapel Huuday evening.
M.

June 28.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

Mrs. Emma Prock, of Portland, is visiting her aunt at the lighthouse.
The many friends of Otis Albee are
grieved to learn of his serious illness.

Capt. Emery Oott
a

came

short business

trip

home Suftday
New York.

urday.
Charles Trickey, of Portland,
is discharging coal for the steamer Vinal
Haven.
Capt. Edward Smith carried away his
fore topmast one nignt last week w*hile on
Schooner

grounds.
SPEC.

PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Curtis Y'oung

is

visiting at Bar

Harbor.

Madison Snow, of Seal Harbor, is
(siting her daughter, Mrs. Nathan Srnallidge.
Mr Potter, of New Y’ork, who intends
starting up the quarries here, is at the
Freeman house.
The bungalows on the point are being
Mr.
put in order for the summer colony.
and Mrs. Yarnell w ill arrive this week.
Mr*.

Mrs U ood, the housekeeper at the Freeman house, who has beeu in poor health
for some time, is not so well, and it is
feared that she must go to

a

hospital

for

treatment-

°-

June 28.
A»

a
in

gentleman
the

coffee

»»»

h»vmg hi§ luneh-

Birmingham
annoyed by another

room

ol

a

w»« much
hie meal
ei.itor, who during the whole of
•tood with hi* bach to the Bre warming
of hi.
bimaelf and watching him partake
At length, unable to endure it

bi4*l be

invited
Thurs-

day.
Miss Nettie Philbrook, who has spent
two weeks in Boston, returned home Sat-

Mr. Nickerson and family, who have
spent the past few weeks here, returned
home

re|j*et
bell and aaid:
env longer, he rang the
'Metier, kindly turn that gentleman
round, I think he te done uu that aide."

Monday.

Walter Brown and wife, and Mrs. Rose

Wright,

Massachusetts,

of

in

are

town,

called here by the death of Roland Brown.

Roy Kane,

for the

home

are

Kane's

daughter Phyllis
summer, visiting Mrs.

wife and

parents, A. F.

Richardson and

wife.

Mr. Patterson
ton

on

being

called to

Washing-

|

pect, where he is employed.
Mrs. C. H. Leverton, who has been visiting in Hallowell and Waterville, is home.

!

Miss Arline Lethiecq, of Brewer, is visiting her grandparents, X. H. Somes and
wife.

The funeral of Roland H. Brown, who
died Thursday, was held at the home of
bis father, Capt. R. B. Brown, on Satur
day. The Foresters and Red Men attended
in a body, also members of the band were
present, besides many friends. The floral
display was beautiful. The Rev. Mr.
Douthitt officiated. Mr. Brown was one
of our most-respected citizens, and he will
be missed by the whole community.
O.

June 28.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
/

George Hanscom is very ill.
Alton Closson has returned to his work
in Rockland, Mass.
Thurston

Allen,

who has

been

ill

sev-

eral weeks, is better.
John Hooper and Alden Chapman

are

Stonington.
Misses Lilia McIntyre and Virginia
Allen attended theundergraduate concert
working

in

at

Bluehill.

Nathan Staples, of California, formerly
North Sedgwick, died of heart trouble
Mr. Staples had been
one day last week.
gone from his home here thirty-three
He leaves one brother and two
years.
sisters in this place.

of

Earl Hanscom, Mvho has been in Portland several weeks, returned home Satur-

has tin* same opportunity that WELL DIRECTED CAPITAL posexplains—ask for it.

HESEKVEE, *100,000.00

Minneapolis, Minn.

North Dakota

Fargo,

:

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

S

offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

♦

in Real

bargains

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

Charles and Lyman Somes, of Waltham,
Mass., are at the old homestead for their
vacation.

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will re-

Mrs. M. M. Branscom spent last week
West Eden, visiting her sister, Mrs.
Nathan Higgins.

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

ceive the very best attention.

at

ELLSWORTH,

Charles Somes visited his daughter
Mrs. H. 9. Richardson, at Northeast Harbor, before coming here.
Mrs. H. R. Hysom and son Roscoe arrived Sunday from Cambridge, Mass.,
where they spent the winter,
James Allen, who is employed at Rock
End, Northeast Harbor, spent Sunday

GOULD8BORO.

J

MAINE.

lightning
Don’t go without insurance during the shower season.
We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

O.

with his parents, M. L. Allen and wife.
June 28.
Red Wing.

W.

TAPLEY

ELLSWORTH,
Properties

in

ME.

Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,

CIITTHN
I UN, Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South*»•
■
will
Madge Spurting, who bas been
employed at Columbia Falls for some REAL
ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on tne Coast.
time, spent Sunday at home.
Timber Lands. Representative of the Natioual Co-operative Realty Company.
Warren W. Strout and George H. Perry
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
are at Milbridge making spars (or the new
Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellswortb, Maine.
(our-masted schooner building there.
is
Work
progressing rapidly on the new
bridge at the landing. Alter that is completed the State road will be built on
details Inare

Sul

Miss

When You Buy Real Estate

Sowle’s hill.
There

here Sunday
afternoon as the pastor, Rev. G. W. M.
Keyes, was called to Birch Harbor to attend a (uneral.
were

no

(ourteenth annual reunion o( the

The

Tracy (amily ft as
stead, Saturday,
were

services

June

28.

About

present, and a pleasant time is
It was voted to hold the next

ported.

union the second
1910.

Saturday

in

June 28.

100
le-

September
Jex.

P.1 la worth

Ar

June 24, sch Albert J Lutz,

*

companies.

and

Come in and look

Power

Boat
Model A—Maxwell Junior—10 horse-power,
PRICE $500.

Specialty.

Insurance a

us over or

call

by

telephone.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First Sat. Bank

W. T.

(Br) Seal Is-

S

Ar June 25, sch Commerce
Sid June 22, schs Effie M Morrissey, Addie
Fuller
Sid June 25, sch St Leon. I or Grand Manan,
N B
Sid June 26, sch Albert J Lutz, (Br) for Yarmouth, N S
Bass Harbor—Sid sch W H Waters (Br) (or
Bridgeport, Ct

Bldg.

ley.]
ROBERTSON—At North Sullivan, June 25, to
Mr and Mrs John Robertson, a son.
SNOWMAN—At Orland, June 23, to Mr and
Mrs Sherman R Snowman, a son.
TEMPESTA—At Stonington, June 21, to Mr
and Mrs Dominico Tempesta, a son. [Guido

TREWORGY—At Bluehill,
Mrs Larmon B Treworgy, a son.
YORK—At Hancock, June 9, to Mr and Mrs
Horace L York, a daughter.
June 24, to Mr and

MARRIED.
West BrooksFARNHAM—STEWART—At
ville, June 22, by Rev Milton Beckwith,
Miss Elizabeth G Faruhaiu to Lincoln Allen
Stewart, both of Brooksville.
HURLEY—DUFFY-At Ellsworth, June 30,
by Rev J D O’Brieu, Miss A Frances Hurley
to John J Duffy, both of Ellsworth.
SPRINGER—BUTLER—At Franklin, June 23,
by Rev C E Bromley, Miss Roby Mav
Springer, of Franklin, to Leonard DeBeck
Butler, of Eastbrook.
WILEY—MAZRALL—At Belfast, June 23, by
Rev William Vaughan, Miss Jenuie E Wiley,
of Belfast, to Albert B Mazrall, of Ellsworth.

DIED.
BROWN—At Castine, June 23. Rowland H
Brown, aged 42 years, 11 mouths, 23 days.
CRANE—At Birch Harbor, June 25, Miss
Nettie B Crane, aged 27 years, 6 months.
GRAY—At Bucksport, June 27, Mrs Olive
Gray, aged 76 years.
GRINDLE-At Bluehill, June D, Mrs Hannah
Bakeman Griudle, aged 36 years.
HAVEN—At Hancock, June 28, Mrs Sophia H
Haven, aged 55 years, 11 months.
June
HEN8SLER—At Sunshine,
27, Mrs
Frances Heussler, aged 37 years, 10 mouths.
HERRICK—At Southwest Harbor, June 25,
William Herrick, aged 82 years.
M’NEIL—At Bucksport, June 28. Catherine
widow of Daniel McNeil, aged 68 years.
MOON—At Ellsworth, June 24, Mrs Harriet H
Moon, aged 72 years, 10 months.
NAfcfoN—At West Snllivan, June 12, Roscoe E
Nason, aged 31 years, 9 mouths, 12 days.

[Corrected.]

OBER—At Center, June 21, Mrs Ellen K Ober,
aged 71 years.
PETER8—At Bluehill, June 24, Mrs Ellen f
Peters, aged 71 years, 3 months, 8 days.
WELCH—At Cambridge, Mass, June 24, Mrs
Carrie Lynch Welch, formerly of EUswortt
Falls, aged 32 years.

PERFECTLY SIHPLE-SIMPLY PERFECT

Ellsworth, Me.

Midway

The Maxwell is the ideal car for
rough, sandy or hilly roads. Of
proved lellaoUity. and the best
moderate priced car ou the market to-day.

BRUBAKER. Manager.

Heading

and

Broad -St. Station
Terminal on Filbert St.

bet we*

European, SI

u

per

day

S.

M.

MAY O,

for Hancock

Agent
County.
MAINE.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

and up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.

An Engine on the Farm

The only moderate rrlced hotel of reputation and consequence in

Yes. indeed, they are time and money
The OKAY' GASOLINE engine has many points of superiority,
call and let me point them out.

savers.

PHILADELPHIA.

Cream Separators

BORN.

GOOGINS—At Eastbrook, June 19, to Mr and
Mrs Amon S Googius, a daughter.
HOOPER—At West Sullivan, June 27, to Mr
and Mrs Harvey N Hooper, a daughter.
LANGLEY—At Ellsworth, June 26, to Mr and
Mrs Perry Langley, a son.
MOORE—At Ellsworth, June 16, to Mr and
Mrs Norris L Moore, a son. [Norman Shir-

The MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE

WINDSOR HOTEL

Por»

Ar June 28. pinky sch Maine. Brooklin, 65
years old, Capt Reuben Stewart
Hnnnich Count) Port*.
Southwest Harbor—Ar June 22, sch St Leon,

land, N

and reliable

Automobile

re-

MARINE LIST.

Ray

there
many Important
volved. Or agency is up on all the*e
have several desirable
We
points.
bargains and we guarantee the title.
Insurance of ail kinds at lowest rates

held at the old home-

business.

The Eastern Stars held their lust meeting for the season on Thursday. After the
meeting they all went to Mrs. Chamberlain’s for ice-cream.

dollar you were about to fritter away, and
agaln9t adversity and old age by

that

bulw

THE NORTH DAKOTA IMPROVEMENT CO.,
Offices

Luigi.]

Prof. Riddle preached at the Congregational church on Sunday morning, Rev.

it

Our booklet

sesses.

Mrs. Cora Parker is home, after spending the winter in Boston.
William Ward left Thursday for Pros-

Fred Hooper, wife and little son are here I COTTON—At Bluehill, June 23, to Mr and Mrs
Charles Cotton, a daughter.
the summer at the home of C. H.

for

save

• «

/Vlslfl
Salaried Man

CAPITAL, *100,000.00

urday.

to

The Bridges Bros., in schooner Verna
0., have gone to Portland with lobsters.
Mrs. Beta Greenlaw and Miss Carrie
Oreenlaw went to Southwest Harbor Sat-

his way to the sword fish
June 28.

on

Hooper.

__

from

The
visit the alliance at Belfast

t

•

|
>^llarien

healthy development. Nearly ON K HtTNDRBD
baukers are carrying our Contracts as an investment

MT. DESERT.

Misses Annie B. Conner and Una Grey
are at home from their schools in
Penobscot for the vacation.

to

Put that idle horde at work in the channels of

Moneyed Man

Investing it where

well.

Capt. J. G. Martin and wife are at home.
Mrs. A. L. Young has moved to the
Mrs. Reuben Devereux and children, of
Point for the summer. Mr. Young has West Penobscot, visited at
Capt. J. E.
gone to Northeast Harbor.
Blodgett’s last week.
Mrs. Phillips and family spent Saturday
Harvey Webster, who has been home
and Sunday in Sullivan with Mrs. Phil- a few weeks, has returned to his work as
lips’ sister, Mrs. Farnsworth.
engineer of A. K. Dodge’s mill.
Harvard Ball and son Elmer, of Eagle
School in the Dunbar district, taught
Island light station, were in town Satur- by Miss Gladys Redman, of
Castine,
closed Friday after a successful terra.
day. They came in their launch.

not take a keen eye to appreciate the excellent security of our
BONDS or th-lr value as an Investment. THESE BONDS HAVE
NEVER EARNED LESh THAN 11 percent.

It does

A. at Bluehill.

Miss

the FUTUKE and with your POSTERITY by taking one of dur
TEN YEAR PROFIT SHARING BONDS, SECURED by the beat
selected Income reakestate. a security growing in value every day.

With

Mrs. F. W. Jarvis, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived last week.

year’s

H. A. Ball and wife went to Portland
Miss Helen M. Dunbar, who has been
Tuesday, June 22, to be present at the teaching in Chelsea, Mass., will arrive tomorrow to spend the summer with her
* a member of Company C. and graduation of their son Whiting.
ew more about the disappearA. L. Hackett, of New York, has been mother, Mrs. Clara Dunbar.
than the officers thought we did, in town on a visit to his
Neil and Augustine Wardweil have regrandmother,
; didn't know what bad become Mrs. P. Y. Hackett. He returned home turned from
Belfast, where they have
sentries. It was the prevailing last week.
been discharging
lumber
from
the
1 that the men were murdered
Harvard Crabtree, wife and son and his schooner L. A. Stetser, Capt. Eugene
stile Spanish citizens, but with
Webster.
mother, Mrs. Helen Crabtree, are in town,
"object we were Ignorant After and the family will spend the summer in
Mrs. E. C. Bowden is suffering from a
tr closed I came north with the
their old home. Mr. Crabtree returned to serious affection of tne
face, arms and
the command, but eight years
his work in Boston Saturday.
hands, caused by coming in contact with
went to Cuba on business, and
June 28.
a poisonous plant while
E.
working in her
( one day, while passing a sugar
flower garden.
tilon, who should I see sitting beEAST BUCKSPOKT.
Wilbert Ordway, accompanied by hie
i workman’s cabin but John HenSchool at East Bucksport, taught by
wife, arrived last week from Portland.
r, the last man who had disap- June L.
Williams, of North Franklin, Mrs. Ordway has severed her connection
No. 8.
At closed June
| from sentry poet
24, with the following pro* with the school
there, where she had
< pretended not to know me, but
gram in the evening: Song, school; recitaught successfully for several years, and
ed him square In the eye and
tations, Bessie Brown, Linwood Davis; will make her home here.
Then he
m be couldn't fool me.
dialogue, “Milton’s Secret;” vacation
Mrs. J. W. Bowden left Monday for
up and told me the following song, Margaret Hewey, Bessie
Brown, Leta
Portland. She was accompanied by her
Clouston, Ouy Little and Reginald Davis;
Mrs. Abbie Austin, of Lamoine,
en placed on post and left by
recitations, Margaret Hewey, Roy Davis; mother,
who underwent a serious surgical operareattng relief I stood for awhile dialogue,
“Honesty is the Best Policy;”
tion last Thursday at the Maine general
aln whether to risk death by
recitations, Leta Houston.
Reginald
unearthly means or by being Davis, Fred Hewey; song, by the
hospital. The latest report was favorable
boys;
for Mrs. Austin’s recovery.
! or deserting my beat
I knew
dialogue, “The Peddler;” recitation, Ouy
tree men bad attempted to hold
The death of Estella, wife of MerLittle; dialogue, “The Jones Family;”
net natural or supernatural enerecitation, Hinton Gowen; tableau; reci- ritt Webster, which occurred Friday, June
nd failed. While I was delibertation, Marion Houston; song, Boston Tea 18, after a week’s illness, cast a gloom
SI beard a girl’s laugh and, lookParty; song, “Good-night,” school. Pu- over the entire community. Much sym1
wn. saw a merry face and two
pils not absent, Roy Davis and Fred pathy is expressed for the husband and
at
me.
The
eyes peering up
llewey. Linwood Davis (aged four) ab- six children, the youngest but one year
id a basket on her arm full of sent
only oue day. Fred Gowen did not old, w ho are left to miss the love and care
with
t and
me
to
began
pelt
miss a word in spelling during the ten of a faithful wife and mother. Kind in
she
was
I supposed
simply weeks.
disposition and pleasing in manner, she
z that way and didn’t connect
had many friends who deplore her unSpec.
June 28.
the
ith
ghost who bad spirited
timely death. The funeral services were
the other sentries. I seized one
conducted by Rev. W. A. Hanscom. The
WEST EDEN.
• of the
posies and threw them
Mrs. Maggie Richardson has gone to interment was at Orrington, her former
it her.
She was too pretty to
Harbor to visit her mother, Mrs. home.
Prospect
t a distance, and I Invited her
L.
June 28.
Orrin Haywood, who is in poor health.
is up and sit with me on the
Mrs. Florence Rich and daughter Ina, of
CASTINE.
It wasn't long before I had my
Boston, are spending the summer with
Miss Elsie Stover is home for the sumi ound her and stole a kiss,
Mrs. Rich’s sister, Mrs. Charles Kittredge. mer.
spoke some English and. pointand
Eleanor
Misses Marian
Kittredge
• bouse below, told me she was
Dr. Payson arrived last week in his new
way to a dance to take place have gone toKennebunkport Beach, where automobile.
in
a
hotel.
We toon beard tbe sound of they are employed
Misses Nora and Emma Coombs are
and tbe Ctrl begged me to go
The C. E. society will hold an entertain- home for the summer.
with ber. hart a dance and get ment and sociable Tuesday evening, June
members of the alliance are

fee.

a new

Yourself*

Square

E. C. Jordan is visiting his brother in
Boston.

rront.

wfore the relief came.
I was
d and fell.
I went with ber.
several times and was thinking
I'ulng when l was surrounded
men In tbe room and made a

P. Jarvis is building

&bbrrti«fnunta.

THE—

Theie are many kiuds on the market,
but the SHAKPI ES TUBULAR is
the one I recommend. I deal In

CLARION.

Farm Implements

Whether it’s a

range or a fur-

naee—if it is

“Clarion”, it is

sure

a

to meet every

requirement

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street.

New

of all kinds.
If 1 haven't what you
want, I cau get it for you.

A

in the recent lire.

I am agent for the "Miff HOME'1 SEWING
MACHINE.

V.
MAIN ST.

Delicious flavor*.

Old Market
I have purchased the stock and
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of

Fruit
All kiuds

L_UOH I IMI

Kl ELF,

Main Street.

their season, and fresh.

The handsomest founAll flavors.
tain in Ellsworth is in commission at

Best of MEATS, GROCERIES, FRWT,
CANNED GOODS.
O.

in

Soda

new ones.

Phillips block.

IVl. CARTER,
(under Ells, shoe factory). Ellsworth.

Ice Cream

Proprietor

JOHN

special sales of machinery
slightly damaged by water

few

S,

Ellsworth,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL 525*~

AMERICAN ADS

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

PAY BEST

AND FIXTURES.
Eilimatel

Wtailf anil Supplies Cheerfully Qlvn.
ANDREW Nl. MOOR.
01

Ellsworth.

Main St

ELLSWORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
■

* U

t'AL

NO

Removal Notice!
is now located atNo. 2 Franklin St.,

Osgood’s Studio

WASHKf

Alt kind* of lanudry work done at sbori notice.
Good* called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
WE«T END BRIDGE. ELLSWORTH. ME.

Oriental Rug Works.
Factory rebuilt—brick,
modem

improvements.

Beautiful, curly. Huffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpels Cleaned Clean. Send for clrcu’ar.

L. L. MORRISON, Skowbegan, Maine.

Manning Block.

Fine

Photographic Work of All Kinds.

J. RALPH 8MITH, D.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
from

O.,

Bang >r, will l>e at the American
House, Tuesday and Friday
each week.

SPECIALIST IX NERVOUS
AND CIIROXIC DISEASES.

stone for the

new

Noruiubega,

the steamer

% ad UuoMi

in which he will

employed.
Raymond Clark went to Pittsfield Saturday to be present at the examinations
graduation of the M. C. I.

He

was

while there.
___

MT. DESERT FERRY.

short

a

able to ride out
short distance, but is still very feeble.
Stinson

Frank Gray, of Ellsworth,

Mrs. Harriet Moon, the
; people of East Surry feel as if they had
Mas9., is at her home here.
lost another resident, as she lived just
O. P. Cunningham, of Bucksport. has
over the Ellsworth line.
Her family has
The drama “Bar Haven” is to be pre- rented his cottage to a party from Brookthe sympathy of the community.
sented July 3 at K. of P. hall by local I
it.
who
are
occupying
lyn. N. Y.,
C.
June 28.
talent, and pr ymises to be very entertain- !
L Lie Newcomb and wife, who have
his
has
added
a
to
ing.
Gray
Joseph
piazza
been visiting at 1.1.. Ward well’s, have reThe many friends of George Miller will ; turned to their home in Bethlehem. Pa.
be grieved to learn that he has a cancer of
Irving West and wife, of Bucksport,
Mrs. Ida Roberts, of Brewer, who has
the throat. Mr. Miller has recently rewere guests of Mrs. West’s father, Simon
been spending a few weeks with her parwent
to
he
where
from
Lewiston,
turned
! ents, Lewis Jordan and wife, has returned W. Flood, Saturday and Sunday.
consult Dr. W. L. Haskell.
B.
Miss
a teacher at CamWooster,

Mrs. C. K. Bridges has returned from
Bar Harbor.

Charles

Mary

Cole,

arrived at
Saturday S. J. Johnston's horse bridge. Mass.,
accompanied by
at an automobile. Mr. Sunday,
became
!
frightened
were
held
The grammar school exercises
from Michigan.
afternoon. ! Johnston was thrown from the carriage.

|

GRADUATION EXERCISES.

school building Friday
All the parts were well taken, and much
credit is due both teachers and pupils.
Solos by Mrs. Reed, Miss Gordon and Mr.
Thomas weie very pleasing. Following is
at the

the

Two ribs

:

broken and

were

he

received

The horse and

bruises and scratches.

riage were not injured.
June 28.

program:

Susie Stinson is at home

C.

W.

H.

in town

Salutatory, “Maine's Poet”. Rosie A Bowden
Essay, “James Hus sell Lowell,”
M Verner Dock ham
goio.Mrs Cora Reed

Rice, of North Livermore,

last week

was

business.

on

Ansel Reynolds, of Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. L.

Harvard Perkins

Tracy
Valedictory, “Mnsic”.Clara Purdy

Prophecy.Sidney

L

Duet_Leon Thomas and Beatrice H Gordon
Address to class.Rev C A Purdy
Presentation of diplomas,
Supt Adelbert W Gordon
M.
June2S.

kins house aud will

:
1

|

W.

Keniston,

of

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Charles Brown went last week to
Harbor to viait relatives.

Bar

Mrs. A. E. Austin went last Monday to
Maine General hospital (or treatment.

the

The schools have closed.
The residence of Roeooe Gay has been

improved by painting.
The bouse of the late Dr. H. H. Homer

Mrs. W. 8. Archer and daughters Hazel
Maud went last Monday to South
Gouldsboro to be employed for the season.

I and

|
!

Rev. W. H. Rice, of North Livermore,
is being newly shingled.
spent several days here last week, the
The Ep worth league and mid-week meeti guest of his sister, Mrs. Edward F.
ing will combine in this week’s service.

j

Mrs. I- T. Bunker and family enjoyec
outing at camp Laughing Water las

j Young.
June 28.

Y.

an

PARTRIDGE COVE.

week.

Arthur Fernald, of Waltham, Mass., ar
Friday at the home of his parents
A. B. Fernald and wife.

Mrs.

rived

Miss Lola Dyer left for Northeast HarMiss Eleanor Dyer goes tc
Hancock Point this week.
bor last week.

Lydia Springer

Charles

has

returned home.

Shand, of Bar Harbor, visited at

E. McFarland's last week.

j

E.

j

Mrs. Frank Burkhart and daughter Beatrice, of New York city, are here for the

j

summer.

Mrs. H. F. Collins and little daughtei
j VV. H. Small, wife and daughters
Virginia and Miss Mildred H. Wooster ar ; Editha and Vivian, of Bar Harbor, spent
rived from Washington, D. C.. last week
Sunday with Edgar Springer and family.
The drama in preparation here for Sat
June2S.
A.
urday evening, July 3, has been postponed
EAST LAMOINE.
It is hoped any observance of “the day wt
celebrate”, in large or small communities
Hoisey Pierce is home from East Millibe based

may
June 28.

on

the

safe and

sane

theory.
B.

_

EAST FRANKLIN.
C. Carrol Blaisdell, who has been teach

ing

in

Surry,

is home.

the

sympathy of all.
June 28.

T. M. Blaisdell made a trip to New York
week on business, accompanied bj
Fraak E. Blaisdell.

Mrs.

Mrs. John Stinson is visiting friends in
Addison.

Mrs. Phelps and daughter, of Springfield. Mass., are boarding at Luther Gil-

terville

for the

Estey,

summer.

John U. Hardison will give

a

party at her home Monday evening, June
28, to raise funds for the Methodist church
Nason Springer, who has been very ill c l
rheumatism, has recovered enough to gc
to his work blacksmith ing on F. E. Biaisdell’s quarry.
R.
June 28.

s

Miss Annie

tine.

Mrs. Madison Bridges is visiting her
daughter in Massachusetts.

George Cline and wife, and Mrs. Emma
Page. Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and Mrs.

has

she

returned from

h*a

been several

Blance. Colby ’12, arrived borne
for a 9hort vacation before going
to Winter Harbor for the summer.
Clarke

Saturday

|

Wilbur Cole, a Colby student, spent
the week-end with his parents before going to Nortbeast Harbor for the summer.
L. P. Cole and wife spent a few days in
Waterville during commencement at Co-

institute, where their daughgraduated.
Kev. Mr. Purdy, of Sullivan, preached a
tine sermon in Union church Sunday afterburn classical

; ter was

It was a memorial service for the
1. O. R. M.
He spoke of the growth of the
order and the principles freedom, friendship and charity, applying them to everyday conditions in «
convincing
noon.

!
!

iogical.

manner.

J une 23.

C.

WEST TRENTON.
La-prelett Hopkins' family moved to Bar
Harbor Saturday.
Mrs. Jefferson Hopkins, who has been
a physician's care for months, is im-

WEST HANCOCK.
Miss Idylene Sbute is at home from Cas-

Handy

weeks.

at

Bennett and Mrs. M. Foster,
of Bangor, were recent guests of Mrs. F.
S. Graves.

a

guest at William Stewart’s.

Smithvilie, where

Mrs. Daniel

Mrs. C. A.

summer.

Mrs. Rodney Sadler, of Minturn, is

kins and wife.

McIntyre and children, of
Ellsworth, came last Saturday to spend a
few weeks with Mr. McIntyre s mother,
Mrs. Mary McIntyre.
Mrs. Harlan
Hodgkins came from
Mattapan last Saturday to spend the summer with Mr. Hodgkins' parents, Colman
F KAN KU NJ KO AD.
Hodgkins and wife.
A. E. Tracy was io Bangor Friday ce *
Mrs. Ernest Hodgkins and children,
business.
i Ruth and Harold, of Mattapan, Mass., have
Mrs. Sarah Joy Foss was in Bar Harboi rented a house of S. H. Remick for July
Wednesday.
! aDd August. They came last Saturday.
June 28.
AKE.
Mrs. A. E. Tracy attended the grad cation of her sister. Miss Hazel Cowen.
Pittslield.

Saturday.

Miss Ida Stinson has gone to Bar Har-

Howard and Lucy, is here from Pasadena,
Cal., to visit her parents, Nahum Hodg-

lawn

Genevieve Cole arrived from Wa-

bor for the

(under

proving

|
J

in health.

Willie Thompson came from Boston to
spend bis vacation with his parents, Clifford Thompson and wife.

Mrs. Helen Lurfey, of Bangor, was a reMias Virginia Thompson, who has been
Stella Shaw attended the graduation at cent guest of her mother, Mrs. Ferrin.
away some months, arrived Thursday and
Ellsworth.
Mrs. Ralph Moore and Miss Helen, of 1 has
opened her cottage for the summer.
G.
June 28.
Holden, visited relatives here last week.
The school here closed Friday. The
Mrs. Carrie Bridges and family arrived
EGYPT.
school, taught by Miss Alice Minturn, has
home this week. They spent the winter
had a very successful term. The enterGeorge Linscott, of Bar Harbor, spem in New Jersey.
tainment Friday evening was fine. IceSunday with his family here.
i
The school children, assisted by their cream and cake were served.
Miss Efetelia West, of Hancock, was th<
teacher, Mrs. Peasiee. gave an entertainof
Mrs.
Man
her
mother.
week-end guest
ment at the schoolhouse Saturday evenWest.
WEST EDEN.
ing, which was well attended. Ice-cream
Holcie Coombs went to Bar Harbor Iasi and cake were served.
Mrs. Abigail Mayo has gone to Ells|
week to join his father in the sloop Isianc
June 28.
ScMac.
worth for a short stay. She intends to go
; to Hampden to visit her brother, who ia
Nature has equipped every man for hapquite ill.
!
piness, but he gets strenuous occasionally I
MU# Muriel Tripp suffered a relapse.
L«ill«aJ Aafcj.
and slips a cog.
_

1i

j

_

CiiFKIERSnLW
< Uf-cWraM^r'a ||_
|*iiU ■** KrS ani UM mraEicX
Matol wl«L B!-i« Ribbon.1

Take

m

BranM.

*lWf
A

DuS«NB

By

•Ttmt

»

^nfWifb.Tnfl

ItaANB PILL a. for U

years k non as BatAlways R«i; afike

SOU It NU66IST5 EVtSYWEIiS

Don
and* of
Dean's
—A-*:.

ai

i.

.1

ooj

Oin'nienv

m\ oe cured. Thoussts have been cared by
30 cents at any drag store
*

e

*

Master Bussell Iladlock spei
his aunt, Mrs. Nettie A.
Cranberry Isles, while his pan
Iladlock and wife, went to 11a
with

Redman, of this
S.

marine

place,

Among the arrivals the p
Miss Mary Smythe, Dr. Seudd
ily. Miss Ting and niece, M

has

Ting

corps, and is

the

Nihil.

Elmer and Benjamin Snowman, of Connecticut, are spending their vacation with
their parents, L. A. Snowman and wife.

Capt. Edwin Smith,
pneumonia, la out.

who

M
Francis expe

]

has

i>-,

men.

Daniel IJam, jr., who has be<
days, is much improved.
Capt Lincoln Farnsworth w
terport (or over Sunday.

hu been ill of

Miss Elizabeth Cold has (tone to Seal
Harbor to work in a hotel.

Mrs. F. A. Miller and daughter Marion
left Thursday for Portland, where they
will reside. Mr. Miller has recently purchased a fine home there.
Woodlockk.
J une 28.

son

islesforc

Steamer

Bristol

summer.

June 21.

Dudley Bottome.

and

Bottoms and
Tuesday.
June 21.

Capt. Charles Chaplin, of Camden, has
put his steamer, Day Dream, on the route
between Stonmgton and Isle au Haut for

is ill of

The lslealord Thimble club n
(air at the church Auru

>

Mr*. Elsie Knowlton has zone to Kimball's island for the summer.

annual

Rev. George Battome has enR
Lyman F. Gray, of Gouldsboro, is the Walter Hadlock and his boat fn
guest of his parents, James Gray and wife. mer.
Schooner L. S. Whitmore is loading
Sunday services at the church
Saturday, June 19, Horatio L. Perkins
passed to a higher life, aged nearly sixty- stone from the J. L. Goss quarry for New be held every Sunday at 10.30.
summer arrangement.
two years. He was beloved by all friends York.
and neighbors, who had much sympathy
Mrs. Myra Steele, a (ormer
Schooner Metbesbec, loaded with cat
for him, as he has suffered with rheuma- stone from the Benrenue Granite Co., Cranberry Isles, has been vis
tism over thirty years, which caused him sailed for New York
tivee here (or a (ew days. Mi
Friday.
to be so lame that be was unfitted for
at Somerville, Mass.
Several of the trotting horses will be employed
labor.
He
had
made
his
home
with
heavy
Mrs. Walter Hadlock has a
taken by their owners to Vinalhaven on
his cousin, W. J. Wardwell, for many years,
boarders tor the summer.
1
July S to compete in the races.
and was kindly cared for in bis last days
Willard, Miaa Mary Willard, at
The
at
J.
C.
the
Co.,
Settlement,
Rodgers
of suffering by Mr. Wardwell and wife.
year-old Edwaid are with her
Mr. Perkins will be sadly missed in the that received some of the Riverside drive
Wescott, o( Winter Harbor, is
will begin work in Aogast.
job,
family where he had made his home so
He will ran the Woglinde (01
of
Crockett
a
lot
has purchased
Philip
many years, also by bis numerous friends
mer.
Mrs. Patterson, o( Boston
and relatives. He
leaves one brother, Chpt. Alva Oonary, and will erect a house
with the Hadloclcs this sun
stop
with
all the modern improvements.
James S., and hosts of nieces and nephJune 28.
ews.
A forest fire was started Saturday afterJune 24.
Spec.
noon iu some unknown way. The villagers
SOUTH SURRY.
t urned out

GOTHS ISLAND.

en

masse,

and it Is

now

under

control.

Mrs. Mary Lewis, of Digby, N. S., called
on her abler, Mrs. Maggie Tras»c,
this
week.

Mrs. Bertha Eddy and her son Charles
visiting Mrs. Eddy’s sister, Mrs Frank
A. Babbidge.

are

|

O. H. Tripp, of Rockland, is here surveying the land from the fresh pond to
the village, the proposed way for putting
in water pipes, as voted last town meeting.
Rev. H. B. Haskell, district superintendent, will hold tbe quarterly conference at

Bayard Tirrill spent

|

j

Mrs. Freeman Bridges and her grandson the Methodist church this week. He will
Miss Bridges, of Bucksport, are guests move his family to Ellsworth after the
of Mrs. Holsey Moore.
of July.
I Fourth
The fishermen have been doing well of i
C. Fred Eaton returned from a business
late, some of them getting over 3,000 trip in Boston Saturday night. Miss Nellie F. Eaton, who is a teacher in the Sompounds to a set with one man to a boat.
The most notable event of the week was erville schools, came with him to spend
the marriage of Edith Moore, of Gott'a the summer with her parents.
June 28.
Nihil.
Island, to Howard N. Kelley, of Tremont,
at

the

Mrs. Francena Rich, who has been ill, is
better.
Miss Alice Mason is at home from Seal
Harbor for the summer.

Mrs. Sadie Alley and infant
Mrs. Grace Rich recently.

son

visited

and

Thomas Richardson has moved his family from Somesville to his old home here.

llolsey Blanchard, of V\ alt ham. Mass
is visiting his parentB, Ambrose Blanchard and wife.
June 28.
R.
SUNSET.
Roscoe Powers got a bad cut on the
hand Thursday while killing a calf.
Dr. A. E. Small, of Winter Harbor, has
been visiting his parents, A. T. Small and
wife.
Harlon and Haskell

Powers,

building

it.

of fish are being
hardaon £ son’s
w'hart. On Friday last, Robert Tras : was
high !>oat, although there were but fewcents in tht difference between hts and
Chari « Martin’s and Maynard Torrey’s
loads.
June2S.
P. M.
Excellent

John Richardson have employment at Seal Harbor.
Master Harold Grindle, of Hall Quarry,
is at E. T. Richardson's for the summer.
Arthur

Miss C. 9. Leffingwell arrived at her
summer
home, Crow field, last week.
She will spend the summer. The old barn
has been torn down and Fred Rich is re-

who

were

called home by the death of their mother,
have returned to their places of businesa.
June 28.
8.
^___

Bi.'i a
Feel heavy after dinner? Tt
coav*o? .liter taste? Complexion sr-.'iwt
Liver needs waking up. Doan’s Regule* .•. u :e
bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug ax»re.
-Advt.

broug

it to

catches

P.

\V.

Ki

day*

The supper at the church to ra
with which to pay for gilding t
for the front of the church was a

enjoyed the occa«
appreciate the supp
about |2. The letters, wh

present

seemed to
ceeds
the

of the church, with

name

erection,

were

made

by

Hollis Bor

being gilded and put in pi
much to the appearance of the chi
I
June 28.

since

NORTH FRANKLIN.

home of the

"
NORTH DEER 18LE.
Laura A. Moore, MonLowe is home from Bar Harbor.
Whitney
9
at
o’clock.
Rev.
Oscar
Barday morning
Mrs. Roy Greenlaw, with son. is visit
mr\ of Southwest Harbor, officiated.
The ring service was used. The bride waa ing her sister, Mrs. Grover Small.
dressed in white Swiss muslin, with veil,
Mrs. Ambrose Haskell ha* gone to Beland carried a bouquet of white lilacs.
grade Lakes to take charge of a girls'
The room was tastefully decorated with school camp.
evergreens, white lilacs and pansiea. Miss
Rev. John M. Brock le and family reMoore is a very worthy young lady of
turned to Orono last week. He will leave
Gott’s Island, who for a number of years
July 2 for Holland Patent, N. Y., to preach
has acted as teacner and organist in the
tbe coming year.
school.
She
is
the
of
the
Sunday
daughter
Capt. F. A. Haskell arrived home last
E.
late Capt.
N. Moore. Mr. Kelley is a
week. His vessel is at Stonington. Delworthy young man, the son of Mr. and
mont Torrey and wife and George Knights,
Mrs. Jacob Kelley, of Tremont, who were
who have been as crew on tbe schooner L.
present with their large and interesting
T. Whitmore, are also home.
family. Among those from out of town
June 21.
H.
present were Mrs. A. J. Babbidge, sister
of the bride, and Miss Mamie Gray, of
MKINLEY.
Bar Harbor. After receiving congratulaC. J. Luitweilei, of Boston, is in town.
were
tions refreshments
served. The
Friends of Otis Albee are sorry to hear
bride and groom left for Southwest Harbor to take the steamer for a short bridal of his illness.
The Sunday mail commenced the first of
trip
June and will continue during the sumJuDe 26.
Chips.
mer months.
It leaves and arrives at the
BEECH HILL.
usual time.

few

Christina Neilson, of Sound, a
Greene, of Htonington, art vi
Hollis Bonsey's.

All

|

place

a

| Young’s last week.

and

Colds that hang on weaken the constitution
To avoid Serious results take Foley’s Kidney and
develop into consumption.
Foley's
at she first sign of kidney or bladder
Honey and Tar cures persistent coughs that
disorder such as backache, urinary irregu- refuse to yield to other treatment. Do not
larities, exhaustion, and you will soon be i experiment with untried remedies as delay
well. Commence taking Foley Kidney Rem- may result in youi cold settling on your lungs.
G. A. PAsenn*.
edy to-day. G A. Paacmaa.

Remedy

Saturday.

_

J. S. Coombs spent Friday in Ells-

Miss

she

Mrs. Laura Ham and son Ds
Wednesday, after .pend
ter in Bath. Daniel, jr„ has

Mrs. Bertha Lawrie and son Sta
visiting relatives in East brook.

bride’s mot her,(Mrs.

worth.

|

Mrs.

C.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

last

employment

services

nocket, where he has been employed.
C. C. Toole and wife, of Bangor, have
opened their cottage here for the summer.

MARLBORO.
1 George Saulsbnry, who is practicing denMrs. S. H. Remick and Melvin and
tistry at Nashua, N. H., is here visiting his i Homer Wilbur went to Ellsworth last
mother. Mrs. J. H. Patten.
Thursday to attend the funeral of George
Myrtle Scammon will go June 30 | M. Barron.
to
Northeast Harbor, *here she haj
Mrs. Charles
with two children,

be sorry to learn that
at her home here.

which took

Mrs. A. VV. Brown and children, of Bar
Harbor, are spending a few weeks with
her parents, W. 8. Hodgkins and wife.
June 28.
H.

summer.

religious

attended

have the

patrick’s.

Vivian Scammon will leave June 30 foi
Camden, to be employed at a hotel during

always

home

Miss Ida Leighton, of Milbi
at Mrs. Everett Fernal

stationed at Key West, Fla.

The many friends of Miss Nina Varnum

Herman Perkins and son James,
a visit in Castme w ith
her sister, Mrs. Percival Wardwell.

when able. She was fond of mnaic, and
song with her son and daughter only a
month before her death. She was a kind,
sympathetic neighbor, a loving mother
and wife.
J Mrs. Moon was born in Boston, coming
Ellswjrth at the age of
to Sorry or
eleven years with her parents. She was
married to Mark Moon, who, though in
feeble health at present, survives her.
She leaves one daughter—Mrs. Almira
Dodge, of Ellsworth, and four sons-Fred,
of Bangor; Howard, of Bar Harbor; Albert, of Ellsworth, with whom she lived;
Frank, of Ellsworth, who left for the
| West but two days before his mother’s
death; ten grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren. All were present at the
funeral save the son Frank. She has one
brother in California.
The funeral services Saturday were conducted by Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Ellsworth Methodist church.
There were
beautiful
flowers.
The family
many

George Noyes, Jr., who has been traveling for some weeks in the West, arrived,

John W.

Mrs.

OBITUARY.

ployed

Joined the U.

have returned from

j

brother, Arthur Ham.

James
McGuire, of New York, a
draughtsman, came this week and is work
ing at the Ben venue Co.

pleurisy

Mrs. Harriet Smith Moon died at her
home on the Sorry road in Ellsworth
Thursday, Jane 24, aged seventy-two
years. She had been in feeble health for
years, and rarely went from home, though
she

Franklin,
announces the engagement of his daughter Elsie Geneva to Carl U. Royee, ol
Essex, Conn.
George

Mrs. Eva M. Sellers, of Ellsworth, has
spending a few days with her daughter, Mrs. M. A. Wardwell.

I8LE8FORI).
Ham, of Bath, is

Charles

Mrs. .Mary L. Babbidge, who has spent
the w inter in Portland with Mrs. George
Toltnan, is home.

been

will

re-

they spent

John L. Hooper and wife, of Auburn,
the guests of Mrs. Hooper's brother,
Fred Simpson.

home

Miss Marguerite Wardwell, of East
Bluehill, has been the guest of Mrs. Sarah
Ward well the past weak.
1

wife have

where

are

Dr. Melvin A. Wardwell has recently
a fine driving horse of Charles
Ginn, of Orland.

from Ashbury

and

the winter.

purchased

cer.

season.

Mrs. Millie Gupti 11 and Mrs. Ida Fernald, of Uouldaboro, accompanied by Ray
Jones, of New York, were recent guests Of
Mrs. Mary Coolidge.
S.
June 28.

|

!

FRANKLIN.

of the

der

Hodgoccupy it the remain-

Capt. Jason Greenlaw
Islesboro,

and relatives.

!

length, to be spanned by »tee
Saturday from Bucks- j corrugated arches between, (
graduated at the seminary j cement. The bridge will its
irod pipe rail.

turned from

Mrs. Charles Wardwell, of Bluehill.
in town last week calling on old friends

of the

came

of ; port, where he
last w-eek.

ness.

Thursday for the summer.
U. Bragdon. of Sorrento, was a
Bas.-iy. ‘James Fenimore Cooper,”
last week.
The Raral sewing circle elected the folBari R Jellison guest of Mrs. James Covey
8 Ellen Hall
Shepard Cousins is spending the sum- lowing officers at its last session held with
History.
Mrs. R. A. Sinclair: President, Catherine
Solo.Beatrice H Gordon mer with his brother, W. H. Cousins.
Mra. Margaret WaaAssay. “Statesman and Author.”
Rev. Gideon Msyo and wife, of Ells- Moon; vice-president,
Ttieron W Staples
gatt; secretary, M. F. Sinclair; treasurer,
were guests of Mrs. M. H. Coolidge
worth,
Essay. “Nathaniel Hawthorne,”
A. Chatto; directors, Mrs. A. Clark,
j J.
Francis W Pettingill last week.
Mrs. Ida Treworgy and Mrs. Lottie Spengoto.Leon Thomas
has rented the
arrived

children,

H. Leach, Roy F. Leach and Jasper
Leach were in Bangor Monday on busi-

cottage
iadv friend

Park, N. J and Strah Stinson from Islesboro, where they leach. Their father,
Philip Stinson, is still very f eble.
A Sunday school is being held at Rural
hall this summer. President, Mrs. R. A.
Sinclair; secretary. Miss Mabel Morgan;
treasurer. Mrs. Lottie Spencer; teachers,
Mrs. F. A. Young, Mra. R. A. Sinclairf
Mrs. Lottie Spencer, Miss Mabel Morgan.
The school meets at 10 a. m.

car-

LAMOINE.

Music
Invocation

a

Ginn, wife and

B.

their

Last

Minot Goss

visited J. H. Littlefield and wife last week.

_

home.

tice.

a

Orland, spent Sunday here with relatives.
Irving Littlefield and wife, of Portland,

In the death of

Waltham,

of

in town

was

visit in

|

Fidelia

Mrs.

top
arched ope
si* feet and a half above
t
that the passage of Bmall |
row boats will be
permitted,
be four openings, each
th

from

Sunday.

two

Stetson at

a
was
Kay H. Haskell, of Lewiston,
of last
guest at W. P. Goodwin’s Saturday

tide the

John L. Goat and family have arrived
Dorchester, Mass., for the summer.
Dr. B. L. Noyes has purchased a fine automobile, which he will use in his prac-

PENOBSCOT.

a new automobile.
(
Uapt. Alden Manti, wife and daughter
Addington and family, of Bangor,
Josie, fiom Bucksport, are at Mrs. Collins*
are at their cottage.
I
It is hoped they may decide to
Harvard Carter is working for L K. cottage.
come back to Surry to live.
Hancock Point.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Beatrice H. Gordon attended the
graduation at Ellsworth Wednesday.

th«

other pages

_

is

Mr.

Miss

*«

on one lung.
8TONINGTON.
C. E. society will give a sociable
are being made here fora
Preparations
Tuesday evening, June 29. The proceeds grand celebration of the Fourth.
are to defray the expenses of Miss Mil- ;
Reliance lodge, F. and A. M., attended
dred Mayo, the delegate whom the society
in a body on Sunday morning.
will send to the summer school at Charles- church
Florian Arey, who has been attending
ton.
M.
June 21.
Colby college, is home for the summer.

Mrs. Seth Smith, of Bluehill, with her
adopted children, has spent several
days at E. E. Smith's.

H. Colby is ill.
I. L. Wardwell has
E.

NEWS

a

Capt. Philip

June 21.

County Newt,

The

Mrs. Lottie Spencer is at Bar Harbor for
stay.
CVpl. S. J. Treworgy has taken command of a yacht.
Mrs. Ella Cole has her cottage recently
built ready for occupancy.

accompanied by his sister, Miss Hester,
who was the guest of the Misses Griffin

ff additional

formed

EAST SURRY.

be

and

i»w

Thursday to Join

Mr. Pineo. This drive i«
to c
building of it win be Ci
separate contract. The brid
be bnilt Mon* the lines of
a ,
causeway, with four npenin*
passage of small boats. It «
l.TW feet in length and fr<
twelve feet in height, and
i«
the crest of the bar. On the
is to be fifty feet, while
the
will be only thirty feet.
A

COUNTY NEWS.

it was necessary to take her to Bar
Harbor hospital, where she underwent a
severe operation, as a large abscess had
find

COU NTV NEC So

engaged in carrying
bridge to Bar Island.
be

Meltiah Scammon left

Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
Man that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

COUNTY

They will

Belle.

subscribers al 10"
tf ths 117 post-offices in Hancock county,
comAU ths other papers in ths County
AmeriwJiud do not reach so many. The
i"
04E is not ths only paper printed
to
ffancock county, and has never claimed
can propthat
it
ie
the
but
paper
only
he,
all the
arty be called a County paper;
rest are merely local papers. The circulaThk American, barring the Bar
tion
wi* AMERICAN has

|
!

|

Miss June Williams is at hon
East Buck sport, where she has be*

ing.
buck board load from here

A

i the Tracy reunion at Gouldsbor
I <R*y.
i Arthur Tracey has returned to \V
; after

j

ett

a

short

visit with his parent!

Tracey and

wife.

Henry Jettison and wife have
Mouse Island, where they are to

ployed during

the

summer.

June 28.

ap'.trtistmnita.

Heal i
Never Fails to R
Gray Hair to Its Nat
Color and

Beauty.

No matter how long it has bee:
Promotes a luxuriant g
of healthy hair. Stops its fallu
and positively removes
draft. Keeps hair soft and glos;
fuse all substitutes. 2K times a
in S1.00 as 50c. size, b Not a 1
or faded.

«1 aad Me. bottles, at drug
Send 2c lor free book The Care of the
Philo Hay Spec. Cft, Newark. N

Soap cures

■ay's

d,

1

rough aad chapped hands, and all
Keep* skin fine and soft. 25c.

«s

fiend 2c for free book “The Care of the

BAR HARBOR.
the plans as draw n by
Specifications
Edgar I. Lord, of Bar Harbor, for tie
bridge that is to be built between Bar
Harbor and Bar island, are in the hands
of bidders. At the March meeting the
town appropriated the sum of |35,000 with
which to build a bridge over the bar to
Bar island, believing that the consequent
enhancement of the value of the island, a
of

part

of the town of

Eden,

would

prove

beneficial to the town to that extent at
least. This action was taken with the understanding that if the cost be found
greater than the amount appropriated, the
expense over that amount should be borne
by the owner of the island. C. B. Pineo,
and with the further understanding that
a drive circling the island will te built by
Everyone would be benefited by taking
Foley’* Orino Laxative for constipation, stomach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the stom-

DR. A. G. DANIEL
HORSE

RENOVATI
Gives Vim!
Makes Blood)
Acts on the Kidne
Puts on Flesh. Makes him lo
snd feel as fine as Silk.
White Cornets
Blue Boa
At any Dealers.
—

2 Wilks* Tnataeit 50 Cut

Psmper Notice.
contracted with the City Of
for
worth
HAVING
sapport sad
need assistance daring the
to

msv

eare

thee
ties

of EIlswc
ach and breath, gently stimulates the liver years snd are legal residents
them on m
and regulates the bowels and is much superior forbid all persons trusting
coant. ss there is
of room snd •<
to pills and ordinary laxatives.
Why not try modstions to csre plenty
for them st the City
Foley’s Orino Laxative to-day? O. A. Pah- house.
M. J. Dmcm
chb*.

NEWS.

OUNTY

•oon came to

Maine, purchased a tract of
land at Gape Rosier, erected mills and en*M(»„m4»l
gaged in shipbuilding.
They were
cousins of Martin Van Boren, and debluehill.
scendants of Lord Bakeman.
school, closed jlnne 18.
Mr. Bakeman espoused the cause of the
)f town
returned from Ban- Federalists. The sympathy he
expressed
allace Hinckley
for his adopted country and
people caused
him to be hated by the English and Tories.
partridge waa in Boaton last week
After one of the contests between the
msincss.
and American his house was used
of twelve tookdin- English
, automobile party
as a hospital for the wounded
Americans.
June Zi.
Pendleton
the
,t
For this some English soldiers were sent
of
are
Baltimore,
to seize him, but he, having
r. Rose and family,
timely warnhere,
icir summer home
ing, fled in a boat. A few days later the
came
to English seised bis stock of
ncoln Merrill and family
cattle, about
nis yacht, the Indra, last week,
twenty in number, and over a hundred
„
who
has
Mr.
Bakeman
sheep.
went
Partridge,
to
spent
Bath, where
iss Abby
arrived home June he was joined by bis family. During his
e weeks in Boston,
stay there he was engaged in making salt
ladies have gone to from sea water.
>out twenty young
When peace was declared he returned to
for the sumthis
from
place
llaroor
find not even the foundations of his house.
The English had taken it down and reof Indianapolis, Ind., is
S McBride,
moved it to Castine, where it was rebuilt.
W.
H.
McBride
Kev.
It still stands near the Arcadian hotel and
ting bi's parents,
wife.
is known as the old Dr. Mann house.
Westfall nnd two children and
Mr. Bakeman went once to Holland
r„.
of Pennsylvania, are at the after he came to this
* Allison,
country, and on his
...

(m41.lv

«l*«r

3e«stead.
Parker, ao well
jral circles, is occupying

oratio

known

Osgood has moved into the
recently purchased of Harvey Gray
E. J.

ilrs. H. E.

a

small

apple

tree which

he

in

ol the

one

cottages.

s

brought

return

Morton.

planted in his garden. It is still alive.
It is immense in size, and over 100 years
old.
Mr. Bakeman died in 1,800 at the age of
sixty-nine years, bequeathing to the name
of Bakeman the same indomitable will
and the samb sense of right and justice
that upheld him during his persecutions.
There are a number of younger Hakeman's,
but of the old family, Mrs. Griudle was

COUNTY NEWS.
^

a^iMonoi

Oour.t> /Tc«>«

ha

oM«f patM

Will Natter is at home from Bluehill.
Mrs. Amanda Sellers is visiting friendi
Sunshine.
Warren Ford and Will Herrick
gone to

have

Bangor.

Miss Nellie Norwood, of McKinley, it
employed tt West End dining hall.
Mrs.

Nellie Joyce has returned fronc
where she has spent the

Melrose, Mass.,
winter.

born June 17.

Adams and Mrs. Geneste, of Washat the Wells House foi

ington, D. C., are
the

summer.

Mrs. Jennie Dority is visiting friendi
Brewer. Mrs. Lucy Nutter is keeping
house for her.
in

Mrs. Lee H. Powers arrived Saturday foi
the summer. Mr. Powers and Foster
have been here several weeks.
Albert Sturtevant, of Washington, D.
C., joined his mother at their summei
CDttage at West End Saturday.
Misses

Edith

and

Nellie Cousins, ol

Massachusetts, arrived Sunday to spend
F. Hinckley has the sympathy
their vacation with their
in the illness
parents, C. C.
Urge circle of friends
Cousins and wife.
home,
rh tontines her to her
June 21.
Une Femme.
has gone to Water- the
rs. E. P. Babson
only one.
commencement exercises
no at tend the
L. M. E.
R. W. Smith was in Rockland Saturday.
j .Juue 22.
olbv. Miss Mabelle Babson is in the
Miss Ruby Freethey is ill of the chickenlusting class.
BLUEHiLL FALLS.
pox.
J. Dutton and wife, of >ew Jersey, !
Wilfred (Jonary is home from Bucksport
Mrs. Nellie Batcheler is ill of a bad sore
of BucksS. A. Haywood and wife,
I for a short stay.
throat.
were quests of Mrs. P. S. Parker a
Austin Chatto will sail the Smith family,
Miss Emma Holden is very ill of appendays recently.
! of Bluehill, this season.
dicitis.
are
of
Philadelphia,
ie Misses Owen,
Mrs. Angie Bray and daughter Grace
H. O. Staples, of Portland, was in town
again for the season. This year they left
Thursday for Ellsworth for a visit,
last week.
occupying the new cottage built for
A. E. Farnsworth and wife returned
j Miss Henderson has returned to Seaville,
George Cochrane.
after three weeks here with Mrs. Candage. from Boston
Sunday.
larks Bartlett and wife and Miss
Schooner Vanguard, Capt. Thompson, is
Miss Nettie Gott come home from WashIwin, of West Held, Mass., arrived in a
in the harbor loading lumber for Allen
it at Parker Point June 25. Mr. Bart--’—
I
Mr. Call and family are at their cottage
[ormerly owned the McDonald cottage. j brothers. Capt. Thompson’s wife is with
him.
at Fiye Point for the season.
»v. J. H. Roberta and wife, of AttlcMr. Dudgeon and family, of New York,
the guests of Mrs.
ore
*, Mass.,
Miss Adelaide Smith, of Boston, is visitfrts’ aunt, Mrs. Joau Merrill. Mr. arrived Saturday at Mill island, for the ing her brother, R. VV. Smith.
1
erts preached in the .Baptist church season. They will occupy one of Mrs.
Miss Rachel Cole, who has been teach»27, and will occupy the pulpit during I Nevin’s cottages.
ing in Penobscot, is at home.
June 22._Crumbs.
itay here.
Roy A. Kane, of New York, is visiting
Mr. Thomas is the guest of Paul Kevin, his
[>on the arrival of Mrs. Stevens, June
■»
mother, Mrs. Emma Kane.,
of
rom New York, the remains
Capt. of New York.
a party went to ^Sunshine to the
JtQuite
ik Stevens were removed from the
j A. B. Conary is in Bluebill tending tele- dedication of.the chapel Sunday.rzr-r ZZZ
band interred in the Stevens burial
for E. M. Dow.
Mrs. A. H. Mayo and Miss Helen are
The Masons phone
at Sea Side cemetery.
and family have visiting friends in
SI
Beverly, Mass.
lucted a burial service.
IfKSI | Mrs. Ethel be rt Kevin
arrived at their cottage on Mill island for
Mrs. G. A. Grindle, who has spent the
if funeral of Mrs. Ellen Peters was
the summer.
winter in Melrose, Mass., is at home.
at the home Saturday afternoon, June
E.

r«.

j

Washington, D. C.,
Miss Edith Cousins returned to Boston
is to occupy the Inn this season. They are
I
Saturday, after spending a week at home.
expected July 1.
Miss Helen Sterns, of Providence, is visI
Mrs. Emma Bowden, with daughter
iting her grandmother, Mrs. Rachel WellB. !
Emily, of South Bluebill, last week visited
Mrs. E. J. Carter and son are the guests i
her father, who is quite feeble.
of her parents, Capt. N. A. Freethey and
Lizzie Conary,
Mrs. A. R. Conary, wife.
Joseph Conary and Susie Wood went to
Miss Lettie Flye is home from Hartford,
Bar Island Friday to attend the dedication
Conn., where she 'has been attending
of the new church, and conference. They
Bishop Harding,

widow of Charles T.
rs, wh. was a member of Co. K, lfith
He regiment. She leaves one daughwas

the

son, and three
23.

>ne
ne

grandchildren,
M.

_

OBITUARY,

j

Hannah Bakeman

rs.

died at her home

of lilue-

Grindle,
June 11, after

illness which she bore with

patience,

ing for the sweet sleep which
her from her

,se

bed

of

a

w

ould

suffering,

years of age, and
bright, active womau, one on whom
made little,, impress ion, and
she

eighty-eight

was

always employed .doing

the

ehold duties in which she took

small

tion laid for

Hodgdon
I

sbej.married Kenny
Brooksville,(but after a mini-

After his death
of

the foundahis lot in the

June

are

Abram

.Walter

at work for him.

Ckumbs.

28.

to

came

die,

cottage

on

| late Arthur Johnston field.
! Duffee, George Bickford and

Bluebill from Brooksville
nearly life and married Nahum Stet-

t

a

EAST Bl^EHILL.
Mrs. L. B. Grindle

came

home from

A number

otyMasons

aTtended"St.; John

from

Naskeag 1 >dge
Sedgwick

services at

he

B

Christiana Smart.

He

were

Many of oar citizens are drifting toward
Bright’s disease by neglecting symptoms o
kidney and bladder trouble which Foley’
Kidney Remedy will quickly cure. G. A

Mrs. George H. Tapley is visiting hei
grandchildren in Rockland.

Parcheb.

The venerable Capt. Thomas Tapley was
for a three-mile drive Sunday morn-

acutruamnu*.

out

ing.

Miss Laura H. Jones, who has been very
ill for several weeks, is slowly regaining
her health.

Capt. Ira W. Tapley returned to New
York on Saturday to join hit steamer, the
Princess Anne.
Rev. Roderick Dundonald, pastor of the
Congregational church, preached an able
sermon Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Mack are occupying
Miss Joy's house at Henry’s point while
the additions and alterations are being
made in their
June 28.

Where the Finest
Flour is Made

own.

The bread-making qualities of flour
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour, all the
strength they possess."
R. James Arernatjtey,

Tomson.

are

SEDGWICK.
C. N. Rhodes and wife
friends at The Willows.
Albert Heald and little

Melrose, Mass., are

in "The American Miller.”

entertaining

are

William,

son

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
Wheat. President John W. Burk of
the Millers’ National Federation, who
personally inspects the wheat offered
for this famous flour, has an experience of 25 years at the business.
Every
shipment of grain must come up to the
long established William Tell standard in every respect.
Ask any expert. He will tell you that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made.from the flour of
this wheat. That’s the only kind that
goes into

WILLIAM

of

in town.

j

Mrs. Herron and son Donald, of Wash-’
ington, D. C., arrived at Harbor View
house Saturday for the season.

|

Mrs. S. H. Bartlett gave a party to the
children of the neighborhood on Saturday
afternoon. Cakes and ice-cream were
served. The children were highly pleased.
Rev. E. Sanderson delivered an able serSunday morning in observance of St.
John’s day, at the Baptist church. The
masonic orders attended in a body and
the house was tilled.
June 28.
H.
mon

—

William Tell

_—

Dr.

Daniels—Horse Colic—Cure

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

—

money back—-at any dealers;
Insure your horse against Colic.
cures or

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

21, 1909.

Free advice, how to obtain patenta, trade mark*,
copyrights, etc., )N a^|, COUNTRIES.
Business direct -with Washington saves time,
money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR-
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AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
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Miss Phillips, of Bridgeport, Conn., haB
been the guest of Mrs. F. A. Alden the
past week.
Miss Clarie Freethey came from Providence, R. 1., Sunday, to spend the summer
with her|father.

Miss

Agnes

Ballock,
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Banking.
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£ilswortii Loan and Building Ass’n.
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A NEW SERIES
is

now

open.

Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share.

WHY PAY
when

JlO

you

RENT
can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together
will

amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Tapley,

Sec’y,
Thompson, Miss Key and the Miller famFirst Nat’l Bank Bldg.
Schooner Ben Hur arrived Saturday ily.
▲. W. Kino. President.
Une Femme.
June 28.
from Franklin and sailed Sunday morning
JBtSital.
q Sundays only.
for Bridgeport, Conn.
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
legal Notices.
from
points west of Bangor,
NORTH BROOKUN.
Miss Cora Marks and Charles Alley, of
w Stops to take but not to leave passengers,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis*
Capt. Emory E. Dodge is having his
Prospect, were married Saturday evening
t d Stops at Sorrento Sunday only to leave THE of the
trator
estate of
house painted.
at the home of the bride.
passengers from points west of Bangor.
M. GILLEY, late of BUCKSPORT,
Ticket)* for all points South and SARAH
worth People Receiving the
Mark Dodge is having his house painted.
Emery Bowden, of Prospect Ferry, and
in
the
county of Hancock, deceased, and
West for sale at the M. C. R. R. given bonds
as the law directs.
All per*
Miss Abbie Thurlongb, of Orono, are Henry Flye is doing the work.
Pull Benefit.
Ellsworth.
sons
demands against the estate
ticket
office,
having
guests of Richard Ashworth and wife.
ere have been
Capt. Sweetser and family are occupying
These trains connect at Bangor with through of said deceased are desired to present the
many caaea like the
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
Mrs. Richard Ashworth went to Pulpit the H. H. Hale house for a time.
are requested to make payment immediately.
Mug in Ellsworth.' Everyone relates
Boston and St John.
Howabd F. Gilley.
Harbor last week to attend the wedding
Theodore E. Baker has 9old his residence
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proPtperience of people we know. These
Bucksport, June 18, 1909.
Isaiah Bowden, Wednesthe trains, and
her
married

fought To Light.

of

straightforward

statements

will do

1

toward relieving the suffering of
ands. Hueh
testimony will be read

brother,

day afternoon, June
June

and will leave

23.

The tine

28. t

this week for Boston.

schooner

yacht Indra, Capt.

Fred Phillips, passed up the bay to Bluehill Friday.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

cure tickets before entering
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.

to

notice that
adminis-

subscriber

hereby gives
has been duly appointed
THEhe
of the estate of
trator

CHARLES L. MYRICK. late of GOULDSBORO.

MORRIS M’DONALD,

Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
interest by many people.
Erastus and Leonard Candage have just
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Portland, Me.
Mrs. Sweetster, of Deer isle, is spending
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
'•
Charles E. Higgins, 108 Water
completed the building of a pier for A. H.
having demands against the estate of said
a few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Bert
deceased are desired to present the same fox
Naskeag.
Mayo,
Ellsworth, >le., says: “My back Hendrickson.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reMrs. Anna Coombs returned Thursday
so
quested to make payment immediately.
badly that 1 could not assume a
B. t. Sylvester, sr., who has had serious
Fred P. Sargent.
from Castine, where she has been em"table position. At times the ach- trouble with his eyes, has gone to Bangor
Gouldsboro, June 18, 1909.
ployed several weeks.
for treatment.
ould Change to
subscriber hereby gives notice that
sharp pains, especMrs. Grace Gott visited Adelbert Seavey
THEhe has been duly appointed executox
Miss Clara Cole, of Seaville, who has
levere when 1 made a sodden moveSaturday and Sunday, returning to her Fare Between Bar Harbor and of the last will and testament of
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Clara HenELIZABETH W. NEWHALL, late of SULPot some little time after
home in Stonington Monday.
getting
has returned home.
>m

derson,

Sub.

June 28.

chair I was obliged to go about
Mrs. Eunice Hawkins, of Washington,
looped position. Learning of Doan’s D.
WEST BROOKLLN.
C., is Bpending the summer with her
>>' Piills, I procured them at Moore’s
daughter, Mrs. L. H. Sibley.
is in Bucksport visiting
Seavey
Eugene
C.
store, and the second night after
June 21.
relatives.
eneing their use, was able to obtain
Mrs. Ethel Leighton, who Is employed
a

Boston

$4.25

one

way and

$8.00 round trip.

BROOKS VIELE.

oper rest,
something that I had been
s to do for
several months. The use
“ “ore
boxes of Doan’s Kidney Pills

Sarah Walker and Hannah Friend
Ul.

‘Kgins has also used the
remedy on
“t occasions
when having attacks

time in Marlboro, N. H.
Mrs. O. J. Billings has so far recovered
in Penobscot.
as to returned to her home

LIVAN,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs- All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and ali indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Charles P. Simpson.
Sullivan, June 21,19 9.

Boston, is at home for a few days.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 30
Har- THE
he has been duly appointed executor
P. Keene, of Boston, who has been p m week days for Seal Harbor, Northeast
bor, Southwest Harbor, Brooklln, Deer Isle, of the last will and testament of
visiting relatives here, has returned home. Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rocklaud. con
ELIZA J. BAKER, late of BROOKLIN,
Miss Esther Candage is working for
with steamer for Boston.
8
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Mrs. Etta Bridges has gone to Orr’s nectlng
ootnplete and permanent cure, and Mrs. F. H. Billings.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehill 2 CO p m
bonds as the laws directs.
All perIsland where Bhe will be employed for the week days lor South Bluehill, Stonington, given
had no cause for
sons having demands against the estate ol
Albion Closson has returned home after
complaining since.
and
connection with

kaehe,
1

and haa never failed to derive

immediate relief.
kidney remedy

do not think
the market
of such
great worth aa Doan’s Kid11s.’’
s a

all
Bale,by
-Mtlburn

I

on

dealer*.

Price 50 cents
New Vork
for the United States.
e“ber the
name—Doan’s—and taki
eWs

Co., Buffalo,

spending

are

some

Miss Marion Saunders, of North Blue-

H.
hill, is visiting her grandparents, J.
Billings and wife.
June 21.

■*J

recomFoley's Honey and Tar is especially
mended for chronic throat and long troubles,
asthma

and many sufferers from bronchitis,
reand consumption have found coinfort and
lief by using Foley’s Honey and Tar. G A.
Paacnaa.

in

E.

summer.

Mrs. Marion Kent and child and Mrs.

asbrrticrounts.

PREVENTS BALDNESS.
Your money back for the mere asking it
Bexall “83” Hair Tonic does not make
the scalp clean and healthy, nourish the
hair roots, cure dandruff, and stimulate a
Put it to a test at
new growth of hair.
Two sizes, 60c. and (1.00. K. G.
our risk.
Moore, wholesale and retail druggist, cor.
opf postoffice. The Kexall Store.

Rockland,
North Haven
steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m
week days for Herrick’s Landing, Sooth Brooks,
vllle. Eggemoggln, Dlrtgo and Rockland, con*
nectlng with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING

New Turbine steel steamers Belfast and Camden leave Boston at 5 p m week days for
Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or ou arrival ol
steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and inter
mediate landings.
E. S.

iur seuiciurui>.

Alice B. Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. First account of William
M. Bradley, administrator, tiled for settle*

J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Wesley T. Bates, an insane person of Brooksville, in said
Sixth account of
county.
Wheelock U. Bates, guardian, tiled for settle*
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person of
Brook8ville, in said county. Seventh account
of Wheelock C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
James W\ Robbins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Ralph J,
Robbins, administrator for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Arthur N. Dority, minor, of Sedgwick, in
said ccunfy.
Petition filed by Carrie J.
Dority, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said
peii> ion
Alice B. Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petitijn tiled by William
M. Bradley, administrator of the estat*- of
stid deceased, that the amount ot «ol late rat
inheritance lax upon said estate be determined by the judpeof probate.
James Parker, late of Southwest Harbor, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Luere B. Deasy, administrator, tnat a u order
be issued to distribute among the heirs of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the
hands of said administrator.
Alanson Tucker, late of Derry, in the State
of New Hampshire, deceased.
Petition filed
by Robert H. Gardiner, of Gardiner, in the
Htate of Maine, and Thomas Motley, of Nahant, in the State of Massachusetts, praying
that the appointment of
said petitioners
named as trustees in an instrument purporting to be the last will and testameut oi said
deceased, may be confirmed by said court
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
To

Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

8 30

8
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5 53 9
6 03 9
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6 22 9
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41
30
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6 44 10 04
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30
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Bar H !! •8 16
6 40
*9 05
Seal H
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7 15
S W Har *9 35
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*9 40
Manst.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
*
Daily Sundays included,
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
f Stops on signal to conductor,
..

6

Pm'pMIAM
3 30

.

Sointed

Fred W. Houston, late of Bucksport, in said
countv, deceased. Third and last account of
Alice M. Kenney, administratrix, tiled for set-

PATENTS

I
Commencing,

Alanson Tucker, late of Derry, in the state
of New Hampskire, deceased. A certain in
strument purporting to be the last will and
testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by
Robert H. Gardiner and Thomas Motley,
executors therein named.
Emeline B. Buck, late of Buckaport. in said,
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Edward Buck, one
of the executors therein named.
Abel F Stubbs, late of Buckaport, in aaid
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lottie A. Stuobs,
tbe executrix therein named.
William P. Getchell, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last wil’iaud testament of
said deceased, together with petition tor probate thereof and for administration with the
will annexed, presented by J. Tyleston Gould
a nephew of said deceased.
Tbe executor
named in said will being deceased.
Charles W. Pierce, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will aud testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor promote thereof and for administration with tbe
will annexed, presented by Clara Lord Hawley legatee named in said will.
William N. York, late ot Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition tuat Forrest B.
Snow or some otber suitable person be apadministrator of tbe estate of said
eceased. pi©sented by Ellie M. Black, heirat-law «f said deceased.
Lavini* C. Chatto, .late of Brooksville. in
said county, deceased.
Petition that Ralph
H. Condon or some other suitable person DO
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Melvin D. Chatto, son
and heir at-lawof said deceased.
Betsey Davis, late of Brooksville, in said
Petition that Melvin D.
county, deceased.
Chatto or some other suitable person heappointed administrator of the estite of said
deceased, presented by Lillian Davis, a creditor of said deceased.
Joshua Watson, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First account of Elmer P.
Spofford. administrator de bonis non, filed for
settlement.
James Parker, late of Southwest Harbor, in
sa!d county, deceased. Second and final account of Lucre B. Deasy, administrator, filed

tlement.

i

ouLuu.v

Charles West, of Roxbury, is spending the summer with her mother, Mrs. J.
B. Babson.

■

lUtltoabtf anti 3teamfea?*«.

.June

1

f«j*l Kotins.

To ..II penono intorented in either of the mtfttM hereinafter named.
*
I
-g
At a probate oonrt held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the deal
day of Jane, a* d. 1109.
I
rriHB following matters haring been pro*
X seated for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof he giren to all persons interested^
by causing a copy of this order to be p*fclished three weeks successively in the nlleworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that the* may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the sixth day
of July. a. d. 1909, at ten
of the does
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

sec cause.

Luther Church and wife, of Bangor,
week-end guests of Capt. William
Stevens.

Mrs.

ily,

K. Greene and wife.

Bridges,

Sunday.

Winterport last week.
Harry Leach is home from Lake Moxey,
where he has been teaching.
laughter. Mrs. Nahum Gray, of North
! Miss Ethel Wight carnt home from Mrs. Galen Kent and daughter and
ibscot, six grandchildren, two greatMrs. Kent, of South Brewer, are visiting
dchiklren and one great-great-grand- Waltham, Mass., Saturday.
Mrs. Victor Bridges.
came
home
E.
llardy
Sunday
George
from Rockland, where he has been at 4 Miss Georgene Travers returned from
w ill be
greatly missed in her home, work.
New York Sunday. She was accompanied
i
* she has lived so
many years. Mrs.
her little niece, Lois Eager.
Harlan Long, who has been on the by
die w as a
of
Esquire
granddaughter
schooner Ben Hur for some time, came JJThe arrivals at^West End the pastl week
who
was
born
in
Holland
Bakeman,
Mrs. W. E. Parsons and
are as follows:
11, and w ith two other brothers came home Saturday.
A. J. Collier and family, Lewis Wilhierica prior to the Revolutionary
Rose Greene, who ia working in Buck’s sons,
and famHe tirst stopped at Syracuse, N. Y., Harbor, spent Sunday with bis parents, P. liams and family, W. W. Dodge
Col. W. B.
t»f years returned to Bluehill, which
;
tier home until her death. She leaves

“You are very foolish, Alfred. That 1 ■
your third cigar, and you know the doctc r
limited you to one a day.” “Yes, deal *
but I’ve consulted two other doctors, ani 1
each has allowed me one cigar a day.”

a

WEST BROOKS VTLLE.

school.

Sunday evening.
Mr. Fermstrong is having

!

great

It.

of

returned

visiting

wife and little daugbte
in Rockland Wednesday t<
get medical treatment for their daughter
June 27.
B.

j

She

ere

were

Mrs. Cynthia Orindle, of North Brooks*
ville, is living with her daughter, Mrs
Edgar Wells.
Ralph Bent and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of,a daughter,
Mrs.

L. B.

Myrtle

BKOOKL1N.

at

Kent, of South Orrington,
Eugene Seavey’s.

deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
said

all persons interested iu either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock.on the fourteenth
day of June. a. d. 1909, being an adjourned
session of the June a. d. 1909 term of said

following
sented for the action
THE
after indicated, it is

matters

having been prethereupon hereinhereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the sixth da} off
July, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
Martha D. 8wazev, late of Bucksport, ia
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be tbe last will and testament
of sa d deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Theodore H.
Smith, the executor thereio named.
Stephen D. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. ▲ certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testameut of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by John B. Redman,
the executor therein named.
Lulu E. Rice and Gladys Rice, minors of
Gouldsboro, in said county. First account of
Daniel Deasy, guardian, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland, iu said
county, deceased. Final account of Fred D.
Jordan, special administrator, filed for settleEDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy off the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Carl H. Ames ami Lillian B.
formerly of Bucksport,
State of Maine, by their
county
mortgage deed dated the twelfth day of January, a. d. 1893, and recorded in the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, in book 276. page
150, conveyed to Alfred Swazey, late of said
Bucksport, decease 1, certain real estate
situated in said Bucksport, and particularly
aesciibed in said mortgage deed as follows, to
wit: A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said Bucksport and bounded as follows:
Beginning at the southeasterly corner of said
lot on au allowance way for a road; thence
westerly by said allowance way to land of
this grantor mortgaged to Bucksport Loan
and Building Association; thence northerly
by said lot so mortgaged to land of C. Luce;
thence easterly by said Luce land to the Rufus Ames lot; and thence southerly by said
R. Ames lot to point of starting, being same
land deeded to these grantors by J. W. Patterson, administrator, and said grantors do
hereby further agree that said Swszay shall
collect all sums due or which shall become
due for «tumpage of wood and lumber on and
from said lot hereby conveyed, and whereas
the undersigned, Charlotte R. Swazey, of said
Bucksport, is the duly appointed, qualified
and acting execatrix of the estate of said
Alfred Swazey, and as such holds said mortgage and the debt thereby secured, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and is now broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
this notice for that purpose as required
Charlotte R. Swazey,
y law.
Executrix of the estate of Alfred Swazey.
T. H. Smith, attoruey.
Bucksport, Maine, June 15, 1009.
Ames, both
WHEREAS
of Hancock.

give

immediately

Theodore E. Baker.

North

Brooklin, June 16,1909.

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of
subscriber

notice thai
executrb

SAMUEL DUNBAR, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, am
given bonds as the law directs. A1
persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to piesen
the same for settlement, and all indebtei
thereto are requested to make payment im
Clara P. Dunbar.
mediately.
Castinc, Jane 28, 1909.

subscribers 1
beeii

THE
they have
istrators of the

ereby give notice that
duly appointed admin-

estate «<f

FRANCES M. PARKER. late of SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
in the county ol Runo-ck, deceased, and
a«
dir»vl*.
tbf In
All persons
bonds
aving demands agai:; -i tut* estate of said deceased are desired ;o present the same tor
"Hi
ill
i».>;ehtco thereto art resettlement,
quested to inuKv payment immediate.
Geo. R. Fuller,
Southwest Harbor. Me.
LUKKB B. Dbahy,
Bar Harbor. Me.
June 7,1909,

Eiven

•«

«

""

COUNTY NEWS.

aubrrtiirmmt*.

S6brrtt»ftnmt«.

County Xetrn

fnr *H<1itional

V

good

Herald the

news.

other pnrjet

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Flora Gilley, who is employed in
the Bar Harbor telephone exchange, spent

Bargains at the

the week-end at home.

Clothing Store,

R. Parker

W.

$ee

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

C. E. Cook and wife, of Bangor, are at
their summer home here. Their son, Dr.
Charles, and daughters Elma and May,
both bus}* stenographers, will join them
later in the

season.

Mr. Robinson, of Stonington, delivered a fine sermon at the Congregational
church here Sunday morning. If Mr.
Robinson is a candidate for the vacant
pulpit, he will no doubt receive a call.
Rev.

After a pleasant vacation spent at their
little cottage here, Fred Robbins and wife
have returned to their light station, taking with them two nieces, Frances and
Irene Harmon, to spend the summer on
the “Rock”. Their mother, Mrs. Blanche
Harmon returned to North Jouesport a
week earlier.

The Rev. Mr. Trite, of Campbello, Mass.,
has

About a dozen Men's Working Shirts in the
very best of material and made by the best
shirt-makers in the country to close at.

One lot of Men's suits, former prices from
98
$10.00 to $15.00. Xo two suits alike to
close.

2QC

L*

Best Men’s Dress Shirts, in fancies, worth
50c to 75c to close. 39c

This small amount doesn't pev for the pants that goes
with them.

One lot of Men’s Underwear, double-seated
1C
drawers, a bargain at 40c, to close

One lot of Men's Stiff Hats in various shades
4 QC
styles, former price from $2.50 to
$4.00, to close at.
and

*Ll

at.

A small

Soft Hats, former price
choice..29c
$3.00. your

One lot of Men’s

$2.00

to

We have about
in

fancy colors,
bargain

a

at

T5c.

chiefs,

browns

your

choice while

they

to

close.

And many other
mention in this space.

plain black,

and

also

Men’s white

Handker-

AQC

02c

bargains,

too numerous to

last at...

Call,and

see

for

yourself;

no

many friends and patrons for the
the

same

for the future,

we are at

call to the

Baptist

church

wit b

Cant. William Herrick, who bad te'en
steadily failing for three months, dtad
Friday morning, June 25, at the advanced
age of eigbty-three years and six months.
Although for aonre time his friend# had
felt that the grim messenger was drawing
near, “Unde Billy’s” courage and cheerfulness gave some hope of a rallying of
forces in the

strong constitution, until an
loss of appetite gave warning of the
end of life. Capt. Herrick was a man of
strong individuality and sterling worth,
the friend of old aud young. Possessing
a
wonderfully retentive memory, his
stories of olden times and
character
studies were of intense interest to the
many callers who visited him for the
express purpose of drawing on his store of
anecdotes. He was considered an authority on all matters relating to the town's
history, and the street history is indebted
to him for much of its material. It seems
• pity that all this rich lore of reminiscences of the older generation couldn't
have been preserved as it was given in his
witty and humorous relation. The funeral
was held at hi* home, where be tnid been
his own housekeeper for so many years, on
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Barnard
officiating. The interment was beside his
brother Asa, his j>artner in business and
home life until his death ten years ago.
in Capt. Herrick's illuess. William Maynard has been a faithful attendant, and
his niece, Myra H nick.has given him her
best care. His only remaining brother, S.
Watson Herrick, has been seriously ill,
but is now somewhat better. Capt. Herrick will be greatly missed.
utter

dozen Men's Hose left,

sixty

amount of

accepted the
Manset, and

his family is nowsettled in the parsonage there.
Many of the cottagers are here and more
are expected early in July.
The Coopers,
of Philadelphia, the Goodwins, of Pawtucket, the Stanleys, of Massachusetts are
all established in their summer homes, together with some of the cottage colony at
Norwood’s Cove.
at

trouble to show

goods, whether you purchase
liberal patronage during our recent big sale

or

Thanking our
sincerely soliciting

not.

and

your service.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING COMPANY,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Ralph Mayo

is at home from
Maine
institute at Pittsfield. He was accompanied from Bar Harbor by Miss
Alice Carpenter, w ho has spent a pleasant

*to>trttstn,tnt*.

_

HOT WEATHER

AXlT'^

CONSTIPATION.
Thore in

a

close

connection bpt»wn
i hot weather and constipation,
do not leem to undcrstann
tht.
proa

doctor*

are

alow In

compreheJ.

ing It.
Constipation depends mainly on 4ness of the bowels.
During the i,\.

weather the Holds of
thebody a»
drained away in perspiration.
rDjf
considerable extra fluid is
drunk. t;,«
internal organa are deprived of
their
usual amount of fluid. The
usually used by the bowels to keep th9
contents moist, are
absorbed into ths
blood and evaporated on the
surface 0*
the body, to cool the
body during
hot weather. lienee,
eonatlpatlon.
It is very unfortunate indeed.
one to be obliged to take
drastic athar".
tics to relieve constipation. Of
conns
drastic cathartics will clean
out the
hovels, but the habit of const
remains just the same. Even
a'.llu„
worse.,
if a mild and gentle stlinnlanl
o' the
bowi Isis used, c unbilled with a
t,;no
that has the double eff-ct of stimnta
in*
the natural peristaltic action ,.f
bowels, as well as attracting to the
bowels the necessary portion of fln'l,
if such a remedy could be dev
used it
would bo of great value to the
peon',?
during the hot weather.
!t Is believed that Pernna
ee;r.5>
nearer to being a perfect relic t,
jn;big
particular than any other popular
household remedy. Tal.cn
aecortiitj
to the directions ou the bott -, j| u
rl
increases
tlie
only
appetite and give,
to
tho
nervous
strength
sy i-"n, but it
produces a slight action of the t owels,
overcoming constipation without preduelng a catliartlc action.

foiMT

We
te-s

are In receipt of a great
many le*.
confirming the statements csd*

above. One will sufllco for Illustration!
Mr. William Eckert,273 North Eighteenth St., Columbus, Ohio, writes:
*'I have been afflicted with chroma
constipntlon for twenty-five yeart,
••About six months ago 1 was f .ling
bn by. and concluded to use IVrcasas
To my surprise, before I hsi
a •. nic.
ilni-hod the first bottle of Penin* I
noted that my trowels were moving
regularly, without any physic. From
that ttme to this my constipate u lm
disappeared. Perunahas not onl y built
me up, but it has cured me of enrolls

occstipalon.”
Irene

Carter, five year* old.

was

flower

girl. The bride was dressed in white and
carried a bouquet, of w hite flowers. The
bridesmaid was dressed in pink with a
and white bouquet. The flower girl
was dressed in white and carried white
flowers.
Refreshments were served. Many presents of silver, linen and china were received by the bride. All wish a Ujng life
and happiness to Mr. and Mrs. Kelley.
Amy.
J une 28.

pink

Central

is in poor health.
week visiting relatives and young friends
is at Norway TintMrs.
C.
8.
Colwell
true-hearted
Christian woman, whose here.
Bucksport
long time,
hope
ing her parents.
will visit the town again. Special interest
memory will long remain with (rienda
June 2$.
Fit additional County Xewt. tot othtr pagtt
Spray.
is of course felt in this company by
and neighbors who knew
Mrs. Hudson, of New York, is bearding
and loved
1
Marion Sawyer spent a few days with with Mrs. F. M. Watson.
her. Mrs. Ober was the w idow of
Bucksport people owing to tbe fact that
Capt.
WINTER HARBOR.
A. B. Luce, a Bucksport boy, and his wife,
William Ober. who died about fourteen friends at Seal Cove last uveek.
Mrs. R. B. Abbott, of Brewer, is keepWilliam H. Sargent, of Rockland was in
who is known on the stage as Miss Eva
She leaves two sons-Samuel
Ezra D. Lurvey and wife, of Cranberry ing house for R. H. Young.
years ago.
town
are
members
of
tbe
Saturday.
Scott,
company.
| H., of Salina, Kan., and Kichard, of Cen- Isles, visited Mr. Lurvey‘s sisters here last
Miss Lottie Wooster, who has had emJune 29.
J.
Mrs. Lizzie Smallidge, who has been ter, and three daughters- Mrs. Carrie wee/;.
in Massachusetts the {>ast winployment
ill, is improving.
Stanley, of Baker's Island, Mrs. Fannie i John Walls and son Earl have gone to
ter, is home.
DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree and relatives are Herrick, of Center, and Mrs. Viola Phip- Dark Harbor, where Mr. Walls is fish cutA. S. Wooster, who has Deeu visiting is
Steam yacht Osprey. Capt. Ed. Greenlaw, the guests of Mrs. A. J. Gerrish.
pen, of Islesford, also several grandebil- i ter for Williams Bros.
Massachusetts, left June 24 for an extended
and many more distant relatives and
is stopping this week in the harbor.
dren,
Dr. Small has sold bis automobile to
Mrs. Nellie Gilley was called to Swan's visit with relatives on the Pacific c ast.
friends. Funeral services were held June:
Dr. A. E. Small, of Winter Harbor, re- 1 Frank
Island last week by the serious illness of
Huckins, of Bunker's Harbor.
Mrs. F. M. Watson and grandson, WitBev. O. G. Barnard, of Southwest Har22,
a
few
his
old
home.
at
cently spent
days
her brother, Otis Albee.
Edward Ober, wife and daughter, of Bar
son
McHea, of Brooklyn, N. Y., ind
bar, officiating.
Allen Hill, of Georgetown, Mass., is Harbor, are visiting relatives in town.
Nshum Norwood, who has been laid up Mrs. A. E. Wooster, of Waltham, Mas§i
June 28.
X.
spending a few weeks with relatives here.
with rheumatism several weeks, is gain- are here for the summer.
Ralph Moore, of Waltham, Mass., is
The long drought is beginning already spending two weeks’ vacation in town.
BIRCH HARBOR.
ing, and will soon be able to attend to his
June 28.
to seriously affect the hay and other crops.
Mrs. Emetine Small, of Arlington work again.
Rufus Handy, of Waltham, Maas., has
INDIAN POINT.
The relatives and friends of Shepley S.
Capt. William Burns and wife, of At- moved his family to Birch Harbor for the Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. R. A.
home it
Handy.
lantic, were in town a few days this week. summer.
Stanley, formerly of this place tut now of j Airs. Abbie Higgins is at her
Indian Point for the summer.
Boston,
with
him
in
the
loss
Alton
sympathize
A.
C.
of
Bunker
tbe
three-masted
and
wife
have
Walter B. Harrington and wife are in
Capt.
Haskell,
gone to Bar
of his wife, Carrie Buckminster.
L. L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, mide
schooner Jesse Bishop, is at home while Portland this week
attending the drug- Harbor, where they have employment for
8eth
his vessel is unloading in New York.
the
season.
Dora Lurvey will leave to-day for Rock- short visit recently to his old friend,
gists’ convention.
Mrs. Abb»
Frank Greenlaw has built a new livery
Allen Handy, who has been attending land, where she will meet her sitter, Mrs. Harding, and his cousin,
Dr. Small, who has been on a brief visit
Edith Dolliver, and together they will 1 Higgins.
stable at Sunset for the accommodation of to his parents, A. T. Small and
wife, at school in Waverley, Mass., came home
news
the summer people at Dunham’s Point.
Deer Isle, returned Thursday.
Thursday, accompanied by a friend, Cola visit tbeir brothers in Boston and Hard- j Seth Harding recently received the
of the death of a cousin, U. A. Whitney*
wick, Vt.
Mrs. Julius Henssler died Sunday mornDr. Bridgham, ol Tacoma, Wash., who, Gray.
in Pasadsna Cal. He was a former HampThe death of Nettie B., eldest daughter
ing after a long illness of consumption. with his mother, is spending the summer
DORR-KELLEY.
den mao and a recent visitor here.
She leaves a husband and eight young i at his old home in Sullivan, was the guest of Jerod Crane, occurred at her nome
A pretty wedding took place here SunHJune 22.
children. Mrs. Henssler’s Bister, Mrs. Bar- of Dr. Small Monday.
here Jone 26, after a lingering illness of day, June 20, when Harry Leon Kelley, of
ter, died of the same disease only a few
Seal
28.
at
the
and
June
Gertrude Frances, da ugh- !
consumption,
E.
Cove,
age of twenty-seven
TREMONT.
months ago, also leaving a large family.
years and six months. She bore her suf- ter of Warren Dorr, of this place, were !
Mrs. Mildred Norwood, who has be*1
with
the
married
Rev.
fering
Charles Carlton, of
Harbor View chapter held its last meetNORTH PENOBSCOT.
greatest courage and
by
quite ill, is better.
ing of the season Tuesday evening. A fine
Tbe ladies’ aid society is making prep- cheerfulness, hopeful for recovery to the Corinna, in the presence of relatives and I
Master Everett Rich is confined to the
last.
Miss
Crane
friends.
waa a smart, ambitious
The room was decorated beautientertainment was given, and quite a; arations tor a little celebration here on tbe
house
with measles.
her
chief
aim being an education. fully with a profusion of white flowers.
large number of visitors were present from Fourth.
\ girl,
She was a graduate of Castine normal The bridal pair stood under a wedding
Mrs. C. H. Norwood has gone to .Mitchother chapters, about twenty coming from
j Under tbe
supervision of George Leach, school and Higgins classical institute, and arch and bell. The ring service employed ell’s Cove to spend a few weeks with Mrt
Juanita chapter at Stonington. A fine ;
much-needed repairs were made on the had been two years in
banquet was served.
Colby college, was very impressive. The bride was given William B. Mitchell.
road last week.
June 28.
where, had health permitted, Bbe would •way by her father.
Rex.
Friends of Otis Aibee, of Swan a
Miss Nellie Myra Robinson was brides- formerly of this place, are pained to best
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge, with little son, have graduated on the day of her death.
She
was
a
WEST TREMONT.
member of the Baptist church maid and Sylvester Warren Dorr, brotber that he is
of Framingham, Mass., is visiting her parvery low of Bright’s disease.
;
in Waterville, joining while
Kl*
Mrs. A. A. Lopaus, who has been quite ents, H. W. Lowell and wife.
June 28.
attending of the bride, was best man. Miss Abbie
school
there. Besides her parents, she
ill, is able to be out.
Mrs. Grace Stover, of Brooksville, closed leaves four
sisters, all of whom were with
Miss Addie Severance is visiting her a successful term of school here Thursday. her
during her last days. Funeral serThe wish of both parents and pupils is vices were held at the
uncle, A. A. Wentworth.
Baptist church Sunthat she will teach in the fall. She has in
day afternoon. Rev. G. W. M. Keyes
Miss Helen Murphy spent part of tbe
an unusual degree the elements of a wellweek in Rockland, visiting friends.
officiating in the absence of the pastor,
Ask your doctor how often he
an
poised teacher.
Mr. Drew, who was away on his vacation.
Mrs. E. B. Reed came home Sunday j
The marriage of Vi illiam Edward Wes- The beautiful flowers were silent witstimulant for children. He will
very
say,
from Bath, where she has been with her
cott, one of Bluehill’s promising young nesses of many loving friends.
Ask l‘»m
do not need
husband.
June 28.
farmers, and Miss Nora Bernice Staples,
C.
how often he
He will
a ton'c for them.
Everett Tinker, of Southwest Harbor, one of North Penobscot’s smart and
popuWEST
FRANKLIN.
and
his
lar young ladies, took place June 21. The
spent Saturday night
Sunday with
Then ask him
answer,
very
Edward Phillips is building a new barn.
cousin, Ray Robbins.
congratulations of many friends are exabout
non-alcoholic
as a tonic for the ^
J. P. Patterson, wife and three sons, who tended, with the wish for many years of
Tbs Dr. Homer residence is being re1
Follow
his
advice.
He
knows.
young.
arrived Saturday, are at L. W. Rumill’s. domestic felicity.
JTC Ayer Co 1 «•«
paired.
H.
They have an entertainment at the hall j June 28.
The first great rule of health—" Daily movement of the bowels.” Ask jour
this evening.
{ George Coombs has gone to Bar Harbor thb is not so. Then ask him about Ayer’s Pills. Sold far nearly sixty ye*5I to work.
SEAL COVE.
Mrs. Carrie Moore, with daughter
George F. Springer was in Bangor SatMyrtle, of Ellsworth Falls, who haa been j Vernon Latty and wife, of McKinley,
urday on business.
I were in town Sunday.
visiting her brother, A. A.
in
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BUCKSPORT.

Miss Abbie Reed went to Clinton Friday
visit her sister, Mrs. J. W. Tripp.

to

Miss Esther Jocelyn arrived home Sunseveral months in

Philadelphia.

Mrs. S. M. Webb, of Bangor, spent several days last week
with Mrs. A. C.

Swasey.
Mrs. Edward Swazey, who has spent
the winter in Portland, returned home
last week.
Mrs. Henry Feltch Page and children,
of

Philadelphia,

the

summer

arrived

Sunday

to

spend

with her mother, Mrs. E. P.

Nichols.
Howard Field and wife, of East Hampton, Conn., who have been spending a
part of their honeymoon in town, left on
the Boston boat Monday.
Mrs. Harry Ames returned Friday from
Brunswick, where she attended Bowdoin
commencement.
Her nephew, Howard
Kane, of Machias, was one of the gradu-

it

Olive, widow of Amaziah B. Gray, died
Sunday morning after a long illness, aged
seventy-six years. She bad been in poor
health

for

five years.

She leaves two

daughters—Mrs. S. M. Patten, of Bucksport, and Mrs. Roxanna Wheeler, of
Auburn.
M. P. M. club,

The
down

of

Brewer

came

the 1 o’clock train Friday, and
after dinner at the Robinson house,
spent
on

most

Alcohol to Children

enjoyable afternoon driving about
calling on friends. Before leav-

town and
the

party gathered at the home of
Mrs. C. S. Homer, where refreshments were
served.

rarely.

The funeral of Mrs. Catherine McNeil,
death occurred Saturday morning,
was held at the Catholic church
Monday
forenoon. Mrs. McNeil was sixty-eight
years of age. She leaves a son—James
McNpil, of Bucksport, and two daughters
—Mrs. O. H. Dorr, of Waltham, and Miss
Flora McNeil, of Bucksport.
whose

is the best company which has

Ayer’s

Wentworth,

home Sunday. Mrs. Moore’s busband drove down for them.

returned

Mrs.

names

of persons

contemplating or likely

buy life insurance. Information will be
treated confidentially. Address G. F. G.,
to

American Orrics.

“Very,

prob-

frequently.”
Sarsaparilla

uoct®^1

visited

LIBERAL CA8H PAID

alcoholic
prescribes
“Very,
probably
stimulating.”

Children
prescribes

ably

Large audiences greeted the Avery
Strong company at each performance. It

For

COUNTY NEWS.

_

Miss Ella Erskine left Thursday for Boston, where she will join the Maine delegation of the Y. W. C. A. for Silver Bay,
N. Y., as one of the delegates from the
E. M. C. 8.

ing

and all

_

ates.

a

a

__

Miss Alice Forsyth, who has been teaching in Plainsville, N. J., is home.

day after

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Capt. N. B. Grant

|

Cora Clark and son Harvey left
Friday for Portland, where they will visit
her daughters Kate.and Julia for a short
time, then go to Provincetown, Mass., to
visit her husband, WT. A. Clark, who is inspector of the work cn Pilgrim’s monument.

Jun? 28.

Thelma.

Miss Wavie Latty was home recently
from Bar Harbor, where she is employed.
Mrs. Ellen K. Ober, of Center, passed
away at her home June 21, aged about
seventy-one years. Mrs. Ober had been a
sufferer for more than a year, a greater
part of that time confined to her room and
practically helpless. Her death comes as
a release from suffering,
though removing
from the community a broad-minded,

Perrin Swan has brought water into his
from a never-failing boiling spring.

house

Mrs. Bertram and Mrs. Etta Ward, of
Pembroke, are visiting their daughter and
sister, Mrs. W. E. Clark.
The grass is not looking as well as hoped
early spring. It Is thought that the
very dry summer of last year is in a measfor in
ure

responsible.

June 28.

CH’E’EH.

Avoidthe thin Ice

Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and*blood in a
state of good health. • An occasional dose of the true
“L F.” Atwood’s Bitters is all you need. They
“*

sirenguien

uic wca»cncu

the whole system to a condition of perfect
health. Relieve constipation when all else
fails. JJ cents a bottle at your dealer’s.

J

